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ABSTRACT

In 2009 the Australian Federal and State governments are expected to have spent some AU$30
billion procuring infrastructure projects. For governments with finite resources but many competing
projects, formal capital rationing is achieved through use of Business Cases. These Business cases
articulate the merits of investing in particular projects along with the estimated costs and risks of each
project.

Despite the sheer size and impact of infrastructure projects, there is very little research in
Australia, or internationally, on the performance of these projects against Business Case assumptions
when the decision to invest is made. If such assumptions (particularly cost assumptions) are not met,
then there is serious potential for the misallocation of Australia’s finite financial resources.

This research addresses this important gap in the literature by using combined quantitative and
qualitative research methods, to examine the actual performance of 14 major Australian government
infrastructure projects.

The research findings are controversial as they challenge widely held perceptions of the
effectiveness of certain infrastructure delivery practices. Despite this controversy, the research has
had a significant impact on the field and has been described as ‘outstanding’ and ‘definitive’
(Alliancing Association of Australasia), “one of the first of its kind” (Infrastructure Partnerships of
Australia) and “making a critical difference to infrastructure procurement” (Victorian Department of
Treasury).

The implications for practice of the research have been profound and included the withdrawal
by Government of various infrastructure procurement guidelines, the formulation of new infrastructure
policies by several state governments and the preparation of new infrastructure guidelines that
substantially reflect the research findings.

Building on the practical research, a more rigorous academic investigation focussed on the
comparative cost uplift of various project delivery strategies was submitted to Australia’s premier
academic management conference, the Australian and New Zealand Academy of Management
(ANZAM) Annual Conference.

This paper has been accepted for the 2010 ANZAM National

Conference following a process of double blind peer review with reviewers rating the paper’s overall
contribution as “Excellent” and “Good”.
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PART I: OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH
This dissertation reflects research undertaken in fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of
Doctor of Business Administration at QUT.
The dissertation and the associated research may be conveniently considered in two parts; the
Practical Outcomes and the Academic Outcomes. These are presented in full in Part II and II
respectively and described in overview below.
The Practical Outcomes entailed a Research Study into Alliancing in the Australian Public
Sector and was undertaken for the various State Departments of Treasury, (Victoria, Western
Australia, Queensland and New South Wales). The author was the study leader for this research
which meets QUT’s requirements that it be part of the ‘real world’ and make ‘a substantial
contribution to business practice”.
As Study Leader, the author:
a)

provided the intellectual framework for the study (Phase 1 and 2) including the choice
and implementation of the mixed method research approach (Phase 1 being quantitative
and Phase 2 qualitative);.

b)

Provided the management, coordination and leadership to the full study team (Phase 1
and 2);

c)

provided the primary intellectual insights into the raw findings and synthesised same into
the Key Findings of the study;

d)

was the primary interface with the client on all matters; and

e)

drafted the great majority of Part II and all of Part III (ANZAM Paper).

The assistance and counsel of Associate Professor Colin Duffield is acknowledged here.
Professor Duffield’s primary roles were to review and approve the abovementioned research
methodology and to ensure compliance with the University of Melbourne’s code of Conduct (Refer
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Part II page 30).

Professor Duffield also provided valuable insights from the research he had

previously undertaken on cost uplift associated with PPP projects”.
The need for this research arose in response to the rapid rise of alliancing to deliver Australia’s
physical infrastructure. In the period 2005 – 2009, alliancing grew from approximately $300m per
annum to $10 billion representing one third of all infrastructure projects. The various Treasuries
sought to understand the rationale for this increase and whether value for money could be enhanced.
The research adopted a mixed method case study approach and was conducted under
appropriate Code of Conduct with publication in October 2009.
The Academic Outcomes entailed a more academically rigorous article that builds on the above
practical research. The article focuses on the cost uplift from Business Cases associated with the
various project delivery methods available to Government. This article was accepted (subject to minor
reviews) by Australian and New Zealand Academy of Management (ANZAM) in September 2010
following double blind peer review. The two reviewers described the article’s overall contribution as
“Excellent” and “Good”. (Appendix A)
The research methodology underpinning this dissertation is described in detail in Chapter 4 of
the Research report (Part II: Practical Outcomes). A mixed method was adopted involving both
quantitative and qualitative approaches using case survey questionnaires and studies.

Phase 1

involved a quantitative analysis of 46 alliance projects from which 14 case studies were selected using
purposive sampling techniques to allow a more fine grained qualitative study in Phase 2.
The methodology met the author’s objectives of:
 Addressing an identified gap from the literature survey which demonstrated that prior research was
generally limited to desktop analysis;
 Providing a structured systematic approach to selecting projects for case studies;
 Protecting commercially sensitive information; and
 Allowing richer exploration of the data beyond qualitative analysis to better understand the
mechanisms behind any observed effects.
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Within the constraints of confidentiality, the survey questionnaire, responses and cross case
analysis were all provided in the Research Report (Part II: Practical Outcomes).
The research methodology was subjected to review commercially and also during the double
blind review process. Commercial reviews were undertaken by the University of Melbourne (refer
Chapter 4 of the Research Study Report included in Part II. The method was assessed by ANZAM
reviewers (Appendix A) as:
Reviewer 1

“Excellent”

Reviewer 2

“Above Average”

As part of the documented research methodology (refer Chapter 4, Research Report in Part II) a
literature review was conducted at the commencement of the study. Details of this literature review
are contained in the ANZAM article (Part III – Academic Outcomes).
The key findings from the literature review were that (1) the role of cost uplift in infrastructure
projects is widely accepted to be very important for Government; and (2) notwithstanding this
importance there is little research on the subject and negligible research on the alliancing method.
The literature survey informed the research in several ways.
 It highlighted the need to use commonly accepted terminology and milestones to enable
comparison and discussion in an international context;
 It highlighted the shortcomings of a purely quantitative analysis that lacked situational context; and
 It ensured a focus on the original project objectives (as described in the Business Case) when
assessing project performance.
The literature review (“Conceptual Foundation / Building Relevant Literature”) was assessed by
ANZAM reviewers (Appendix A) as:

12

Reviewer 1:

“Above Average”

Reviewer 2:

“Average”
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The contribution of this research to practice occurs at several levels: importance of the topic;
major and novel insights; and impact on practice.
The importance of the topic is noted in the abstract for the ANZAM article (Part III) “The
alliance delivery method is used for approximately one third of all Australian Government
Infrastructure projects representing $8 - $10 billion per annum. Despite its widespread use, little is
known about ....” value for money outcomes, particularly the cost uplift that occurs between the time
of Business Case approval to Project Completion.
The significance here is that Governments use Business Case submissions to ration scarce
capital between competing investment proposals (infrastructure projects). If projects do not deliver
the cost assumptions in the Business Case, then it could mean that capital has been misallocated and
an alternative project (investment) should have been commissioned.
The importance of this topic was clearly understood by the various State Treasuries in
undertaking this research as noted in the following comment. “This (research) is an important step in
developing a national public sector approach.... when undertaking alliances.” (Part II: Practical
Outcomes) Similarly, the academic review of the research confirmed this importance as evidenced by
comments by ANZAM reviewers (Appendix A):
Reviewer 1:
Reviewer 2:

“Excellent”
“Excellent” (“this topic is one of increasing importance and the
Australian literature is still limited”)

The research study synthesised its findings into fourteen (14) major and novel insights which
are presented in Chapter 5 of the report (Part II: Practical Outcomes).
These 14 insights can be distilled further into three major areas:
 Alliance projects experience a cost uplift of approximately 50% from approval of Business Case to
Project Completion which is significantly higher than for traditional delivery methods.
 Alliance projects have not sufficiently aligned their project objectives with those of the Business
Case.
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 The suppliers of alliance projects (designers and construction companies) have been largely
selected using procurement processes that contravene government competition policies.
Put more simply, the research found that the original investment decisions made by Government
may have been based on erroneous assumptions in the Business Case and furthermore that projects
may have been procured in a manner inconsistent with government policies on competitive tendering.
The background to this comment is found in Part III 6.3.3 where the issue of competition is
discussed at length and also Part III 8.0 “Policy Recommendation No. 6”.
As a direct consequence of the insights gained from the research there was a significant impact
upon business practice;
 The existing Alliance Guidelines were withdrawn by the Victorian Department of Treasury and
Finance (other states link into these hence it was effectively the withdrawal by all Treasuries).
 A new Policy for alliance contracting was implemented by the State Treasuries following Cabinet
approval. The Victorian Government approved this in July 2010 (Appendix D) and Queensland in
September 2010 with a similar document to Victorian policy.
 A new set of Alliance Guidelines for Practitioners were prepared by the State Treasuries and
published as an Exposure Draft in June 2010. These guidelines “(draw)“ upon the findings and
recommendations in the (research) report”. The author was also the lead advisor for these new
guidelines. A copy of these new guidelines is not included in this report due to size constraints but
it can be accessed on line (www.dtf.vic.gov.au/projectalliancing)
The ANZAM reviewers commented (Appendix A) that in terms of “relevance of findings for
theory/policy/practice”
Reviewer 1:

“Excellent”

Reviewer 2:

“Below Average”

The comments of Reviewer 2 (“Below Average”) are puzzling given the direct impact of the
research findings discussed earlier:

withdrawal of existing government guidelines and the

implementation of new alliance policy and new guidelines.
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The ANZAM reviewers commented (Appendix A) that in terms of “overall contribution”
Reviewer 1:

“Excellent”

Reviewer 2:

“Good”

Industry’s perception of the contribution to practice can be gauged by the following.
The Alliancing Association of Australasia (AAA) reviewed the study report in some detail and
noted that “some conclusions.... differ from our practitioners’ current experience....” However, they
“acknowledge that this is the definitive report on the use of alliancing and congratulate .... an
outstanding job overall”. (Appendix C)
Infrastructure Partnerships Australia, in a letter to the Victorian Department of Treasury
congratulated them for their work on alliancing and described the research study as “... probably one
of the first of its kind to comprehensively document and assess the use of alliance contracting in the
public sector.” They also expressed their pleasure that the new Guidelines were reflecting the findings
of the research study. (Appendix E)
The Department of Treasury and Finance noted that the report made “... a critical difference to
the delivery of (Australia’s) infrastructure. (Appendix H)
The challenge for structuring the Research report was to address the client’s dual requirements
for a readable document that focussed on the Findings and Recommendations whilst simultaneously
satisfying industry that it had been conducted with sufficient academic rigor. The client’s primary
interest was in the research outcomes rather than the minutiae of the inputs (literature review,
methodology, etc).
The structure of the final report therefore deliberately did not follow traditional academic format
but rather sought to provide the above balance in particular through the use of a comprehensive stand
alone Executive Summary that could be used by senior executives.
The article for ANZAM, however, followed the more traditional format for academic articles
where the explanation of reasoning, literature review and methodology were paramount. The format
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as can be seen in the full article (Part II: Academic Outcomes) was Abstract, Introduction, Literature
Survey, Research Questions, Methodology, Results and Conclusion.
The ANZAM reviewers commented (Appendix A) on the article’s “Clarity/readability” as:
Reviewer 1:

“Above Average”

Reviewer 2:

“Above Average” (“well researched and clearly written”)

The ANZAM;’s reviewers commented (Appendix A) on Quality of Analysis / Coherence of
argument as:
Reviewer 1:

“Above Average”

Reviewer 2:

“Above Average”

In addition to the written research study and article described above, the study was also
presented formally across Australian on over 12 separate occasions including:
 National Conference of the Alliancing Association of Australasia
 State (Special Purpose) Conference (WA) of the Alliancing Association of Australasia
 Approximately 10 formal presentations to industry and/or government agencies
Copies of the generic presentations for the National Conference and industry gatherings are
included in (Appendix G). Full details of all presentations are included earlier in this Dissertation
(page 4).
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PART II: PRACTICAL OUTCOMES: Wood, P. and Duffield, C. (2009). In Pursuit of
Additional Value: A benchmarking study into alliancing in the Australian Public Sector. Department
of Treasury and Finance
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Foreword
Governments seek to achieve a very broad range of social, environmental and economic
objectives on behalf of the community. This has seen an equally broad diversity of capital
and infrastructure projects. Today, governments can utilise a number of mature and
emerging project delivery methodologies to address this project diversity on a ‘fit-forpurpose’ basis. One of these methodologies is alliancing.
The number and value of government projects delivered through alliancing is significant and
is increasing. The output of this Study is an opportunity for jurisdictions to learn from each
other and ensure that they can continuously improve both the decision criteria, when to use
the alliance delivery method, and the decisions on the structuring of that alliance, so that
optimal VfM for taxpayers is delivered.
The Study has confirmed that alliancing can provide real benefits in the delivery of public
infrastructure and has a place in the suite of other established procurement methods
that are available to governments. This is welcome where it can demonstrably deliver
incremental public value over other alternatives and reduces the cost of industry engaging
with governments. The Study also identified key drivers of success in alliancing, including
the value of a collaborative relationship between the project Owner, designers
and contractors.
The Study also identified that the adoption of alliancing by government raises some
matters which must be carefully managed in the interest of delivering value to the taxpayer.
Alliancing is a very sophisticated development in delivering major infrastructure and
agencies must fully understand the opportunities and tradeoffs that may be required. The
Study identifies areas where the public sector must increase their capacity and capability to
ensure optimal management and transparency of the public interest in alliance projects.
Practitioners could also consider how the success factors of alliancing, design and
construct, public private partnerships (PPPs), early contractor involvement (ECIs) etc, can
be applied to cross-fertilise to continuously improve each procurement method.
This Study is an important step in developing a national public sector approach intended to
help agencies better understand how to pursue additional public value when
undertaking alliances.

The Inter-Jurisdictional Alliancing Steering Committee
October 2009
Founding membership and initiators of the Study:
Department of Treasury and Finance, Victoria (Chair, Nick Tamburro)
Department of Treasury and Finance, Western Australia
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Executive Summary
In 2009 Australian governments are expected to spend $8 billion procuring infrastructure
projects under the alliance delivery methodology. The number of alliances delivered has
significantly grown over the past five years and now represents one third of the total value of
public sector infrastructure projects delivered in Australia.
The Treasury departments of Victoria, Western Australia, New South Wales and Queensland
determined that understanding the rationale for the increased use of alliancing, and whether
value for money (VfM) could be enhanced, was of sufficient public interest to require
a Study.
The principle of obtaining VfM underpins good government procurement practice. All
state governments have complementary definitions of VfM, however, knowing if it can be
enhanced, how it can be achieved and where it can be optimised in a project’s lifecycle
becomes more difficult.
Evans & Peck and The University of Melbourne were engaged to:
		 “undertake a detailed benchmarking study of alliancing across Australia to investigate
		 whether alliancing delivers incremental value for money (VfM) to government against
		 other procurement methods”.
The combined Research Team of Evans & Peck and The University of Melbourne designed
a methodology with both quantitative and qualitative approaches, and used case studies
so that the research could provide a context and narrative, and collect a range of different
data types. The case studies provided a rich context with specific examples that abstracted
quantitative data alone cannot. This methodology combines the rigour of quantitative
data with the proven efficacy of situated context for improved analysis. The Study was
undertaken under The University of Melbourne’s Code of Conduct in the following stages:
1.

Literature review to identify existing research to refine Study approach.

2.

Research Phase 1: Scan of current alliance performance in Australia through a self
evaluation survey of 46 alliances.

3.

Research Phase 2: Detailed analysis of 14 alliances through a case study approach.

4.

Analysis of research resulting in findings, conclusions and recommendations.

The literature review stage uncovered gaps in the current body of research, which together
with learnings from Phase 1, resulted in the Research Team expanding the Study question
to: How can VfM (value for money) be enhanced in the alliance delivery method?
The results of this Study are presented in this report in the following structure:
•

Background and context: including purpose and structure of Study, an overview of
alliancing in Australia and of VfM in the alliancing context.

•

Methodology and approach: research method and rationale.

•

Findings: providing a summary of the key findings drawn from the research.

•

Discussion and observations: enhancing the findings with industry expertise and
context.

•

Conclusion: the conclusions made from the Study.

•

Recommendations: addressing how to enhance VfM in alliancing based on the
conclusions.

•

Further research: identifying areas requiring further investigation and consideration.

•

Appendices: including research results and cross case analysis.
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Findings
The findings are structured following the project lifecycle. They have been developed with
consideration given to the associated VfM expectations at each stage of the lifecycle as
articulated in state government guidelines.
The various state government guidelines are complementary and the differences are not
considered material. For convenience, the Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance
(DTF) Investment Lifecycle Guidelines were used as the starting point to tailor the following
lifecycle stages appropriate for this research:
Business
Case

Selecting the
Non-owner
Participants
(NOPs)

Procurement
Strategy

Agreeing the
Commercial
Arrangements

Project
Delivery

Figure E.1: Project Lifecycle model used for this study

The following points describe the Study’s key findings from each stage of this lifecycle:
Strategic
Assessment

Options
Analysis

Business
Case

Project
Tendering

Solution
Implementation

Key finding 1: Business case – Defining the project’s VfM proposition

Business cases often did not clearly define the project VfM proposition to the rigour
required for investment decision making.
Business
Case

Procurement
Strategy

Particular findings of note:
•

Selecting the
Non-owner
Particpants
(NOPs)

Agreeing the
Commercial
Arrangements

Project
Delivery

The average increase from business case cost estimate to Actual Outturn Cost (AOC)
was of the order of 45-55%.

•

the delivery method often tended to
The business case assessment of an Selecting
optimum
Agreeing the
Business

Procurement

Non-owner

Commercial

Project

Particpants
Case to alliancing Strategy
‘default’
using a non-price
selection approach
for Non-Owner Delivery
Participants
Arrangements
(NOPs)

(NOPs) and did not consider a range of other delivery options.
•

In general a robust program and budget was not evident from the business case stage.

Key finding 2: Procurement strategy – Owner’s
rationale for selecting the alliance delivery method
Selecting the
Business
Case

Procurement
Strategy

Having considered project specific

Non-owner
Particpants
(NOPs) the
requirements,

Agreeing the
Commercial
Arrangements

Project
Delivery

primary reasons for selecting the

alliance delivery method, in addition to those contained in the DTF Project Alliancing
Practitioners’ Guide were:
•

Selecting the
Agreeing the
To Business
achieve early project
commencement
through early involvement
of the NOPs.
Non-owner
Project
Procurement

•

To progress the project development in (NOPs)
parallel with theArrangements
project approvals.

Case

Strategy

Particpants

Commercial

Delivery

In general, Owner’s specifically used alliancing and the non-price competitive selection
approach to attract key resources and capabilities to a project in a buoyant
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Businessmarket.
construction
Case

Procurement
Strategy

Selecting the
Non-owner
Particpants
(NOPs)

Agreeing the
Commercial
Arrangements

Project
Delivery

Business
Case

Procurement
Strategy

Selecting the
Non-owner
Particpants
(NOPs)

Agreeing the
Commercial
Arrangements

Project
Delivery
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Key finding 3: Selecting the NOPs – Non-price and price competition
Non-price competition

It was found that when non-price selection approaches were used to select NOPs:
•

Owner representatives generally indicated moderate to high levels of satisfaction with
the selection process.

•

Owner representatives sometimes noted that the selected NOP team members were
either not made available to the project or left prematurely.

Price competition

Noting that the number of price competition approaches examined in this Study was limited
to two case studies (consistent with current industry practice), it was found that when price
competition was used to select NOPs:
•

Owner representatives reported a significant management demand on their organisation
(compared with non-price selection approach).

•

the total cost to establish a Target Outturn Cost (TOC) using price competition (two
TOCs) was less (of the order of 2% of TOC) than when non-price selection (single
TOC) was used.

•

the TOC was found to be of the order of 5-10% (of TOC) less, relative to non-price
competition on the basis that the following items were lower (in aggregate and
individually) when using price competition:
− On-site overhead costs.
− Design costs.
− TOC development costs.
− NOP profit margins.

Owners on all alliances in the Study advised that good relationships had developed and
that the participants worked well together as effective teams. No discernible difference was
found between alliances that used price competition and non-price competition.
It was also found that generally NOPs have a strong preference for alliancing over other
traditional delivery methods. Additionally, NOPs have a strong preference for non-price
selection approach over price selection approach.
Key finding 4: Agreeing the commercial arrangements – Commencement of physical work

Often physical works commenced prior to finalising the commercial arrangements with
the NOPs.
Key finding 5: Agreeing the commercial arrangements – Business case cost compared to initial TOC

In general the agreed (initial) TOC was higher than the business case cost estimate. The
average increase was of the order of 35-45%.
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Key finding 6: Agreeing the commercial arrangements – Project Alliance Agreement (PAA)

A variety of commercial terms and conditions were found in the PAAs. In particular:
•

NOP corporate overhead and profit: Generally fixed upon agreement of the TOC, often
variable as a percentage of actual costs.

•

No blame clause: Generally unconditional; little indication of modified clauses.

•

Dispute resolution: Generally silent; little indication of express provisions for resolution
beyond the Alliance Leadership Team (ALT) (outside the alliance).

•

Incentive/penalty arrangements on time: Generally included; often not.

•

Owner reserved powers: Often reserved powers stated; sometimes not.

•

Performance security by NOPs: Little indication that security was required; generally
not.

Key finding 7: Agreeing the commercial arrangements – Outstanding outcomes

Generally it is a requirement expressed in the PAA that the parties commit to achieving
outstanding (game breaking) outcomes.
The commercial arrangements generally provide financial incentives for NOPs (incentivised
Key Result Area (KRAs)) to achieve outstanding (game breaking) outcomes.
It was also noted that estimated costs associated with pursuing outstanding (game
breaking) outcomes are often included in the TOC.
Key finding 8: Project delivery – Non-price objectives

In general, Owner representatives (regardless of approach to selecting NOPs) rated their
alliance’s performance in all areas of non-price objectives as above expectations or game
breaking. The areas of non-price criteria assessed were:
•

quality of work

•

functionality

•

safety

•

environment

•

community

•

other stakeholders

•

team dynamics

•

KRA achievement

•

flexibility of approach.

Key finding 9: Project delivery – Owner resources

The number of Owner resources provided to the alliances varied.
There was no clear correlation between the number of Owner resources and enhanced VfM.
It was noted that active senior level participation by the Owner provided clear direction and
support to the alliance.
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Key finding 10: Project delivery – Early commencement of physical work and project completion

The project’s physical works were able to be commenced many months in advance of what
would have been possible using traditional delivery methods (as noted elsewhere) leading to
a commensurate earlier completion date.
The majority of projects met the Owners’ target completion dates as set out in the business
case.
Key finding 11: Project delivery – No disputes

There were no indications of any disputes between the Owner and the NOPs that needed to
be resolved outside the alliance.
Key finding 12: Project delivery – Outstanding outcomes (game breaking)

There was little indication that outstanding outcomes (game breaking / breakthrough) were
being achieved within the definitions in use in this Study (‘paradigm shift’, ‘not been done
before’).
This finding significantly differs with the self-evaluation of both NOPs and Owner
representatives within the alliances who considered that their own alliances achieved
outstanding outcomes.
Key finding 13: Project delivery – Adjustments to agreed TOC

In general there was an increase from agreed (initial) TOC to adjusted (final) TOC. The
average increase was of the order of 5-10%.
Key finding 14: Project delivery – Adjusted TOC and AOC

In general, the AOC was less than the adjusted (final) TOC. The average saving was of the
order of 0.5%.
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Conclusion
Based on the Findings, Discussion and Observations of the Study, it can be concluded that
VfM can be enhanced in the alliance delivery method.
As a collaborative delivery method, alliancing has demonstrated its ability to avoid disputes,
improve non-cost outcomes and commence projects earlier than by traditional methods.
To extract the optimum VfM from alliancing, changes must be made at both the alliance and
whole of government levels. There are a number of discrete conclusions that support this
overall conclusion and these are discussed below.

Enhancing whole of government VfM
In this section, the conclusions relevant to enhancing VfM at the whole of government level
are discussed. These are generally areas where there would only be a benefit if a whole of
government approach were taken, rather than an alliance only approach.
Business
Case

Procurement
Strategy

Selecting the
Non-owner
Participants
(NOPs)

Agreeing the
Commercial
Arrangements

Project
Delivery

VfM definitions and the value proposition in the business case are the responsibility of the
Owner, not of the alliance which has been engaged to deliver the capital asset component
Strategic

Options

Business

Project

Solution

Case
of theAssessment
business caseAnalysis
at the lowest price.
The roleTendering
of the OwnerImplementation
needs to be distinguished

from the Owner’s representative on the alliance, who only has responsibility for delivery
and has no authority to change the business case as these are normally approved by
Government.
Business
Case

Procurement
Strategy

Selecting the
Non-owner
Particpants
(NOPs)

Agreeing the
Commercial
Arrangements

Project
Delivery

It would appear that PPPs provide the greatest cost certainty at business case stage (an
increase of 5-10% to AOC), followed by traditional (≈20%) and then alliances (≈50%).
Selecting the

Agreeing the
Non-owner
Project
Business
Procurement
The lack
of accuracy
in the business
case cost estimate
Commercial must be considerably improved
Particpants
Delivery
Case
Strategy
(NOPs)

Arrangements

to better inform the capital investment decision. Alternatively, the business case should
include explicit advice to investment decision makers regarding the risk of potential

increases. Fast track processes need to be developed for the minority of projects where
Selecting the

Agreeing the

Non-owner
Project
Procurement
Commercial
time ofBusiness
commencement
is of the essence
Particpants and decision makers need
Delivery to be alerted to the
Case
Strategy
Arrangements
(NOPs)

significant price premium that may be associated with fast tracking.
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Case

Procurement
Strategy
Business
Case

Selecting the
Non-owner
Participants
(NOPs)
Procurement
Strategy

Agreeing the
Commercial
Selecting the
Arrangements
Non-owner
Particpants
(NOPs)

Project
Delivery
Agreeing the
Commercial
Arrangements

Project
Delivery

There is a plethora of selection guidelines on the use of the alliance delivery method that are
Strategic
Assessment

inconsistent, confusing, do not reflect current practice and are not focussed on optimising
Options

Business

Project

Solution

Analysis
Case
Tenderingthe
Implementation
Selecting
Agreeing the
VfM. Given
construction
market
competition is
Non-owner it is possible that the primary
Project
Business a robustProcurement
Case

Strategy

Particpants

Commercial

Delivery

occurring on the buyer (Owner) side(NOPs)
as they seekArrangements
to attract NOPs to their own project using
the alliance delivery method and non-price criteria, both of which are highly favoured by
Business
Case

Selecting
the
NOPsProcurement
over traditional
delivery
methods.
Agreeing the
Non-owner
Strategy
Business
Case

Particpants
(NOPs)
Procurement
Strategy

Commercial
Selecting the
Arrangements
Non-owner
Particpants
(NOPs)

Project
Delivery
Agreeing the
Commercial
Arrangements

Project

Delivery
A consistent approach across jurisdictions would improve the procurement
selection

strategy and buying power, and ensure consistency in government engagement with
Business
Case
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industry.
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Project
Delivery

Current guidelines recommend selecting NOPs using predominately non-price criteria.
Strategic
Assessment

Options
Analysis

This does
reflect good government
procurement practice which requires price
Businessnot alwaysProject
Solution
Case

Tendering

Implementation

to be included as a significant criterion. Whilst price competition is not appropriate in all
circumstances, it should be required as a default position.
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The range of the PAAs in use in Australia is neither efficient nor effective for government or
Options
Business
Analysis
Case

Business
Procurement
Case
Strategy

industry.
An
Selecting
thealliance is a complex commercial transaction. Now that alliancing is a mature
Project
Non-owner

Agreeing
Solution the

Project

Commercial
Tendering
Implementation
Particpants
delivery
method, there
is a need forDelivery
government to establish a standard form of contract
Arrangements
(NOPs)

that is robust, tested and clearly understood by all parties. This would improve legal
certainty and transaction efficiency for government and NOPs.
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Project
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Government
a portfolio management approach to procuring and
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delivering projects. This would enable the whole of government risk (and associated

insurances) to be managed more effectively. This approach would also enable government
Procurement
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to achieve
synergies across multiple projects through leveraging buying power, smoothing
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and
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of some activities to achieve economies of
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scale.
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Governance arrangements above the alliance vary significantly from project to project
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and little guidance exists. A standard governance arrangement would result in improved
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Project
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of roles
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and more effective and efficient project delivery.
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An increase in the TOC of approximately 5-10% during project delivery raises doubts on
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the widespread perception of certainty of the initial TOC compared to traditional methods.
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Enhancing alliance VfM
In this section,
the conclusions relevant to enhancing VfM at the alliance level are discussed.
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Alliance projects are often associated with uncertainty and complexity. This requires greater,
not less, rigour in the business case to ensure that adequate anchoring, benchmarking and
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As a minimum the business case should include the value proposition which incorporates
the project objectives, agreed funding
of ‘externalities’ (for example environmental works,
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Procurement strategy should be selected on the basis of the project characteristics. The
selection of the alliance delivery method to attract scarce resources or to start the project
Options
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Project
Solution
earlierAnalysis
may not be appropriate
if the
associatedImplementation
price
premium is considered. This premium
Case
Tendering
may be acceptable if the risk profile of the project is high, however, for lower risk projects
the premium may be excessive.
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The selection criteria used for selecting the NOPs should encourage innovation and
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efficiency.
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competition can achieve this by providing
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productive competitive tension. The selection process should not be overly prescriptive that
it stifles NOP’s ability to provide technically and commercially innovative offers.
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Although the philosophy of alliancing is non-adversarial, the alliance is a commercial
transaction and theSelecting
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legal agreements (PAAs) must be appropriate to that
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The complex nature of alliances can result in Owners being exposed to serious asymmetry
of information, commercial capability and capacity in their engagement with the NOPs.
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(NOPs) The exposure of Owners can be increased when there is no price competition as
there has not been the ‘traditional’ competitive tension which can alleviate such asymmetry.
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Effective alliance governance is critical to project success. The alliance delivery method
is mature and an optimum governance structure needs to be researched, defined and
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in an alliance that decision rights are clearly articulated,
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particularly the role of the government vis a vis the Owner and the Owner’s representative.
Through project delivery, the Owner may be exposed to continued commercial asymmetry.
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Outstanding outcomes (‘paradigm shift’, ‘not been done before’) are often sought by
Owners when selecting the alliance delivery method and they are generally a requirement in
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Project
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Deliverywas little evidence that outstanding outcomes are being achieved
the PAA.
However, there
Arrangements
despite significant investment in ‘high performance teams’. There is little point in pursuing
outstanding outcomes if they are not required to satisfy business case objectives.
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There is opportunity to enhance VfM outcomes achieved in the alliance delivery method and
a number of recommendations have been made. These recommendations seek to optimise
VfM atProject
both whole of government and alliance level. They will improve the quality of the
Delivery
investment decision, optimise the appropriate use of alliancing, increase government’s
buying power, increase transaction efficiency, increase technical and commercial innovation
and allow for best practice to be captured and disseminated.
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Recommendations
The following six recommendations address how VfM can be enhanced in the alliance
delivery method. An incremental increase in VfM will be realised if they are implemented in
their entirety.
If all of the recommendations below are adopted the actual outturn cost of alliance projects
could, in the judgement of the Research Team, be improved by 5-15% without diminishing
the many benefits that the alliance delivery method is capable of providing.
Policy Recommendation No. 1
The alliance delivery method be retained and developed further as one of the mature
procurement strategies for the delivery of government’s infrastructure projects that are
complex with significant risks that cannot be dimensioned in the business case or soon
thereafter.
Policy Recommendation No. 2
The State Treasuries collaborate to develop a comprehensive Procurement Selection Guide
and training materials for use by government agencies on when to use the alliance delivery
method.
Policy Recommendation No. 3
The State Treasuries (and relevant line agencies) collaborate to develop common policy
principles, guidelines and training for the selection of the NOPs and implementation of the
alliance delivery method that reflect the outcomes of this Study.
Policy Recommendation No. 4
Governments take a greater role in ensuring that alliance best practice is captured and
disseminated; and also take a greater oversight role on individual alliance projects to ensure
that VfM is optimised at whole of government level.
Policy Recommendation No. 5
An adequate business case, which includes the case for the procurement decision, to be
prepared and approved as required by relevant state government guidelines before the
alliance selection process commences. (This will recognise the development of fast track
processes for times of genuine urgency such that the alliance is provided, as a minimum,
with appropriate delivery objectives and a robust cost plan.)
Furthermore, business cases that recommend an alliance delivery method must:
•

Considerably increase the accuracy of their capital cost estimates and scope
statement.

•

Address how the state will manage possible asymmetry of commercial capability and
capacity in engaging with alliance NOPs throughout the project lifecycle.

Policy Recommendation No. 6
A competitive process should be used as the default approach to selecting NOPs having
price (including outturn costs/TOCs) as a key selection criterion. This will be consistent with
established government procurement policies that support a competitive process with one
of the key selection criteria being price unless compelling reasons (which are outlined in
the same government procurement policies) for non-price competition can be made and
approved.

xviii
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“

This Study documents the results from
researching Value for Money (VfM) in
the alliance delivery method.

”
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Chapter

Introduction

1.1		 Purpose of Study
This Study documents the results from researching Value for Money (VfM) in the alliance
delivery method.
Three factors provided the impetus for this Study:
1. The growth in Australia of alliancing as a delivery method.
2. The varied and mixed views of current alliancing practices.
3. Inconsistencies in how governments approach their procurement strategy.

1.2		 The Study brief
A group of State Treasuries comprising Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland and
Western Australia formed an Inter-Jurisdictional Steering Committee to initiate research into
the rationale for the increased use of the alliance delivery method in Australia and whether
VfM could be enhanced at any stage through the project lifecycle. Evans & Peck and The
University of Melbourne were engaged to undertake a research Study to inform
the committee.
In addition to the Treasuries, the Alliancing Association of Australasia supported the Study
by commenting on the Study brief and providing access to projects carried out by its
members.
Initially the more detailed Study brief was “undertake a detailed benchmarking study of
alliancing across Australia to investigate whether alliancing delivers incremental value for
money (VfM) to government against other procurement methods”.
Specifically, the deliverables under the brief were as follows:
•

Establish a detailed understanding of how procurement methodologies have generally
evolved, and specifically the style of current alliance projects.

•

Define VfM in capital and infrastructure projects from a government perspective.

•

Establish a methodology for assessing the evidenced VfM proposition provided
to government by alliancing (including Program alliancing) compared to other
procurement methods (i.e. “incremental VfM”) and also compared to perceived or
reported project success.

•

Quantify the incremental VfM outcomes that have been obtained from complete project
alliances (i.e. benchmark a small number of projects).

•

Identify lessons learnt from recent Australian project alliance outcomes and
recommend policy positions and guidelines to optimise VfM.
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The literature review stage uncovered gaps in the current body of research, which together
with learnings from Phase 1, resulted in the Research Team expanding the Study question
to: “How can VfM (value for money) be enhanced in the alliance delivery method?”

1.3		 Structure of the Study
The Study is structured as follows:
• A stand alone summary of the Study

Executive Summary

Chapter 1

• Purpose of the Study and the Study brief

Introduction

• The ascent of alliancing , mixed views about alliancing and how
the alliance delivery method is selected

Chapter 2
Alliancing in Australia

• VfM definition used in this Study, VfM from Whole of Government
perspective, within an alliance context and the accountability and
responsibility for the VfM proposition
• Literature review, gap analysis, description of Study methodology
adopted and why it was chosen over other methodologies

Chapter 3
Value for Money in an Alliance Context

Chapter 4
Study Methodology and Previous Research

• Findings from the Study presented over the project lifecycle

Chapter 5
Findings

• An exploration of the key findings in the context of industry knowledge,
historical information and context, and observations

• The Study conclusions

Chapter 6
Discussion and Observations

Chapter 7
Conclusion

• The six policy recommendations to enhance VfM in the
alliance delivery method

• Suggested areas for further research

Chapter 8
Recommendations

Chapter 9
Further Research
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“

The total value of alliance projects in
the road, rail and water sectors in New
South Wales, Victoria, Queensland and
Western Australia, over the period
2004 to 2009 was $32 billion.

”
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Chapter

Alliancing in Australia

2.1		 The ascent of alliancing
Historically government procurement of infrastructure has been based on the concept of
competitive and open bidding, and as a result, the majority of infrastructure projects were
delivered using traditional competitive bidding processes. As the Australian construction
industry evolved and matured so too did the delivery arrangements. From the early
‘traditional’ methods such as design and construct, lump sum, and construct only to more
recent methods of public private partnerships and alliancing.
The more traditional contractual arrangements involved competition between constructors,
documented with technical drawings and specifications, commercial conditions of contract
and structured payment systems based on fixed pricing or schedule of rates arrangements.
These traditional delivery methods generally saw risks associated with project delivery
being transferred to the constructor to varying degrees. The formal contractual
arrangements sometimes created an unproductive positional relationship between the
‘buyer’ and the ‘seller’, leading to adversarial relationships and litigious outcomes.
In the early 1980s the US Army Corps of Engineers started looking at ways of resolving
litigation and disputes. An alternative disputes resolution method, the mini-trial, was
established to save time and money, to provide flexibility, and to protect the relationship
100, 101

between the ‘buyer’ and ‘seller’.

As a progression of its alternative dispute resolution

program, in 1998 the US Army Corps of Engineers, with the assistance of the private sector
which had pioneered the model, implemented its first Partnering model. Partnering was
promoted as disputes-prevention (as opposed to disputes-resolution) and aimed to improve
communication, increase quality and efficiency, achieve on-time performance, improve
long-term relationships and a fair profit and prompt payment for the contractor. It was not a
99

contractual agreement, nor legally enforceable.

As an extension to Partnering, alliancing was first used in the oil and gas fields of the North
Sea, by British Petroleum (BP) in the early 1990s. When Australia embarked on its first
alliance project in 1994, The Wandoo Alliance, the Owner decided to use project alliancing
to:
•

Reduce development costs.

•

Share time and cost risks.

•

Minimise use of its management team.

46
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Australia’s first alliance was delivered using a non-price competition process for selecting
the NOPs and under the principles of good faith and trust. In particular, the Project Alliance
Agreement noted:
•

Value for money in completing the Works.

•

Operate fairly and reasonably without detriment to the interest of any one participant.

•

Use best endeavours to agree on action that may be necessary to remove any
unfairness or unreasonableness.

•

Individuals employed by one participant could be transferred to another participant
(including the responsibility for their workmanship and work).

•

Open book.

•

Wherever possible, innovation was to be applied to all activities particularly where it
could reduce cost and time for completion and improve quality.

•

Use best endeavours to ensure that additional work remained within the general scope
of works.

•

Share of savings and cost overruns to be apportioned (win:win).

•

Avoid claims, disputes and litigation, arbitration and any other dispute resolution
46

process.

From 1995 to 1998, the alliance delivery method was becoming more sophisticated. The
spirit of trust was still prevalent, with the notion of ‘what is best for the alliance is best for my
organisation’ making its debut. New principles were emerging including:
•

tendering on factors other than price.

•

the best people for each task.

•

no blame.

•

clear understanding of individual and group responsibilities and accountabilities.

•

emphasis on business outcomes.

With the significant growth of the infrastructure market (discussed in more detail below),
alliancing has also enjoyed significant growth, and has emerged as a mainstream project
delivery method. Collaboration and trust remain strong themes. New principles emerging by
2006, which remain today, include:
•

best for project focus.

•

equal say in decisions (unanimous decision making).

•

best in class resources.

•

participants are committed to developing a culture that promotes and drives
outstanding outcomes.

•

51

communication is open, straight and honest.

Broadly speaking, alliances may be categorised as a project, program or strategic alliance:
•

A project alliance is generally formed for a single project, after which the team is usually
disbanded.

•

A program alliance incorporates multiple projects under an alliance framework, where
the specific number, scope and duration of projects may be unknown and the same
alliance participants are potentially delivering all projects. These are usually longer
term arrangements, in the order of 5-10 years.

•

Strategic alliances relate to longer term incomplete commercial contracts between
72

organisations (generally private) that generally do not include the project and program
alliance principles referred to above. They are not the subject of this Study.
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With $65 billion of alliance projects delivered in Australia in the last 12 years, it appears that
the alliance delivery method has been embraced and, as demonstrated further below, the
jurisdictional appetite for this delivery method has increased markedly since its inception.

2.2		 Growth in alliancing
Public and private sector expenditure on infrastructure projects in the Australian road, rail
and water sectors has grown significantly from 2003 to 2009, increasing from $12 billion
per annum in the 2003 to 2004 financial year to $32 billion per annum in the 2008 to 2009
financial year as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Historic and forecast infrastructure spend by sector
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delivery method has also

grown over the past five years. The total value of alliance projects in the road, rail and water
sectors in New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland and Western Australia, over the period
2004 to 2009 was $32 billion.
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This represents 29% of the total infrastructure spend of $110 billion in the same sectors
across the whole of Australia. The value of alliances undertaken in each state is shown in
Figure 2.2, and the value of alliances undertaken by sector is shown in Figure 2.3.
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and states. It can be seen that the use of alliancing in the private sector has been relatively
static while in the public sector its use has increased exponentially. Given that both sectors
Figure 2.3: The value of alliancing projects undertaken by sector

experienced substantial increases in infrastructure spending, it is unclear why the public
sector
has embraced alliancing to the extent it has but the private sector has not despite it
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2.3		 Mixed views on alliancing
In late 2008 and early 2009, representatives from the Victorian Department of Treasury and
Finance undertook a fact-finding mission on alliancing as a delivery method in Australia.
Around 40 organisations were visited throughout Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland,
and Western Australia, and covered:
•

line agencies (Owners)

•

constructors and designers (Non-Owner Participants)

•

lawyers

•

alliance facilitators.

The representatives from the Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance provided the
Research Team with the following key themes and anecdotes collected from their mission:
•

Alliancing as a procurement strategy provides a demonstrable value proposition for the
private sector’s commercial objectives.

•

Agencies have not provided hard evidence that alliancing generally does provide
demonstrable VfM for the public sector against other procurement alternatives.

•

There is a possible imbalance in the value proposition for alliancing.

•

It is acknowledged that generally a higher level of capability in an individual is required
to deliver good to very good results within an alliance in comparison to hard dollar
contracts.

•

Some agencies are well resourced and work hard and plan smart to get the best result
for the project, however, it is also common for alliances to either not have Owner
representatives or to have representatives that are not sufficiently experienced for the
role (i.e. there is an asymmetry of capability in comparison to the NOPs).

•

There is a perceived resource paradox around alliancing; alliancing is often used
because the agency lacks the resources to manage a non-alliance procurement
strategy, yet there is also recognition that the agency needs highly capable resources
for it to effectively engage in alliances.

•

The DTF Alliance Practitioners’ Guide is a good resource, but lacks the practicality
to bridge the capability gap (“public officials are good at contract administration not
necessarily at contracting”).

•

Further development is necessary in the selection criteria leading to the selection of
alliancing as a procurement method.

•

Tight timeframes and public sector resource restrictions are often cited as reasons for
using the alliancing delivery method.

•

If we can’t understand what the project is about (scope/cost/risk/etc) then it should be
an alliance (a theme).

•

“I have never advised a client that a specific project should not be an alliance” (an
Alliance Facilitator).

•

In some sectors (e.g. water), it appears alliancing has become the default delivery
mechanism.

•

Alliancing is sometimes selected before the project is selected (as in program alliances)

•

The role of the independent estimator is seen as problematic if they are only reviewing
rates, and not scope.

The Research Team was advised that these varied and mixed views were one of the
catalysts for this Study.
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2.4		 How the alliance delivery method is selected
It is widely recognised in federal and state procurement guidelines11, 41, 43, 52, 58 that choosing the
appropriate procurement method is critical for optimising VfM. The following subsections
describe:
•

How governments determine whether to use an alliance.

•

How governments select the NOPs.

•

Inconsistencies in procurement strategies and approaches.

2.4.1		 How governments determine whether to use an alliance
There are a multitude of procurement strategy guidelines at federal, state and line agency
level. For the purposes of this Study, how governments determine whether to use an
alliance is distinguished through three core areas:
•

the procurement strategy

•

the procurement methodology

•

the delivery method

It is generally expected that the assessment of the procurement strategy will be considered
as part of the business case and will be reviewed and refined as necessary52. The purpose
of the procurement strategy is to document a high level plan to achieve procurement
objectives through a structured program of activity, with a focus on optimising value for
money. It usually includes:
•

a statement of objectives

•

cost analysis

•

policy context

•

market analysis

•

agency capability

•

project characteristics

•

funding

•

risk analysis.

The data gathered from the above areas is the basis and justification for the procurement
methodology decision which include market assessment, contract management and the
delivery method i.e. alliance, design and construct, PPP etc.52
When selecting the delivery method that will best optimise VfM, there are then five
recommended steps:
•

Data gathering.

•

Shortlist delivery models.

•

Validation.

•

Delivery method options analysis.

•

Preferred delivery method.
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When analysing whether to use alliancing as a delivery method, common project
characteristics recommended by government guidelines are those listed below51:
•

Numerous complex and/or unpredictable risks with complex interfaces.

•

Complex stakeholder issues.

•

Complex external threats or opportunities that can only effectively be managed
collectively.

•

Very tight timeframes (driven by project risk rather than organisational capacity).

•

Output specifications which cannot be clearly defined upfront, and/or a high likelihood
of scope changes during design and construction (e.g. due to technological change,
political influence etc).

•

A need for Owner involvement or significant value adding during delivery.

2.4.2		 How governments select the NOPs
Once the Owner has determined an alliance is the most appropriate delivery method, the
expectation is that NOPs will be selected based on their potential to optimise VfM (which
would be set out in the approved business case).
There are two principle approaches to selecting NOPs51 with a range of hybrid selection
processes in between. Regardless of the approach used, each has the capacity to result
in a legal agreement that recognises the fundamental alliance principles e.g. win:win, no
blame, unanimous decision making etc.
1.

Non-price competition
• Also referred to as the ‘single TOC’ or ‘pure’ alliance.
• The NOPs are selected on the basis of non-price criteria.

2.

Price competition
• Also referred to as the ‘multiple TOC’ or ‘competitive’ alliance.
• The NOPs are selected using both non-price criteria and outturn price (TOC

		 criteria.
3.

Hybrid
• There are various hybrids between the above approaches that include both non

		 price criteria and commercial criteria but not full outturn price. These may include
		 competitive selection criteria based on design innovation, overhead and profit
		 margins, budget pricing and commercial framework.
There is little guidance on how to choose between these non-price competition, price
competition, or hybrid approaches. However, the table below lists the statements provided
in various procurement guidelines around the pros and cons of the non-price and price
competition approaches to selecting the NOPs. (Commentary on hybrid approaches is not
provided as no statements are provided in the guidelines).
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Table 2.1: Statements on how to select NOPs

41, 44, 51, 52, 82

Non-Price Competition

Price Competition

“Creates the right psychological

“Use when the Owner must make a choice

foundation.”

between competing proprietary technologies/
solutions.”

“More likely to align alliance Owner and

“Use when the choice of technology could

Non-Owner goals after contract signature

have a substantial impact on the capital and/

since the target cost is developed

or the operating cost of the project or facility.”

collaboratively.”
“The Owner and NOPs approach the

“The use of cost competition inherently

development of the TOC in good faith, with

demonstrates value for money.”

sufficient checks and balances.”
“Promotes greater collaboration than other

“Weakens the psychological foundation of the

alliance models.”

alliance.”

“Must be underpinned by a comprehensive

“Competing proponent teams are more

strategy to ensure VfM is (demonstrably)

likely to actively seek out and incorporate

achieved.”

innovations to reduce their respective TOCs
and give them the best chance of securing
work.”

“Other alliance models cater for some of its

“The nature of the process precludes the kind

shortcomings.”

of close collaboration and integration that can
lead to opportunities for innovation.”

“Facilitates faster tender selections

“Provides the opportunity for the Owner to

and encourages maximum industry

work with each of the two final proponents

participation.”

over several months and make a more
informed assessment of their respective
capabilities.”

“There is potential for reduced project

“Eliminates several of the VfM concerns of

costs, earlier completion and better

‘single TOC’ albeit at the expense of reduced

outcomes in general, for special projects

collaboration.”

under extraordinary circumstances, through
incentives for cost savings, cooperation
and relationship management.”
“Involvement of the contractor and

“It may be difficult to make a fair comparison

stakeholders in design decisions facilitates

between two proponents.”

the development of appropriate responses
to the project objectives, providing
potential for innovation to improve
outcomes.”
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Non-Price Competition

Price Competition

“There is more certainty and less risk for

“Where complex stakeholder issues exist,

non-agency participants.”

two separate proponent teams may unduly
complicate matters.”

“Fast tracking of the project is possible.”

“Introducing cost competition/ tension may
sharpen the approach, especially in areas
that are difficult to benchmark such as the
provisions for risk.”

“Issues that could cause claims and

“May drive the competing proponents

disputes are more likely to be resolved in

to underplay the possibility and/or

the manner that is best for the project.”

consequence of risks. This could give risk
to potentially harmful consequences where
the resulting TOC does not contain adequate
contingency.”

“Success depends on teamwork and the

“The competitive element under price

adaptability, performance and attitudes of

competition may lead to inadequate

individuals.”

contingency which in turn may lead to more
inclination for scope changes and less
common purpose.”

“There are more demands on all personnel

“Both teams need to be the best available

involved, and a change in culture and

from the proponent organisations. This means

attitude may be required for many.”

two sets of quality personnel are dedicated
to the project for an extended period of time,
although only one set will continue through to
deliver the project.”

“Non-agency participants are required

“The additional cost of running two teams in

to make extra effort to achieve “stretch”

parallel, including the Owner’s extra staffing

goals; manage changes to culture and

requirements, is likely to offset any reduction

attitudes; set up accounts open to public

in the TOC.”

scrutiny; and commit the best people to
one project.”
“Non-agency participants expect and

“Price competition can be a waste of NOP

receive a substantially higher margin

resources.”

(including profit) for the additional input
required.”
“More agency resources and higher

“As the Owner funds the design activities, all

costs are involved to manage tendering

foreground intellectual property associated

processes, establish the alliance, maintain

with the design is transferred to the Owner.”

relationships and determine costs.”
“Quality can be compromised to meet cost

“Introduces large sunk costs to the alliance

targets.”

Owner.”
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Non-Price Competition

Price Competition

“Risk allocation may not be clear, and the

“Requires a much higher Owner resource.”

agency bears the risks once the specified
liability of other participants is exceeded.”
“There is less price competition and less

“Proponents treat the process more like a

certainty of obtaining value for money.”

design and construct bid.”

“Consultant costs for project development

“It may be difficult to make a fair comparison

and design are likely to be higher.”

between the two TOCs.”

“The agency loses some litigation rights,

“There may be lack of clarity, consistency,

and reduced Professional Indemnity

ownership of the TOC and commitment to

insurance cover is provided by the

it where the opportunity for full and open

participants.”

conversations based on principles is limited
by the need for the two competing proponent
teams to remain separate.”

This table demonstrates that the various guidelines strongly favour a non-price selection
process for NOPs but the reasons are often inconsistent, anecdotal in nature and/or lack
proof.
The Victorian DTF Project Alliancing Practitioners’ Guide expressly recommends the non
price competition approach and this is echoed through most state guidelines.

2.4.3		 Inconsistencies in determining the procurement strategy and
			 approach
At federal, state, and line agency level there exists a plethora of procurement strategies,
guidelines and supplementary documents which provide information on determining how
best to procure a project. This includes, amongst other things, determining the optimum
delivery method (alliance, D&C, PPP etc).
While there are some similarities within and across states, with each emphasising the need
for a procurement strategy, there are also many differences. For example:
•

Assorted terminology and definitions (i.e. DCT, TOC, TCE, ALT, PAB).

•

A diversity of steps to be followed during the procurement strategy.

•

Different project values noting when an alliance could be considered (lower limits range
between $5-50 million).

•

Different processes within and across procurement strategy documents.

•

Contradictory information within documents.

•

Some states and line agencies note the different approaches (price and non-price
competition) to selecting NOPs, some do not.
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In relation to the approach to selecting NOPs, there is a lack of in-depth analysis within the
guidelines clarifying which approach provides the best VfM outcome, nor does there appear
to be a clear link to the primacy of satisfying the business case objectives.
Although most guidelines note the type of project characteristics that would best suit
alliancing (i.e. complex unpredictable risks, tight timeframes etc), there is little information,
particularly evidenced and quantified commercial advice, provided for decision makers
on why alliancing is suited to these characteristics and how these characteristics can be
compared against other delivery methods.
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“

The prime focus of governments, when
making decisions on the allocation of
resources, is on supporting the delivery
of services to the community.

”
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Chapter

VfM in an Alliance
Context

3.1		 Introduction
All Australian governments and many international governments, particularly the United
Kingdom, have established VfM as the fundamental foundation of decision making in
government contracting. Whilst providing a definition of VfM is not difficult (there are many
to choose from), it is more challenging to fully articulate in a way that is meaningful for a
project on how to apply an agreed VfM proposition in project planning.55
This chapter explores the meaning of VfM, the VfM proposition and the associated
accountabilities and responsibilities within the context of an alliance.

3.2		 VfM defined
The use of the very words ‘value for money’ is a clear signal that project success
encompasses more than price.
A selection of VfM definitions used by federal and state governments includes:
•

Victorian Government, Department of Treasury and Finance, Strategic Sourcing Policy
Value for money denotes, broadly, a balanced benefit measure covering quality levels,
performance standards, risk exposure, other policy or special interest measures
(e.g. environmental impacts), as well as price [of inputs and outputs]. Generally,
Value for Money is assessed on a “whole of life” or “total cost or ownership” basis,
which includes the transitioning-in, contract period and transitioning-out phases of a
contractual relationship. It is often used in the sense of the “long-term sustainability
of Value for Money”, denoting that the state focuses on choices that ensure Value for
Money outcomes are promoted and protected in successive anticipated contracts.

•

The Australian Government, Department of Finance and Administration,
“Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines”
Value for Money is the core principle underpinning Australian government procurement
Officials buying goods and services need to satisfy that the best possible outcome has
been achieved taking into account all relevant costs and benefits over the whole of the
procurement cycle.

•

New South Wales Government, Department of Treasury, “Code of Practice for
Procurement”
Value for Money is defined as the benefits compared to the whole of life costs.
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•

Queensland Government, Department of Public Works, “Better Purchasing Guide –
Value for Money”
Ensuring Value for Money is one of the three objectives of the state Purchasing Policy.
Government purchasing must achieve the best return and performance for the money
being spent. Price is not the sole indicator of value.

All these definitions are reasonable and aligned. Analysing these VfM definitions or even
presenting a wide ranging debate on the best VfM definition adds little benefit, as each
statement is drafted for a particular jurisdiction and context.
This Study has been guided by the Victorian definition of VfM as it is the most detailed and
provides a wider range of value elements for consideration. While this definition (like the
others listed) provides aspirational guidance to agencies implementing capital projects, the
practical assessment of VfM is more difficult.

3.3		 The principles of VfM and the value proposition
Governments contract on behalf of citizens to purchase infrastructure assets using taxpayer
funds. Thus, the objective for government decision makers is to obtain the optimal value
for citizens for the least amount of taxpayer funds. Government’s success in solving this
dilemma allows it to discharge its responsibility to deliver infrastructure in a manner that
protects the public interest.
As the elected representative of citizens and custodian of taxpayer funds, a government
makes decisions on the application of public funds or resources.
The prime focus of governments, when making decisions on the allocation of resources,
is on supporting the delivery of services to the community. Whilst governments will be
very interested in the resources (capital and non capital) that the agency needs to deliver
a required community service, their primary focus is not on the desirability or otherwise of
capital assets in isolation of the service benefit.
For the purposes of this Study, the steps leading to a government decision on resourcing
can be described as follows:
•

Agencies come to government with investment proposals that call on public resources

•

Investment proposals are analysed, dimensioned and articulated in business cases.

•

Business cases document the merit of the investment proposal based on a thorough

to facilitate delivery of priority services to the community.

and wide ranging analysis of costs, risks and benefits.
•

The decision to support or not support an investment proposal is based on a balanced
judgement regarding the ‘VfM proposition’ in the business case, that is, the costs/risks
of the proposal balanced against the service benefits to the community.

As such, investment proposals and business cases deal with both the whole-of-life capital
and non-capital requirements of delivering community services. That is, the capital project
component, the ongoing operations of the infrastructure or facility as well as the recurrent
funding of services delivery.
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The alliance team is primarily concerned with the delivery of the capital assets, it is not
usually required to manage or address the operational phase (other than ensuring fit-forpurpose capital assets and whole-of-life considerations for the capital assets) nor is it
responsible for the ongoing service benefits to the community (for example, the alliance
does not take the risk of whether the new road does actually lead to travel time savings).
The role of the alliance is to dimension, detail, plan and deliver the capital assets and the
VfM proposition impacting on those capital assets within the parameters of the approved
business case.
Therefore, the VfM consideration important in the alliance is whether the government’s/
Owner’s capital project implementation objectives and works have been delivered by them
at the lowest price and in accordance with the approved business case. This is not to say
governments are only interested in cheapest price, rather they are interested in achieving
the social, environmental, economic, quality and other objectives that they have agreed to,
as well as the direct construction cost, at the lowest price.
Prior to the business case approval, if the Owner believes that a particular social, economic
and/or environmental issue is important, and wants it addressed as part of the capital
project, then the Owner should analyse its costs, risks and benefits and make it part of the
VfM proposition in the business case submitted to government for approval.
After business case approval, if the alliance believes that there is a need to address a
further social, economic and/or environmental issue, then the alliance must seek approval
from the project Owner (as distinct from the Owner’s representative) and potentially the
Owner from government.

3.4		 Business cases and the VfM proposition
Business cases for each investment proposal are prepared against standard guidelines
(usually published by a Treasury), which facilitates the state making investment decisions
on an ‘opportunity cost of capital’ basis. This basis recognises that the state is faced with
finite resources that it needs to ration, and target its highest priority areas that will make the
greatest impact on the quality of services to the community.
The absence of a robust and comprehensive business case is problematic for the
government (and Owner). Without the analytics of a business case, dimensioning the costs,
risks, scope and benefits of the investment proposals the Owner is not in a position to
benchmark the project deliverables that the alliance has been engaged to deliver. This is
particularly exacerbated in the absence of price competition (as the ICAC quote included
further below reinforces).
Moreover, the business case is used as an anchor point for the Owner to ensure cost, time
and quality constraints are managed. The absence of a robust business case introduces a
flexibility for scope growth and budget drift that may not be supported by the Owner. Whilst
the government may support a particular investment proposal with a capital component
priced at (for example) $200 million, it may wish to support other investment proposals if
this price was to increase, as per Key finding 1, to $300 million (i.e. the ‘opportunity cost of
capital’ approach). A material misalignment between the business case project budget and
the TOC will be a significant issue for the government and Owner.
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In its Guidelines for managing risks in direct negotiations, published in May 2006, the NSW
Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC), mirrored these concerns when it wrote
in relation to both joint ventures and relationship contracting (page 18):
		 Before signing a contract with the proponent, the agency should satisfy itself that,
		 in the absence of competitive bidding, the price paid by or to the proponent is
		 consistent with market values.
In Appendix 2 of its Guidelines, ICAC also writes in relation to some of the probity risks
associated with alliance contracting and the absence of an acceptable business case:
		 reliance on a non-adversarial approach to conflict resolution and a ‘best-for-project’
		 approach….may lead to the parties forming too close a relationship. This may in
		 turn lead to ‘capture’ by the private sector proponent/s and a failure to consider
		 the overall public interest. Capture can also be a problem if the ‘partnership’ is
		 lopsided to the extent that the agency develops a dependence on the proponent/s
		 for information and advice.
		 Alliancing is designed for complex projects with unpredictable risks, and this does
		 not align well with any loose and sloppy practices; nor with taking the line of least
		 resistance.
Therefore, it is of paramount importance that the VfM proposition is articulated in a robust
and comprehensive manner in the business case, clearly and transparently analysing all the
project’s material costs, risks and benefits.

3.5		 Accountability and responsibility for the VfM
		 proposition
In an alliance context, the key parties for a public funded project can be considered as
outlined in the following sections.

3.5.1		 The State
Public projects are funded by an appropriation approved by a Parliament (either state or
Commonwealth). The Government (specifically the Treasurer) of the day introduces the
finance bills to Parliament, generally on a yearly basis, leading to the passing of a financial
year State Budget or Commonwealth Budget. The Budget process is lead by a Treasurer
who is supported by the Treasury.
In cases where funds for a specific project are sourced outside the jurisdiction’s budget
base (e.g. Commonwealth funding of a state road or water project), the state will
underwrite the risks (financial and non-financial) for the successful delivery of that project.
(Commonwealth funds are normally transferred to the State Treasury and not to the end
recipient department or agency.)
In practical terms, these players are collectively referred to as representing the state. For
the purposes of this Study, the words ‘the state’ and ‘government’ can be considered
synonymous.
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3.5.2		 The Owner
In the alliance context of this Study, the project Owner is a department or agency (a
non-departmental, government owned entity) that is the recipient of a Parliamentary
appropriation (state or Commonwealth) for the project. Where funding (whole or in part)
is not directly provided by a Parliamentary appropriation, the project risks are ultimately
underwritten by the Treasurer and indirectly by Parliamentary appropriation. (The
underwriting of financial risks by a state of its departments and agencies is sometimes
referred to generally as Sovereign Risk.)
Departmental projects are approved by the Portfolio Minister and then by the Cabinet
following recommendations from Treasury (and commonly the Department of Premier and
Cabinet). A non-departmental Owner (or agency) is generally controlled by its corporate
Board, which is appointed by the government, and it will need to approve projects.
Significant capital projects also require specific approvals by the government, typically
by the Portfolio Minster and Treasurer; and/or Cabinet. Jurisdictions will have various
mandated thresholds that indicatively range from $5 million to $50 million.
The critical document that forms the basis of the investment decision for a capital project
is the business case. The business case is prepared by the Owner, who submits it for
approval to government. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the “terms and conditions” of
the government’s approval of funding and support for the project are effectively set out in
the business case.
To help understand the roles of the state and the Owner in the approval and the allocation
of funds for a specific project, we can think of the Owner as ‘selling’ the investment
proposal to the state, and the state making the decision to either ‘buy or not buy’ the
investment proposal. In this context the ‘sale contract’ is the business case.

3.5.3		 The Alliance
The alliance is set up to deliver the capital assets component of the approved business
case. The alliance broadly consists of:
•

Owner Representatives (ORs)

•

Non-Owner Participants (NOPs).

The alliance, including the ORs, must deliver the project within the parameters of the
business case for the capital asset. Any departures to the business case must be approved
by the Owner and if there are significant changes outside agreed governance thresholds, by
the government. The OR’s are generally employees of the Owner who have been transferred
to the alliance and only have responsibility for the delivery aspects of the capital asset.
A clear distinction needs to be made between the Owner and the ORs. The two are not
inter-changeable. The Owner (which can be a Minister, the departmental head, the agency’s
Board etc) may delegate certain limited responsibilities to nominated ORs, however, it
cannot delegate its accountability to the state for the delivery of all aspects of the business
case’s investment outcomes, which includes both the capital project component and the
(normally) longer term delivery of the service benefits to the community.
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The alliance team (i.e. the ORs and the NOPs) is appointed to deliver the capital project
component of the business case. Whilst it is the role of the alliance team to plan, design
and construct the project, it must do so within the parameters set by the business case
approvals and it has no authority to change the business case. If any change is considered
necessary, it must be approved by the Owner; and if there are significant changes outside
agreed governance thresholds, by the government. (Normally government processes
operate on the basis that the original approver of the business case needs to approve any
material changes to that business case.)
The following diagram illustrates the relationships of the key parties in an alliance:

Service Benefit

State
‘Buys’ an
investment
proposal
(funds and/or
underwrites risks)

Capital Asset

Owner
Business
Case

(incl. VfM Proposition)

‘The Sale Contract’

‘Sells’ an
investment
proposal
(seeks approval &
support from State)

Funding

Alliance
Project Alliance
Agreement
‘The Capital Asset
Delivery Contract’

(ORs and NOPs)
‘Delivers’ the
Capital Asset
described
within the VfM
proposition

Payment

Figure 3.1: Accountability and responsibility of the VfM proposition

It is important to recall here that the state’s interest is driven by the service benefit to
community. The business case documents the analysis of the investment proposal and
it identifies and dimensions the estimated costs/risks (capital and non-capital) and the
estimated service benefits of the investment proposal.
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“

To properly investigate the case studies,
it was important that the presentation of
findings maintain confidentiality
throughout the Study.

”
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Chapter

Study Methodology and
Previous Research

4.1		 Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the existing body of relevant research and presents
the detailed Study methodology.

4.2		 Previous research in alliancing
Within Australia, alliancing has increased significantly in the past decade, however, there
has been comparatively modest research carried out into the VfM outcomes derived from
this delivery method. Much of the research has been limited to desktop analysis of projects,
with little in-depth evidence based field research.

4.3		 Need for a mixed method
This Study was conducted using quantitative and qualitative research methods:
•

Phase 1: A high level quantitative analysis of 46 alliances.

•

Phase 2: A quantitative and qualitative confidential case study analysis of 14 alliances
selected from Phase 1.

The reasons for adopting this methodology were:
•

An identified gap in the literature which was generally limited to desktop analysis and
often self assessment.

•

The need to identify possible candidates in Phase 1 for the more detailed case study
analysis in Phase 2.

•

The possibility of the confidential case study method enabling in-depth exploration
of the data, incorporating specific context and environmental facts that cannot be
adequately addressed in a purely quantitative study.106

•

The ability of a combined qualitative study (into VfM) “to provide more rounded
evidence in support of its conclusions and recommendations”.20

•

The enhanced ability of a mixed method to allow triangulation of evidence from “people
as well as documentary sources”.20

4.4		 Methodology
The Study was conducted in two phases:
•

Phase 1: A self-evaluation survey of alliance participants (quantitative).

•

Phase 2: A detailed quantitative and qualitative confidential case study analysis.
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The methodology is summarised in Figure 4.1 below.

Establish research framework
•

Conduct literature review of previous relevant studies

•

Design research questions

•

Design research method including approach to data gathering and analysis

Research Phase 1: Scan of current alliance performance in Australia
•

Survey recent alliance teams via self-evaluation

•

Validate survey data through interview and document review

•

Analyse survey data to identify themes for more detailed analysis in Phase 2

•

Select suitable participants for Phase 2

Research Phase 2: Detailed case study analysis
•

Design case study research questions

•

Conduct case study data gathering and analysis through interviews, document
review and desk based research

•

Analyse case study data

Document research outcomes
•

Document findings and conclusions

•

Validate findings and conclusions

•

Enhance findings and conclusions through discussion

•

Document recommendations

Figure 4.1: Summary of Study methodology

4.5		 Phase 1 methodology – alliance participants’
		 self-evaluation
To gain a better understanding of how recent alliance teams have viewed their own
performance, a self evaluation survey was undertaken. The survey also aimed to identify
projects for inclusion in Phase 2 of the Study. Phase 1 findings shaped the key themes for
further investigation in Phase 2.

4.5.1		 Selection of survey participants
The Alliancing Association of Australasia (AAA) provided a list of current and past alliance
projects. These projects were assessed by the Research Team against the parameters of
the Study:
•

Government alliancing projects.

•

Procured within the last five years.

•

Valued over $100 million.

•

Either current or completed after 2004.

Seventy-one alliance projects were identified that came within the Study parameters and the
ALT members of these projects were approached to complete the survey.
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4.5.2		 Survey structure
A structured questionnaire for self completion was developed, posing questions regarding:
•

Name and composition of alliance (Owner, designer, constructor and advisors).

•

Alliance agreement format (project vs. program alliance, and single vs. multiple TOC.

•

Perceived alliance performance based on reported project outcomes of time, cost,
quality of work, functionality, safety, environment, community, other stakeholders, team
dynamics, KRA achievement, and flexibility of approach.

•

TOC comparison (initial, final and actual).

•

Project duration comparison (initial, final and actual).

•

Activities undertaken prior to selecting an alliance.

•

Successful outcome indicators.

•

The possibility of using an alternative delivery method.

•

The use of cost criteria in the evaluation.

The questionnaire is included in the full Phase 1 Survey Results in Appendix A.

4.5.3		 Survey metrics
Likert scales are the four, five, six, seven, eight or nine point scales used in various fields
of research (Sclove, 2001)93. A five-point Likert scale was implemented using the language
associated with alliances (5-game breaking, 4-above, 3-met, 2-below, 1-poor) as this was
seen to give the respondent the easiest possible method for answering the questions
quickly and accurately. Other surveys within the infrastructure industry globally have
implemented a similar scale86.

4.5.4		 Survey distribution and completion
The survey was distributed to ALT members of those specific projects. The surveys were
self-completed through an internet based program.

4.5.5		 Survey response
Respondents were grouped into two categories, Owners and Non-Owner Participants
(NOPs), with Non-Owner Participants comprising constructors and designers.
Eighty-two responses were received from 46 alliances, with 35 Owner responses, and 47
NOP responses (of which 25 were constructors and 22 were designers). This response
rate equated to 64% of the 71 alliances and 36% of ALT members, which is considered
reasonable for the purposes of this Study.
From the original list of 71 alliances, projects were located in Victoria (18%), New South
Wales (24%), Queensland (45%), and Western Australia (13%).

4.5.6		 Survey results
Results from the survey are presented in full in Appendix A. Private organisations have been
allocated a numeric identifier to maintain confidentiality (as required by The University of
Melbourne’s code of conduct for research), and are represented by this identifier throughout
the data and associated figures. Public sector agencies have been named where these
projects are listed in the public domain.
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4.6		 Phase 2 methodology – detailed confidential case
		 study analysis
To fully investigate the VfM concepts, in depth analysis through case studies was
undertaken. This included data gathering and analysis through interviews, document review
and desktop research. An advantage of the case study method of research is its unique
ability to incorporate a full range of evidence types, including documents, archival records,
interviews and observations106.This enables the consideration of a broad range of historical,
attitudinal and observational issues and also allows for the inclusion of context.
The key objectives of the case study analysis were to:
•

Explore and understand key factors and contextual influences on the individual
alliances.

•

Explore, understand and identify areas of potential enhancement or erosion of VfM
throughout the lifecycle of the project.

•

Explore and understand the alliance’s concept of VfM vis-à-vis that in the business
case.

•

Establish an understanding of a broad range of aspects of the particular alliance.

•

Make an assessment of the alliance’s performance in a broad range of areas.

4.6.1		 Selection of case studies
The following criteria were used to select projects from the Phase 1 respondents for
inclusion in Phase 2:
•

A balance of project and program alliances.

•

A mixture of NOP selection processes (non-price and price).

•

Projects from road, water and rail sectors.

•

A range of projects including those considered to perform well (time, cost, quality), and
projects that did not perform well (refer to Appendix D).

•

Projects from Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland, and Western Australia.

•

Projects where detailed data was available.

•

Projects where the alliance staff were available for interviews.

•

Projects that were well progressed or completed.

•

Projects that were either nominated by the Owner or indicated in Phase 1 they were
willing to participate in Phase 2.

Applying these criteria to the 46 alliances identified in Phase 1, 14 projects were initially
selected as detailed below:
•

5 road projects, 6 water projects, 3 rail.

•

2 projects from Western Australia, 2 from Victoria, 1 from New South Wales and 9 from
Queensland.

•

12 project alliances, 2 program alliance.

•

12 alliances that selected NOPs using non-price competition, 2 that used outturn price
competition.
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The Research Team noted that some of these alliances were part of a broader project
undertaken by the same Owner and after review it was determined that they were
sufficiently independent (different objectives, different scope of work, different NOPs,
different commercial frameworks, different selection processes etc.) that they could be
considered as individual case studies for the purpose of this Study.
The selection of 14 projects was then compared to the population of projects40 which were
identified as coming within the Study parameters to ensure that there was a representative
collection of case studies. For example, 13% of the Phase 1 alliances were Western
Australia based which compares reasonably with the two case studies from Western
Australia selected (14% of 14). Similarly, 16% of project alliances involved price competition
compared to the two case studies selected (14% of 14). The nine case studies in
Queensland (64%) compares reasonably to the total population of projects in Phase 1 that
occur in Queensland (45%). The one case study in New South Wales (which is somewhat
less than the total population of 24%) reflects the availability of projects to the Research
Team in that state.

4.6.2		 Conduct of case studies
The case studies were conducted through a mixture of face to face interviews with key
alliance Owner and Non-Owner personnel, and a detailed review of associated project
documentation.
Consistency was achieved throughout the interviews by maintaining, to the maximum
extent practicable, the same interview leader and the use of a structured set of interview
topics.
Some of the Research Team members (Evans & Peck) had participated in varying roles in
some of the alliances studied (advisor to the Owner, the NOPs or the alliance). To increase
the integrity of the Study, internal processes were implemented within Evans & Peck that
involved several peer reviews of all findings.
Each stage of the project lifecycle was analysed to determine actual performance and
compared where possible to the business case and the TOC.
To properly investigate the case studies, it was important that the presentation of findings
maintain confidentiality throughout the Study. In some instances this has meant some detail
was removed from the data presented in this Study.

4.7		 Limitations of Study
In conducting the Study a number of limitations were identified.
Phase 1 (alliance participants’ self-evaluation):
•

Some difficulties arose in identifying contact details of all ALT members, particularly
where projects had been completed a number of years ago.

•

Some survey responses were incomplete. Where only one incomplete response was
received, the Research Team determined whether or not there was sufficient data to
include it in the response. Where multiple responses were received, only those that
were sufficiently complete were used.
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Phase 2 (detailed case studies):
•

It was often difficult to obtain access to the individuals who had significant decision
making roles at various stages of the project due to the effluxion of time and the lack of
traceability of who the individuals were.

•

Similarly, in some instances access to documents (e.g. business cases), data collection
and assessment was problematic given that some projects had been completed and
sometimes relevant project information was lost or archived.

•

The use of price competition to select NOPs is not common hence limiting the
number available for case study analysis to only two projects. However, this compares
reasonably with the population of Phase 1.

•

The case studies available to the Research Team in Phase 2 did not always reflect the
population of projects which were identified as coming within the Study parameters
(refer Section 4.6.1).

•

To maintain confidentiality, some detail regarding certain alliances could not be
included.

4.8		 Ensuring a transparent and unbiased research
		 methodology
The Study was conducted under The University of Melbourne’s Code of Conduct for
Research. This Code of Conduct prescribes standards of responsible and ethical conduct
expected of all persons engaged in research in The University of Melbourne based upon the
following guiding principles:
•

Research is original investigation undertaken in order to gain knowledge and
understanding and make this widely available.

•

Research workers should, in all aspects of their research:
- demonstrate integrity and professionalism
- observe fairness and equity
- demonstrate intellectual honesty
- effectively and transparently manage conflicts of interest or potential conflicts
of interest
- ensure the safety and well being of those associated with the research.

•

Research methods and results should be open to scrutiny and debate.

•

Commercially sensitive information obtained during the course of the Study is only
presented in aggregated form to prevent identification.

•

The Code of Conduct for Research and specific ethics approval was gained for the
questionnaire and interview component of this Study (ID: 0931719).
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“

The findings are structured following
the project lifecycle and have been
developed with consideration given
to the associated VfM expectations
at each stage of the lifecycle as
articulated in state government
guidelines.

”
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Chapter

Findings

5.1		 Introduction
This chapter provides the key Study findings.
The findings below are structured following the project lifecycle and have been developed
with consideration given to the associated VfM expectations at each stage of the lifecycle
as articulated in state government guidelines.
Selecting the

Agreeing
theproject lifecycle and
The various
state government
guidelines have
similar models
of the
Non-owner
Business
Procurement
Project
Commercial
Case

Participants

Strategy

Delivery

Arrangements
(NOPs)
VfM expectations and the differences are not
considered material.
For convenience, the

Victorian DTF Investment Lifecycle Guidelines was used as the basis, as shown in the
diagram below.
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Figure 5.1: Project Lifecycle in DTF Investment Guidelines
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The essence of the VfM expectations at each stage of the project lifecycle is:
Business Case:		

Clearly define the project’s VfM proposition to
investment decision makers.
Identify the delivery method which will best

Procurement Strategy:

achieve the VfM proposition defined in the
business case.
Select NOPs based on their potential to optimise

Selecting the NOPs:

the VfM proposition defined in the business case.
Business
Procurement
Strategy
Agreeing Case
the Commercial Arrangements:

Selecting the
Non-owner
Participants
Under a
(NOPs)

Agreeing the
Commercial

Project

Delivery
non-price
selection process,
the
Arrangements

preferred NOPs must develop and agree
commercial arrangements (including the PAA,
TOC and painshare/gainshare) to deliver the

Strategic
Assessment

VfM proposition defined
Business
Project
Case
Tendering

Options
Analysis

Project Delivery:		

in the business
Solutioncase.
Implementation

At conclusion of the project, realise the VfM
proposition defined in the business case. This
requires achievement of the project’s objectives
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5.2		 Business case
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Project
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The expectation of the business case is that it will clearly define the project’s VfM
proposition to investment decision-makers so they can determine if there is a compelling
Selecting the

Agreeing the
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Procurement
Project
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invest. A clear value
proposition will
also enable theCommercial
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Case

Particpants
(NOPs)
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alliance objectives and also provide the benchmark against which commercial

Delivery

arrangements with the NOPs can be negotiated and VfM can be assessed at each stage of
the project lifecycle.
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the identified business case requirements and
provides the basis for the investment decision. It is also expected that the business case
would consider the delivery method best suited to optimise the VfM proposition.
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(NOPs) of accuracy between 15% (lower) to 25%
project objectives and cost estimates to a range
52

(higher) than the actual outturn cost. (Note: this range is positively skewed so there would
be an expectation that over a portfolio of business cases, the business case estimate
should on average be greater than the actual
outturn
costs.)
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Key finding 1: Business case – Defining the project’s VfM proposition
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‘default’ to alliancing using a non-price selection approach for NOPs and did not
consider a range of other delivery options.

•

Business

Procurement

Selecting the
Non-owner

Agreeing the

Project

Commercial
In general
a robust program
and budget
was not evident
from the business
case stage.
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5.3		 Procurement strategy
Business
Case

Procurement
Strategy

Selecting the
Non-owner
Particpants
(NOPs)

Agreeing the
Commercial
Arrangements

Project
Delivery

One of the purposes of the procurement strategy is to identify the optimal delivery method
to achieve the VfM proposition defined inSelecting
the business
case. It is generally expected that
the
Agreeing the

Non-owner
Business
Procurement
Project
Commercial
the assessment
of the delivery
commenced as part
of the business Delivery
case and
Case
Strategy method is Particpants
(NOPs) 52

reviewed and refined as necessary at this stage.

Arrangements

As discussed in Chapter 2, there are various state guidelines outlining when to use the
alliance delivery method. Common project characteristics most suited to alliancing are
Selecting the

Agreeing the
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Non-owner
Business
Procurement
those listed
in the Victorian
DTF Project Alliancing
Practitioners’
Guide :
Commercial
Particpants
Case
Strategy
(NOPs)

Arrangements

Project
Delivery

•

Numerous complex and/or unpredictable risks with complex interfaces.

•

Complex stakeholder issues.

•

Complex external threats or opportunities that can only effectively be managed

•
•

Business
collectively.
Case

Procurement
Strategy

Selecting the
Non-owner
Particpants
(NOPs)

Agreeing the
Commercial
Arrangements

Project
Delivery

Very tight timeframes (driven by project risk rather than organisational capacity).
Output specifications which cannot be clearly defined upfront, and/or a high likelihood
of scope changes during design and construction (e.g. due to technological change,
political influence etc).

•

A need for Owner involvement or significant value adding during delivery.

Key finding 2: Procurement strategy – Owner’s rationale for selecting the alliance delivery
method

Having considered project specific requirements, the primary reasons for selecting the
alliance delivery method, in addition to those contained in the DTF Project Alliancing
Practitioners’ Guide were:
•

To achieve early project commencement through early involvement of the NOPs.

•

To progress the project development in parallel with the project approvals.

In general, Owner’s specifically used alliancing and the non-price competitive selection
approach to attract key resources and capabilities to a project in a buoyant construction
market.
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5.4		 Selecting the Non-Owner Participants
Business
Case

Procurement
Strategy

Selecting the
Non-owner
Particpants
(NOPs)

Agreeing the
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Project
Delivery

Once the decision has been made to use an alliance as the delivery method, the
expectation is that NOPs are then selected based on their potential to optimise VfM in
Selecting the

Agreeing the

Non-owner
Business
Procurement
Project
subsequent
phases (agreeing
commercialParticpants
arrangements and
project delivery). Delivery
Commercial
Case
Strategy
(NOPs)

Arrangements

As noted in Chapter 1, there are two broad alternative approaches to the selection of
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NOPs with a range of hybrid selection processes in between.
1.

Non-price
competition
Business
Procurement
Case

Strategy

Selecting the
Non-owner
Particpants
(NOPs)

Agreeing the
Commercial
Arrangements

Project
Delivery

• Also referred to as the ‘single TOC’ or ‘pure’ alliance.

• The NOPs are selected on the basis of non-price criteria.
2.

Price competition

• Also referred to as the ‘multiple TOC’ or ‘competitive’ alliance.
• The NOPs are selected using both non-price criteria and outturn price (TOC)
criteria.
3.

Hybrid

• There are various hybrids between the above approaches that include both nonprice criteria and commercial criteria but not full outturn price. These may include
competitive selection criteria based on design innovation, overhead and profit
margins, budget pricing and commercial framework.
Of the above approaches, the Victorian DTF Alliance Practitioners’ Guide recommends the
first approach i.e. NOPs be selected using non-price competition.
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Key finding 3: Selecting the NOPs – Non-price and price competition
Non-price competition

It was found that when non-price selection approaches were used to select NOPs:
•

Owner representatives generally indicated moderate to high levels of satisfaction with
the selection process.

•

Owner representatives sometimes noted that the selected NOP team members were
either not made available to the project
or left prematurely.
Selecting the
Business
Case

Price competition

Non-owner
Participants
(NOPs)

Procurement
Strategy

Agreeing the
Commercial
Arrangements

Project
Delivery

Noting that the number of price competition approaches examined in this Study was limited
to two case studies (consistent with current industry practice), it was found that when price
competition
was used to Options
select NOPs:
Strategic
Assessment

•

Analysis

Business
Case

Project
Tendering

Solution
Implementation

Owner representatives reported a significant management demand on their
organisation (compared with non-price selection approach).

•

The total cost to establish a TOC using price competition (two TOCs) was less (of the
Selecting the

Agreeing
the was used.
order
of 2% of TOC)
than when non-price
selection (single
TOC)
Non-owner
Business
Procurement
Project
Commercial

•

Case

Particpants

Strategy

Delivery

Arrangements

(NOPs)
The TOC was found to be of the order of
5-10% (of TOC) less, relative to non-price

competition on the basis that the following items were lower (in aggregate and
individually) when using price competition:
− On-site overhead costs
−

Business
Case
Design

costs

Selecting the
Non-owner
Particpants
(NOPs)

Procurement
Strategy

− TOC development costs

Agreeing the
Commercial
Arrangements

Project
Delivery

− NOP profit margins.
Owners on all alliances in the Study advised
thatthe
good relationships
had developed and
Selecting
Agreeing the
Business

Non-owner

Procurement

Project

Commercial
Delivery
Case
Strategy
that the participants
worked
well togetherParticpants
as effective teams.
No discernible difference
was
Arrangements
(NOPs)

found between alliances that used price competition and non-price competition.
It was also found that generally NOPs have a strong preference for alliancing over other
traditional delivery methods. Additionally,Selecting
NOPs the
have a strong preference for non-price
Business

Non-owner

Procurement

Particpants
Strategyselection approach.
selectionCase
approach over price
(NOPs)

Agreeing the
Commercial
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Project
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5.5		 Agreeing the commercial arrangements
Business
Case

Selecting the
Non-owner
Particpants
(NOPs)

Procurement
Strategy

Agreeing the
Commercial
Arrangements

Project
Delivery

In simple terms, the commercial arrangements define the price to be paid by the Owner for
the project’s benefits to be delivered by the alliance.
Business
Case

Procurement
Strategy

After the NOPs have been selected as

Selecting the
Agreeing the
Non-owner
Commercial
Particpants
Arrangements
preferred
(NOPs) proponent they must

Project

develop Delivery
and agree

commercial arrangements (including the PAA, TOC and painshare/gainshare) to deliver the
VfM proposition in the business case.
It is expected that the commercial arrangements will either validate the business case at
this stage or the investment decision may need to be revisited.
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Key finding 4: Agreeing the commercial arrangements – Commencement of physical work

Often physical works commenced prior to finalising the commercial arrangements with the
NOPs.
Key finding 5: Agreeing the commercial arrangements – business case cost compared to initial
TOC

In general the agreed (initial) TOC was higher than the business case cost estimate.
The average increase was of the order of 35-45%.
Key finding 6: Agreeing the commercial arrangements – Project Alliance Agreement (PAA)

A variety of commercial terms and conditions were found in the PAAs. In particular:
•

NOP corporate overhead and profit: Generally fixed upon agreement of the TOC, often
variable as a percentage of actual costs.

•

No blame clause: Generally unconditional; little indication of modified clauses.

•

Dispute resolution: Generally silent; little indication of express provisions for resolution
beyond the ALT (outside the alliance).

•

Incentive/penalty arrangements on time: Generally included; often not.

•

Owner reserved powers: Often reserved powers stated; sometimes not.

•

Performance security by NOPs: Little indication that security was required; generally not.

Key finding 7: Agreeing the commercial arrangements – Outstanding outcomes

Generally it is a requirement expressed in the PAA that the parties commit to achieving
outstanding (game breaking) outcomes.
The commercial arrangements generally provide financial incentives for NOPs (incentivised
KRAs) to achieve outstanding (game breaking) outcomes.
It was also noted that estimated costs associated with pursuing outstanding (game
breaking) outcomes are often included in the TOC.
Key finding 8: Project delivery – Non-price objectives

In general, Owner representatives (regardless of approach to selecting NOPs) rated their
alliance’s performance in all areas of non-price objectives as above expectations or game
breaking. The areas of non-price criteria assessed were:
•

quality of work

•

functionality

•

safety

•

environment

•

community

•

other stakeholders

•

team dynamics

•

KRA achievement

•

flexibility of approach.
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5.6		 Project delivery
Business
Case

Procurement
Strategy

The expectation of the project delivery stage is to realise the VfM proposition defined in the
business case. This requires achieving the alliance’s objectives in terms of time, quality and
non-price objectives for minimum cost.
Key finding 9: Project delivery – Owner resources

The number of Owner resources provided to the alliances varied.
There was no clear correlation between the number of Owner resources and enhanced VfM.
It was noted that active senior level participation by the Owner provided clear direction and
support to the alliance.
Key finding 10: Project delivery – Early commencement of physical work and project completion

The project’s physical works were able to be commenced many months in advance of what
would have been possible using traditional delivery methods (as noted elsewhere) leading
to a commensurate earlier completion date.
The majority of projects met the Owners’ target completion dates as set out in the business
case.
Key finding 11: Project delivery – No disputes

There were no indications of any disputes between the Owner and the NOPs that needed to
be resolved outside the alliance.
Key finding 12: Project delivery – Outstanding outcomes (game breaking / breakthrough)

There was little indication that outstanding outcomes (game breaking / breakthrough) were
actually being achieved within the definitions in use in this Study (‘paradigm shift, not been
done before’).
This finding significantly differs with the self-evaluation of both NOPs and Owner
representatives within the alliances who considered that their own alliances had achieved
outstanding outcomes.
Key finding 13: Project delivery – Adjustments to agreed TOC

In general, there was an increase from agreed (initial) TOC to adjusted (final) TOC. The
average increase was of the order of 5-10%.
Key finding 14: Project delivery – Adjusted TOC and AOC

In general, the AOC was less than the adjusted (final) TOC. The average saving was of the
order of 0.5%.
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“

VfM definitions and the value
proposition in the business case are
the responsibility of investors...not of
the alliance team engaged to deliver
the capital assets.

”
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Chapter

Discussion and
Observations

6.1		 Introduction
This chapter is a requirement of the Study’s terms of reference, which instructed the
Research Team to consider the findings, presented in empirical terms in Chapter 5, for
implications in terms of public policy and guidelines development.
To increase the value obtained from this Study, this chapter further explores its key findings
in the context of industry knowledge, historical information and context to form a series of
Discussion Topics. It also incorporates general observations made by the Research Team
during its research.
The topics have been chosen because of their importance to Study conclusions, their
emergence as themes during the research and their potential impact on enhancing (or
detracting) optimisation of VfM. The list of discussion topics is not necessarily exhaustive
but reflects the practical constraints of the Study.
In a similar manner to Chapter 5 ‘Findings’, this chapter is structured around the project
lifecycle with discussion topics linked as shown below:
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6.2		 Business case
Business
Case
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The expectation of the business case is that it will clearly define the project’s VfM
proposition to investment decision-makers so they can determine if there is a compelling
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Topics to be discussed under this section are:
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As noted in Chapter 3, governments contract on behalf of citizens to purchase
infrastructure assets using taxpayer funds. Therefore, the objective for government decision
makers is to obtain the optimal value for citizens for the least amount of taxpayer funds.
Selectingallows
the
Government’s
success Procurement
in solving this dilemma
it to discharge
Agreeing the its responsibility to
Non-owner
Project
Business
Commercial

Particpants
Case
Arrangements
deliver infrastructure
in a Strategy
manner that protects
the public interest.
(NOPs)

Delivery

The alliance team is primarily concerned with the delivery of the capital assets, it is not
usually required to manage the operational phase (other than ensuring fit-for-purpose
capital assets and whole-of-life considerations for the capital assets) nor is it responsible
for the ongoing service benefits to the community (for example, the alliance does not take
the risk of whether a new road does actually lead to travel time savings).
Therefore, the VfM consideration important in the alliance is whether the government’s/
Owner’s capital project objectives and works have been delivered by them at the lowest
price and in accordance with the approved business case. This is not to say governments
are only interested in cheapest price, rather they are interested in achieving the social,
environmental, economic, quality etc objectives that they have agreed to, as well as the
direct construction cost, at the lowest price.
Prior to the business case approval, if the Owner believes that a social, economic and/
or environmental issue is important, and wants it addressed as part of the capital project,
then the Owner should analyse its costs, risks and benefits and make it part of the VfM
proposition in the business case submitted to government for approval.
After business case approval, if the alliance believes that there is a need to address a
further social, economic and/or environmental issue, then the alliance must seek approval
from the project Owner (as distinct from the Owner’s representative) and potentially the
Owner from government.
The role of the alliance is to dimension, detail, plan and deliver the capital assets and the
VfM proposition impacting on those capital assets within the parameters of the approved
business case.
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For instance, consider a case where a reduction in traffic delays due to construction
activities is an aspect of VfM for a road program. Suppose a business case requires a
certain traffic flow condition to be met (e.g. peak hour delays of below 15 minutes) and the
alliance team identifies a method of delivery that reduces traffic delays (e.g. to 2 minutes).
That appears to be a ‘game breaking’ outcome. But it is only game breaking if the change
(e.g. from 15 minutes to 2 minutes) is sufficiently valued by the government (as an investor).
This can only be assessed in light of the costs of the change – either additional cost or
sacrificing possible budget savings. If there is no impact on cost or savings (and other
criteria), then clearly the change should be implemented. However, if the change affects
budget savings or any other criteria, it becomes a VfM decision that best rests with the
Owner, not the alliance team. The decision making process (at negotiation of the PAA/TOC
and during project delivery stage) needs to clearly and transparently establish the costbenefit trade-off for all such changes in specifications, and clearly outline who can make
such decisions.
By changing the purchase process to allow suppliers (NOPs) to specify elements of the
value proposition, alliancing subtly shifts the accountability and responsibility mechanisms
away from government. The potential impact of that shift will depend on the type and
impact of criteria that are open to amendment during the project. While NOPs may
have superior technical capabilities, they may not share the government’s perspective
on preferred outcomes, particularly with respect to trade-offs between multiple criteria,
especially when taking a whole-of-government perspective to the issue. Government,
therefore, needs to take care to ensure that the definition of VfM for an alliance project
accurately reflects its perspective on the project.
This challenge of defining VfM has been subject to much review and has driven the
development of several methods of project performance assessment. A key element of any
such model is the development of a robust and comprehensive business case on which to
benchmark project success as well as inform the investment decision. Government policies
and guidelines generally state that investment decisions should be based on business
cases where there is a full and transparent articulation of the costs, risks and benefits (the
VfM proposition) of an investment proposal. This means that the VfM proposition for the
project is owned by the ‘investor’ (usually the state and Owners), not by the alliance team
(including the NOPs and Owner’s representative) engaged to deliver the project. NOPs will
often have either an inherent conflict of interest (since their reward is potentially linked to
achieving the VfM proposition) and/or they may not understand the true preferences of the
government across multiple, complex criteria on a whole-of-government basis. Engagement
of NOPs prior to adequate specification of the business case may also be effectively
pre-judging the investment decision.
There needs to be clear delineation between the roles of state as an investor, the Owner,
and the Owner’s representative as a member of the alliance. As noted earlier, these roles are
fundamentally different. Of particular note is that there may be cases where the Owner and
Owner’s representative may be the same individual acting in different capacities. This would
not be considered ‘best practice’, however, in such an event they then need to be very
clear when they are acting as an Owner (responsible for the service outcome) or Owner’s
representative (responsible for joint alliance delivery of the value proposition).
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If the government does not retain the right (as the investor of public funds) to set the
expected performance standards or objectives, then there is a fundamental shift in the
accountability arrangements surrounding the project whereby the alliance team (at least
potentially) becomes the arbiter of social value.
The Research Team observed that VfM was rarely raised by either Owner’s representative or
NOPs as priority considerations for alliances and if it was, there was often a lack of clarity
or consistency as to its definition. Sometimes it was viewed as “price (capex) and nonprice”, sometimes “price (whole of life) and non-price”, and sometimes “only non-price”.
Occasionally a view was expressed that the alliance had both a right and responsibility to
define the VfM proposition. This is not correct, as explained above.
VfM is defined at the highest level as ensuring that resources are optimised to achieve
desired benefits for the public good. Optimising VfM in alliancing must be considered not
only at a discrete alliance level, but also at a whole of government level.
This Study used the expression of ‘whole of government’ to denote the perspective where
decisions and analysis of issues takes into consideration the potential impact across project
and portfolio boundaries to optimise outcomes that are best for all citizens. Whole of
12

government is defined in the Australian Public Service (APS) as:

		 “Whole of government denotes public service agencies working across portfolio
		 boundaries to achieve a shared goal and an integrated government response
		 to particular issues. Approaches can be formal and informal. They can focus on
		 policy development, program management and service delivery.”
The Study findings raise two issues that government must consider in order to optimise
value for money outcomes in alliancing:
1.

The project or alliance level considers elements that influence the VfM required to be
delivered by that individual project.

2.

The whole of government level considers elements that must be coordinated at a
whole of agency, whole of department, whole of state or even whole of country level.

It is possible that only focussing on alliance VfM outcomes may lead to sub-optimal whole
of government VfM.
Discussion Point 1 – VfM at whole of government and alliance level

VfM definitions and the value proposition in the business case are the responsibility of
investors (usually the government and Owners); not of the alliance team engaged to deliver
the capital assets.
Government needs to consider optimising VfM at the whole of government level, not just at
the alliance level.
Alliances should respond to, and be measured by, the VfM proposition contained in the
business case.
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6.2.2		 Adequacy and timing of the business case
Business cases are not just one-off documents to gain government funding, but tools
which when used wisely will improve VfM in project implementation, service delivery and
52

substantiate general government sector accountability .
A sound business case will detail costs (both Capex and Opex), timeframes and risks
together with the project’s operational specifications and service outcomes both in delivery
and operational phases. It is a fundamental step in the government’s investment decision.
The state uses business cases as the principle vehicle for making decisions on the
investment of public funds involving capital assets. The business case allows the state to
make investment decisions on projects on an opportunity cost of capital basis. Therefore,
the absence of a robust and comprehensive business case is problematic for the state and
Owner.
Moreover, the business case is used as a critical reference point for the Owner to ensure
cost, time and quality objectives and constraints are managed. The absence of a robust
business case introduces the high likelihood for uncontrolled scope growth and budget
drift. While the state may support a particular investment proposal with a capital component
priced at $200 million (for example), if price was to increase to $300 million (see Key finding
1) it may wish to revisit the investment decision and support an alternative investment
proposal. A material increase from the business case project budget and the AOC could
mean a significant erosion of VfM for the state.
The responsibility for preparing the business case rests with the Owner, as noted earlier.
It is a potential conflict of interest for the alliance to prepare the business case given the
commercial interest of the NOPs in the business case outcomes and delivery of the value
proposition.
Furthermore, without the analytics of a business case, dimensioning the costs, risks, scope
and benefits of the investment proposals, the Owner is not in a position to benchmark the
project deliverables and VfM proposition that the alliance has been engaged to deliver. This
is particularly exacerbated in the absence of price competition since the level of project
detail required in the business case can be significantly less than that required for traditional
methods of project delivery. Expressed more pointedly, shortfalls in the business case may
be less evident when the alliance delivery method using non-price selection process is
selected for delivering the project.
A sound business case is expected to provide the following benefits:
•

Confirms the service need, including how it aligns with government policy objectives.

•

Evaluates the costs and benefits of alternative proposals for meeting an identified
service need (including non-asset solutions).

•

Clarifies the key assumptions, risks, timeframes and costs on which the project is
based.

•

Analysis and recommendation of the optimal procurement method and strategy for
achieving the VfM proposition.

•

Evaluates project progress by continuously referring back to the business case and
benchmarking actual versus planned performance.

•

Dimensioning and evaluating project benefits.
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•

Identifies funding sources for the investment proposal.

•

Improves accountability for the proposal and increases management’s ability to monitor
whether the alliance is achieving set milestones and key outcomes including VfM.

It was found that business cases often did not meet the above expectations. It was also
noted that, for whatever reason, the alliance team rarely had access to the business case.
There was occasionally an underlying frustration by NOPs that they were not privy to the
business case which mitigated against the ability of the alliance to optimise VfM. The open
and transparent principles of alliancing mean that the business case should be made
available to the alliance (barring any sections subject to confidentiality).
Alliances are often associated with projects where time is of the essence. In those situations
where government has mandated an urgent start to a project with the expectation of early
completion, it may be that it is not realistic to prepare a full, properly documented business
case before the alliance selection process commences. In these rare situations a business
case should not be dispensed with, rather a fast track process implemented to define
the value proposition including project objectives, options, scope of work, program and
a robust cost plan. This will ensure that an alliance, when evaluated as the appropriate
delivery method, is able to focus on optimising VfM, although Owners should recognise
that early commencement will almost certainly attract a significant price premium and not
guarantee earlier completion.
Discussion Point 2 – Completeness of business case and clarity of objectives

The business case must be adequately developed with clearly expressed VfM proposition
to allow a robust and transparent investment decision and to provide a framework for
ongoing assessment of project success in meeting business case objectives.
Business case discipline and rigour should not be dispensed with in fast track projects.
Fast track processes need to be developed for those (rare) projects where timing of
commencement is of the essence. Owners should recognise that early commencement
could attract a significant price premium, particularly when physical works commence prior
to finalising commercial arrangements with the NOPs (see Key finding 4).
The business case should (barring sections subject to confidentiality) be made available to
the alliance to ensure that alliance objectives can be aligned with the business case.
It was found that the estimate of AOC generally increased by approximately 45-55% during
the project lifecycle:
•

Of the order of an additional 35-45% from business case to initial (agreed) TOC.

•

Of the order of an additional 5-10% from initial (agreed) TOC to final (adjusted) TOC

•

Negligible difference between the final (adjusted) TOC and the AOC resulting in
negligible painshare/gainshare (refer to the discussion in Section 6.4).

These cost movements are significant and raise serious doubts about the basis of the
original investment decision and/or the veracity of the cost movements during the course of
the alliance.
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The movement in costs during the project lifecycle is shown below with a comparison
64, 68

against other delivery methods.
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Project Lifecycle
Figure 6.1: Cost movement for various delivery methods

This would indicate that PPPs provide the greatest cost certainty at business case stage (an
increase of 5-10% to AOC), followed by traditional (≈20%) and then alliances (≈50%).
This may reflect the significant difference between the delivery methods when project
clarification occurs. For alliances this would appear to occur between business case and
contractual commitment, while for traditional projects it occurs to a greater extent between
63

contractual commitment and actual outturn costs.

The greater differential may also be explained as alliancing is often used for projects with
high risk and uncertainty that cannot be dimensioned at the business case stage or soon
75

thereafter. In these situations the differential may indicate that business case estimates did
not provide a sufficient contingency allowance.
The movement during the project is also noteworthy. An adjustment to the TOC almost
certainly reflects an increase to the alliance scope (since that is generally the only grounds
for adjustment) and raises doubts as to the widespread perception of certainty of the initial
alliance TOC compared to other delivery methods.
The very close alignment of the Final (adjusted) TOC with the actual outturn cost is
discussed in Section 6.5.
A strength and weakness of the alliance delivery method is that it is very forgiving of
inadequate business cases. A strength is that in times of urgency when it is difficult to
prepare a full business case, an alliance can be mobilised faster and more effectively than
traditional methods. A weakness is that shortcomings in a business case’s VfM proposition
are far less transparent under an alliance (particularly ones involving non-price selection of
NOPs).
Further research is needed on how governments can best implement fast track projects.
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Discussion Point 3 – Adequacy and timing of the business case cost estimate

Estimates of AOC generally increased by about 45-55% during the project lifecycle; 3545% from business case to initial (agreed) TOC and a further 5-10% to final adjusted TOC.
Painshare/gainshare was negligible.
It would appear that PPPs provide the greatest cost certainty at business case stage (an
increase of 5-10% to final, followed by traditional (≈20%) and then alliances (≈50%)).
Alliancing is generally associated with high risks (as in PPPs) that cannot be dimensioned
upfront. They are often incomplete contracts. This uncertainty requires effective discipline in
setting project objectives and controls to allow the Owner to understand and participate in
decisions (including VfM) as the project progresses.
This uncertainty also requires the cost estimates to be even more robust, not less.
An alliance is more forgiving of inadequate business cases than traditional methods. This
is both a strength and a weakness. The weakness is the potential of significant price
premiums which may include scope and risk premiums in the absence of adequate project
definition at the business case stage.

6.2.3		 Fragmented multiple buyers
It was observed that the alliance sector is made up of ‘multiple buyers (Owners) and few
sellers (NOPs)’.
There was no evidence that the various buyers (Owners) took a collective or co-operative
whole of government approach to the market and in some cases Owners were competing
with one another to attract resources (NOPs) to their particular project, with the tools of
attraction being the use of the alliance delivery method proposed terms, conditions and
NOP selection processes that use non-price. As noted in Section 6.3, NOPs generally have
a strong preference for the alliance delivery method over other delivery methods.
In this situation, and if the selection of NOPs does not involve robust competition, then the
anomalous possibility exists that the primary competition could be occurring on the buyer
(Owner) side not the seller (NOP) side. It is doubtful that VfM is being optimised in
this situation.
Discussion Point 4 – Fragmented multiple buyers (Owners)

The alliance market may be characterised by multiple buyers (Owners) and few sellers
(NOPs) with the possibility that the primary competition is occurring on the buyer (Owner)
side to attract sellers (NOPs) to their individual projects.
VfM will be enhanced through a whole of government approach to the use of the alliance
delivery method, engaging the market, commercial arrangements, legal agreements and
selection processes.
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6.2.4		 Asymmetry of commercial resources and capability
Establishing the alliance delivery method is a complex commercial transaction.

51, 98

In the context of alliancing, public officials are accountable for ensuring that the alliance is
delivering public value in line with duly authorised approvals (e.g. the business case VfM
proposition). There are a number of publications that clearly note that public officials are
required to work in the public interest; for example, the Victorian Public Administration Act
2004. This accountability cannot be outsourced to the alliance but must remain with the
public officials.
The Owner must ensure that public value is being delivered by independently assessing and
verifying that the commercial transaction is in the benefit of public interest and optimises
VfM as articulated in the business case.
In particular, the selection of NOPs using solely non-price criteria requires a much higher
degree of commercial engagement by Owners compared to traditional (competitive)
procurement because of the need to negotiate a wide range of commercial parameters
that would normally be tendered by suppliers (NOPs), particularly the TOC. Some of these
75, 98

parameters include

:

•

Profit margins.

•

Business as usual components of branch and corporate overheads.

•

Insurances (public liability, construction, professional indemnity).

•

Ensuring that alliance objectives reflect business case objectives.

•

Aligning Owner and NOP commercial requirements.

•

Negotiating the TOC.

•

Commercial framework including pain/gain split and extent of any cap on gainshare.

•

Ensuring that any incentives only reflects outstanding outcomes (not normal business
improvement).

•

Risk, contingency and opportunities assessment.

In negotiating with NOPs on areas such as those above, there is potential for serious
asymmetry of commercial capability and capacity between public sector officials and
private sector employees, and their respective senior executives, for many of whom such
commercial engagement has been their livelihood. Such asymmetry would negatively
impact VfM.
The commercial engagement of the Owner during the establishment of the TOC is
particularly problematic. The alliance has not fully formed at this stage as the fundamental
principle of commercial alignment is not in place and there is an inherent commercial
tension between the NOPs and the Owner: NOPs naturally seek a higher TOC and Owners
a lower. This is exacerbated if there is a misunderstanding that the discussions surrounding
the TOC at this time are occurring under the auspices of alliance principles (good faith,
best for project, collective assumption of risk etc) rather than a normal position based
commercial negotiation. This situation is common as a result of different forms of interim
alliance agreements that exist in the Australian market.
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The reality of TOC establishment is that, notwithstanding the aspiration to select
integrated project team resources on a best for project basis from the alliance participant
organisations, the primary role influencing VfM at the TOC development phase will
(ordinarily) be filled by the NOPs (e.g. Alliance Manager, TOC Development Manager,
Design Manager, Construction Manager, Commercial Manager). This has the potential for
both information and commercial asymmetry for Owners. This may by compounded by
the various ‘agree-to-agree’ clauses that reflect the incomplete nature of many alliance
agreements. This situation has been identified as creating information asymmetries that
88

may place greater bargaining advantage with one or more parties.

Owners also need to recognise that under an alliance they have agreed to share project
risks (and opportunities) and therefore must maintain active commercial engagement
throughout the life of the project and that the commercial engagement does not cease
on agreeing the TOC or signing the PAA. Firstly, there are generally a significant number
of commercial ‘agree to agree’ clauses mentioned previously; secondly, the alliance ALT
will require and expect the Owner to actively participate in a large number of commercial
decisions for the life of the project. It is in both the Owner’s and NOP’s interests that the
Owner brings appropriate commercial expertise and authority to the alliance, rather than
play a passive role in commercial decisions
on the
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has high potential to influence VfM outcomes. During this phase there is fundamental
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case, is further reviewed and refined as necessary at this stage .
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Topics to be discussed under this section are:
•

Project Alliance Agreement (PAA).

•

Characteristics for selecting the alliance delivery method have changed.

•

Alliance approach – non-price and price competition processes.

6.3.1		 Project Alliance Agreement (PAA)
51

A project alliance is a complex business relationship . Its key value proposition is that
Owners trade off their traditional contractual rights (under a ‘risk transfer’ contract) in
exchange for NOPs bringing to the project their good faith in acting with the highest level
of integrity and making best for project decisions that will drive the delivery of outstanding
outcomes in all project objectives.
53

Concerns have been expressed that there is a potential risk of a ‘disconnect’ between the
aspirational use of alliancing terms and practical application of these terms where a project
becomes ‘distressed’.
A variety of alliance agreements exist both within a state and across states. These
agreements contain significant differences relating to key terms as noted below:
•

NOP profit margins: Sometimes fixed as a lump sum upon agreement of the TOC and
sometimes variable as a percentage of TOC.

•

No blame clause: Sometimes unconditional and sometimes heavily modified or not
used.

•

Dispute resolution: Sometimes silent and sometimes express provisions for resolution
beyond the ALT (outside the alliance).

•

Incentive/penalty arrangements on time: Sometimes included, generally not.

•

Owner reserved powers: Significant variation in the extent of powers reserved by the
Owner.

•

Reimbursable costs: Sometimes defined in the PAA, sometimes not.

•

Performance security by NOPs: Sometimes required, generally not.

Specific terms that are not clearly and consistently defined and therefore require further
attention include:
•

no blame / no suit

•

good faith

•

best for project

•

collective assumption of risk

•

outstanding outcomes (game breaking)

•

risk/reward (commercial framework)

•

agree to agree

The development of a national standard form of legal alliance agreement would be of
benefit to both Owners and NOPs. Alliancing is maturing as a form of project delivery and
the development and use of standard legal forms are appropriate. For Owners, a properly
and equitably drafted standard alliance agreement will go some way to addressing the
possible commercial capability asymmetry discussed previously in this Study, and possibly
reduce the potential for a lowest common denominator approach to terms, conditions and
selection processes by Owners.
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For both Owners and NOPs a standard form of agreement and selection processes with
standard terms and conditions that may be modified to suit project specifics should also
enhance transaction efficiency. It would also improve certainty around the legal language
in the agreements compared to the aspirational intent. However, it needs to be noted that
this is only a part solution and some terms such as ‘good faith’ and ‘best for project’ might
prove elusive to a satisfactory definition. Further research and industry engagement is
necessary on how best to provide this certainty.
The Study also noted that sometimes the same legal advisor acted for both the NOP and
the Owner during the PAA negotiation. The rationale appears to be that this reduces overall
costs and improves transaction efficiency, and because it is an alliance, the parties are
so aligned that the legal agreement contains few contentious clauses. Hence, it does not
warrant separate legal advice for the parties. This view is not universally accepted. The
alliance does not formally exist until the PAA is executed. As noted elsewhere, the Owner
and NOPs are almost certainly misaligned commercially until after the TOC is agreed.
Furthermore, the PAA will inevitably contain various clauses that reflect the unique specifics
of the project and the particular Owner’s requirements for such matters as Reserved
Powers. The NOPs may or may not be aligned with all of these requirements. As stated
previously, an alliance is a complex business relationship; the parties (Owner and NOPs)
require separate legal counsel to establish and formalise that relationship. Moreover, the
Owner is obliged to discharge its accountability in regard to the public interest, and NOPs
to their corporate boards and shareholders.
Discussion Point 6 – Project Alliance Agreement (PAA)

There is a potential risk of differences between the aspirational use of alliancing terms and
the practical application of these terms if a project becomes ‘distressed’. A variety of PAAs
exist with different terms and conditions. A national standard PAA template, tailored to
project specifics, should enhance certainty, transaction efficiency and improve VfM from
both an individual alliance and whole of government perspective.
The Owner and NOP require their own legal counsel during PAA establishment.

6.3.2		 Characteristics for selecting the alliance delivery method
		 have changed
The emergence of project alliancing in Australia provided an alternative to the adversarial
nature of traditional risk allocation contracts.
As the Australian market has changed and matured over time, so too has the alliance
delivery method. What were once considered to be the overriding reasons for selecting an
alliance have themselves changed.
From its inception in Australia in 1994, alliancing was chosen to reduce development costs,
share risks, avoid disputes, and minimise use of the Owner’s management team. Fifteen
years later, common characteristics for using an alliance noted in various government
guidelines include a need for Owner involvement, complex interfaces, tight timeframes,
complex and/or unpredictable risks, complex external threats or opportunities, and scope
or output specifications which cannot be clearly defined upfront.
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This change in alliance characteristics is in itself not seen as unusual. Any new idea or
methodology will mature and hopefully improve over time. However, the Research Team
found that project alliancing is now being adopted for reasons other than those described in
the relevant guidelines, namely:
•

To make the project more attractive to NOPs, especially in the context of a buoyant
construction market.

•

To achieve early project commencement through early involvement of the NOPs.

•

To achieve outstanding (game breaking / breakthrough) outcomes.

Based on the Study findings, it is not clear that these are the project characteristics that will
lead to better VfM on an alliance.

Making the project more attractive to NOPs, especially in a buoyant
construction market
Making their own project attractive (over other projects) to contractors and designers to
draw industry interest and project resources now ranks highly amongst Owners’ reasons for
selecting the alliance delivery method.
In general, NOPs have a strong preference for alliancing over other traditional delivery
methods. Additionally, there is a strong preference for non-price selection process over
price selection process. Reasons for this NOP preference for non-price alliances include:
•

Better collaboration with the Owner.

•

Capped downside.

•

Relatively quick selection process.

•

Negotiated price and commercial arrangements.

•

More secure margin.

•

Lower risk profile.

•

Less adversarial.

•

Better work / life balance for staff.

•

Ability to develop less experienced staff.

Many contractors and designers have not only expressed a preference for alliancing over
other delivery methods, but market sounding exercises undertaken in the preliminary stages
of project development have indicated that many NOPs intended to not participate unless
non-price alliance selection was used.

Achieving early project commencement through early involvement of
the NOPs
Owners are often faced with compelling reasons to complete a project in the fastest
possible time. Occasionally it is the earliest start to construction rather than completion
which is paramount. This naturally leads to a requirement to initiate and complete the
selection of the NOPs as quickly as possible and begin project construction in a
timely fashion.
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The collaboration that the alliance delivery method allows between the Owner and NOPs
at the earliest stage provides significant benefits to an early project start compared to
traditional methods. The contractual framework for the alliance, more than traditional
methods, also facilitates the earliest possible start of physical works under a non-price
selection process. However, there may be a price premium associated with this early start
due to selecting NOPs on a non-price basis (as discussed elsewhere in this Study). In this
case, the business case needs to alert decision makers that there is likely to be a price
premium associated with early commencement.
It is common to see alliancing being adopted early in the project lifecycle, and the research
has noted that in some cases alliancing has become a default alternative to the traditional
approach of defining the project scope and VfM proposition before contract commitment.
This approach may not allow the merits of other forms of delivery to be evaluated on a
VfM basis.
It was observed that the alliance scope was sometimes expanded to embrace the
traditional work of government agencies, including planning, site selection, option
development, concept design and even business case development. While this may allow
early project commencement it may lead to sub-optimal VfM and/or conflict of interest for
the reasons identified in Section 6.2 on the responsibilities of the alliance and the Owner.

Achieving outstanding (game breaking) outcomes
The concept of outstanding outcomes is discussed in Section 6.6.1 which notes inter alia
that there was little evidence that outstanding outcomes have been achieved.
Discussion Point 7 – Characteristics for selecting the alliance delivery method have changed

The Research Team found that the characteristics for selecting the alliance delivery method
have changed.
It appears that two reasons used by Owners (attracting NOPs and early commencement)
are being achieved but the achievement of outstanding outcomes is not supported by the
Study findings.
Based on the Study findings, these changes in characteristics are often not directly aligned
with achieving the business case objectives and can potentially have an adverse impact
directly on VfM.
Owners need to understand that early commencement will almost certainly attract a
significant price premium and not guarantee earlier completion.
The use of alliances to avoid the adversarial nature of traditional risk allocation contract
is successful.
There is a need for national procurement selection guidelines which include an explanation
of the characteristics best suited to alliancing versus other delivery methods and a rationale
for the same.
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6.3.3		 Alliance approach – non-price and price competition
		 processes
Historically, the majority of alliance selection processes have selected proponents on the
basis of non-price criteria. This is the method recommended in the DTF Project Alliancing
51

Practitioners’ Guide .
The alternative approach is to select proponents through a process where a significant
competitive criterion involves developing the TOC by two (or more) parties. There are also
hybrid approaches between the non-price competition and price competition as discussed
elsewhere in this Study.
In all Australian jurisdictions there is an emphasis on the integrity of competitive tendering
9

to secure value for money and deliver policy objectives . Both price and non-price factors
tend to be emphasised.
83

For example, in the NSW Government’s Procurement System for Construction and its
series of Procurement Practice Guides, the Tendering Construction Works guide of July,
2008 states:
		

A tender evaluation committee will assess each tender against the requirements

		

stated in the RFT documents. ....The Department of Commerce seeks the best value

		

for money in all its procurement activities for clients. The assessment of tenders is

		

based on all of the evaluation criteria. Contracts and consultant engagements are

		

awarded to the service provider who offers the best value for money, not necessarily

		

to the lowest price.

Although for less complex procurement, price can remain a key determinant. The
NSW Procurement Practice Guide ‘Tender Planning for Project Management Services
engagements’ also of July, 2008 states (page 2):
		

If the engagement is straightforward and most aspects are well defined, and

		

tenderers are expected to have similar capability, experience and expertise, it may be

		

appropriate to use price criteria only.

The application of such price and non-price criteria, is that competition should be
designed so that “the procurement process should optimise effective competitive tension
103

to maximise value-for money opportunities for government” . This is further elaborated
as “Value for money is optimised in the “best bid offer” as assessed against the tender
50

evaluation criteria” .
The Queensland Government has also published ‘Construction Tender Evaluation: Best
Value Not Lowest Price’ which states:
		

Achieving value for money typically involves comparing alternatives for the supply

		

of goods and services to get the best mix of quality and effectiveness for the lowest

		

cost over the required term. Importantly, it involves an appropriate allocation of risk,

		

making the selection of a suitable procurement strategy and contract a critical factor

		

in determining whether value for money is achieved.45
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In other words, the basis of selecting between competing bidders in public procurement
is not the sole criterion of price, rather on selecting the tenderer that on balance best
demonstrates achieving the required benefits at the lowest price.
In its Guidelines for managing risks in direct negotiations, published in May 2006, the NSW
77

Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) concluded that :
		

Before signing a contract with the proponent, the agency should satisfy itself that, in

		

the absence of competitive bidding, the price paid by or to the proponent is

		

consistent with market values...

		

...the Commission believes alliance contracting can be beneficial for certain projects,

		

provided the risks are properly managed. Some of the probity risks associated with

		

alliance contracting include:

		

− reliance on a non-adversarial approach to conflict resolution and a ‘best-for

			 project’ approach, which may lead to the parties forming too close a relationship.
			 This may in turn lead to ‘capture’ by the private sector proponent/s and a failure
			 to consider the overall public interest. Capture can also be a problem if the
			 ‘partnership’ is lopsided to the extent that the agency develops a dependence on
			 the proponent/s for information and advice.
		

− negotiating the target cost of the project after the preferred proponent has been

			 selected, which may remove or dilute the competitive tension that would be
			 present under normal bidding conditions. In this scenario, the successful
			 proponent may have the opportunity to increase the agreed cost or over-design
			 the project.
The above reflects what the Research Team considers to be the cornerstone of good
procurement in government. That is, procurement should involve a significant element
of competition on outturn price to demonstrate good stewardship of public funds and to
optimise both the price and non-price aspects of VfM.
Price is the value placed on what is exchanged. This value includes tangible and intangible
factors. Price represents that value and allows buyers to make a choice amongst potential
purchases and provides a mechanism for competition amongst sellers in an open
market economy.
For comparable products and services, price-only competition requires a seller to
constantly innovate and adapt to beat the price of a competitor, and therefore be the
lower cost producer. Pure non-price competition requires a seller to compete on only the
basis of product features, service, quality etc. Competition based on VfM criteria, which
is the common procurement policy criteria for governments, is only possible when there
is competition on both price and non price elements. In this later case, buyers assess
differences in the products offered and make a choice on the basis of how the non-price
differences balance with the price differences.
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In the case of alliancing, introducing price-competition as a selection criterion allows
the buyer (or Owner) to assess the seller’s cost basis compared to its competitors. The
buyer will also consider non-price elements to make an informed decision to optimise
the VfM outcome. It is difficult for a buyer to make a value for money assessment without
considering price as a key element as they need to understand the various trade-offs
between price and non-price. Introducing price as a selection criterion provides a positive
tension that causes sellers to innovate and provide the best cost solution to address the
overall project objective.
However, it is recognised that there are situations where full price competition may not
always provide best VfM to the state. Reasons could include high degrees of project
uncertainty that preclude project definition or time constraints or there is only one supplier
for the required project, product or service. In those situations public officials are normally
required to present their reasons and seek approval from senior management and/or
Minister before adopting any procurement process that precludes price as a selection
criterion.
In other words the default policy position should be to include a significant element of price
competition and to depart from this policy must be justified and approved.
In contrast to this view, and despite the emphasis on both price and non-price factors in
various general procurement guidelines mentioned above, the DTF Alliance Practitioners’
Guidelines expressly states that non-price competition is the recommended approach for
alliancing. This suggests that non-price competition should be the default position and any
departures must be justified.
It would appear that the focus on price as the primary selection criterion has been in decline
relative to non-price factors during the past 10 years or so. For example, the abstract of
a paper in the Journal of Construction Procurement in May 2000 highlights the negative
perception that has been evident:
		

The construction industry is dominated by procurement methods that encourage

		

short-term competitive behaviour, driven by price competition. The Australian

		

Procurement and Construction Council has been seeking alternatives in procurement

		

methods, designed to achieve breakthrough change in the Australian industry...73

Moreover, the majority of alliance selection processes during this period have selected
proponents on the basis of solely non-price criteria as per the method recommended in the
51

DTF Project Alliancing Practitioners’ Guide .
51, 81

Some of the main arguments against price competition

are outlined below along with

counter arguments, including observations arising from the Study.
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1. “The alliance relationship is established on the basis of trust and price
competition will fundamentally alter this relationship for the worse limiting
possibilities and the potential of the alliance.”
This Study found no evidence to support the above argument.
A foundation of the alliance delivery approach is that the parties to the alliance take a ‘best
for project’ perspective in determining how to deliver the project and meet the business
case objectives. The key requirement in achieving effective best for project decisions is
trust between the alliance participants including NOPs and the Owner. There is no evidence
that using price competition as a criterion for selecting the NOPs erodes the trust the
alliance team develops as the project progresses.
It is important to note that a high performance team can be characterised by the
effectiveness of its decision making, and this does not preclude vigorous debate prior to
reaching a decision. In fact a lack of competitive tension may lead to poor quality decision
making through the effects of group think or misinterpretation that ‘trust’ means
‘no disagreements’.
Owners commented that they did not see any material differences between the
effectiveness of alliance teams when selected using either price or solely non-price
approach.
The NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption noted that some of the probity
risks associated with alliance contracting include reliance on a non-adversarial approach to
conflict resolution and a ‘best for project’ approach, which may lead to the parties forming
too close a relationship. This may in turn lead to ‘capture’ by the private sector proponent/s
and a failure to consider the overall public interest. Capture can also be a problem if the
‘partnership’ is lopsided to the extent that the agency develops a dependence on the
proponent/s for information and advice.

2.

“The costs of paying two proponents to develop a TOC (together with
Owner costs) cannot be justified.”

Noting that the number of price competition selection approaches examined in this Study
was limited, the research conducted during the Study indicated that the cost to establish
a TOC using price competition was less (of the order of 2% of TOC) than when nonprice competition was used. (This recognises that two proponents are paid under price
competition.) This saving can be generated through:
•

Better upfront project definition.

•

Fixed timeframe for TOC development.

•

The ability to put a cap on reimbursement of costs for TOC development that is
equitable for both proponents.

Furthermore, the TOC established using price competition has been found to be in the
order of 5-10% (of TOC) less than when using non-price competition based upon the
following elements (which are directly comparable from one project to another) each being
higher when using non-price competition:
•

On-site overheads.

•

NOP profit margins.

•

Design costs.

•

TOC development costs.
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It was also found that, regardless of the process to select NOPs, the project price and nonprice outcomes were viewed favourably by Owner representatives. No disputes between
Owner and NOPs were evident that were not resolved within the alliance.
The price competition processes observed in this Study involved reimbursement of costs to
the NOPs by either a predetermined lump sum cap or full reimbursement of costs incurred.
The Research Team supports this approach of reimbursing the costs to NOPs of preparing
their proposals:
•

The proposals involved significant design development costs often beyond that
required for a traditional tender.

•

The intellectual property of the unsuccessful proposal resided with the Owner. (on
payment of costs) for possible use by the successful alliance team to the Owner’s
commercial advantage.

•

3.

Non-payment can create entry barriers for mid-tier proponents.

“Price competition limits innovation. Probity considerations reduce the
intimate collaboration with the Owner during TCE development which
limits ability to innovate.”

This Study found little evidence to support this argument. Intimacy is not a pre-requisite
for innovation nor does probity limit access to the Owner. There is no apparent reason
why formal Probity protocols need to exclude access to the Owner. Rather it is in place,
amongst other things, to ensure no proponent is given advantage to information over
another proponent, therefore ensuring that equal opportunity exists for all parties
to innovate.
The Research Team agrees with the UK Government which has stated that, rather than
inhibiting innovation, “vigorous competition strengthens incentives to innovate...”

4.

76

“The pursuit of lowest price could give rise to underpricing risk with
potentially unproductive arguments if contingency is inadequate.”

This Study found no evidence to support this argument; there was no discernable difference
between TOC/AOC outcomes and no evidence of ‘unproductive’ behaviours.

5.

“There is a significant requirement to control and support two teams in
competition together with the need for more external advisors which
does not produce net VfM.”

This Study found that there is a significant demand on the Owner’s management resources.
However, there may be a net VfM benefit given the potential for a lower TOC with price
competition while non-price objectives are still achieved.

6.

“Price competition is a waste of critical resources - In boom times
where design and construction resources are at a premium it is not
beneficial to tie up two teams for extended periods.”

The statement has merit but the key issue, in the case of any particular proposed alliance,
is whether there is likely to be a net improvement in VfM from a whole of government
perspective.
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7.

“Most non-price competitive alliances have been delivered to ±3% of
the TCE (TOC) – The accuracy and VfM of the TCE is verified by the fact
that it was very close to the actual outturn costs.”

The Study found that there indeed was a high degree of similarity between AOCs and
TOCs, with a low average difference and a low overall range of variation between AOCs
and TOCs. TOCs were less than the AOCs by 0.5% on average. In addition, the difference
between TOC to AOC across the alliances was ±2%.
On face value, these similar TOC-AOC outcomes appear to support the contention within
the above statement that an AOC close to the TOC demonstrates VfM. However, closer
scrutiny is in order.
Given the inherent forecasting error associated with pre-construction cost estimation
techniques, the high level of TOC-AOC similarity is statistically improbable. An estimate is
made up of hundreds or thousands of components, many of which cannot be estimated
with certainty in advance (e.g. days of constrained work due to wet weather). This inherent
uncertainty would typically produce final cost to pre-construction-estimate variations of up
to 10-20%, compared to the negligible variation found in this Study.
As a result, the low overall variation range and low average TOC-AOC differences on the
examined alliance projects suggests that one or more factors associated with current
alliance practices may be distorting outcomes and artificially driving TOC-AOC similarity.
Some possible reasons for the similarity between the AOCs and TOCs include:
(a)

The effort, rigour and therefore cost of developing an alliance TOC is significantly
greater than a traditional estimate. (This is unlikely to completely explain the
results due to the influence of inherent uncertainty as discussed above).

(b)

The risk pricing basis of the TOC is not consistent amongst Owners and some
reflect a higher (more conservative) estimate (e.g. P75) with a commensurate
pain/gain share, while other TOCs may reflect a P50 estimate. (This explanation
would be statistically unlikely to explain a low variance outcome over a range of
projects using different approaches to uncertainty).

(c)

The adjustments to the TOC during the project (found to be 5-10%) are grounded
in the emerging knowledge of forecast actual outturn costs, i.e. the adjusted TOC
tends to become the AOC.

(d)

The ability of alliance teams to continuously and effectively pursue and deliver
savings is not consistent across all alliances and forecast savings that may emerge
early in the alliance delivery can tend to be eroded.

(e)

Significant savings to the TOC are perceived by alliances as detrimental to
demonstrating VfM and additional scope is undertaken by the alliance without
adjustment to the TOC.

The Research Team’s judgement is that the most likely reasons are found in items (c), (d)
and (e). However, a definitive conclusion could not be drawn from this Study and this issue
may warrant further research and investigation. If further research was able to confirm the
existence of AOC distorting factors, it could be concluded that AOC-TOC similarity is not an
indicator of VfM since the TOC is conservative.
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8.

“The TCE is subject to rigorous scrutiny by an Independent Estimator
and the commercial alignment framework ensures that the Owner
typically receives 50% of the gainshare should it be overstated.”

Scrutinising the target cost of the project after the preferred proponent has been selected
may remove or dilute the competitive tension that would be present under normal bidding
conditions and which would reduce the potential to increase the agreed cost or over-design
the project as mentioned by the NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC).
The Study indicates that gainshare is negligible and, as previously noted, the TOCs may
reflect a level of conservatism much higher than P50 estimates, however, this observation is
inconclusive.
Refer to Section 6.5 for comments on the effectiveness of the Independent Estimator.
The choice between a competitive selection process involving only non-price factors and
a process involving a price factor should also be considered from an economic efficiency
perspective. In particular, the need to optimise:
•

productive efficiency; and/or

•

allocative efficiency; and/or

•

dynamic efficiency.

From an economic efficiency perspective, the Research Team considers that an alliance
selection process including competition on price factors is likely to lead to lower costs of
project delivery (i.e. maximise productive efficiency), to encourage the allocation of scarce
human, capital and equipment resources to highest value uses (allocative efficiency) and/
or to encourage efficient innovation and investment in innovation over time (dynamic
efficiency). All other factors being equal, a company competing to become a NOP on an
alliance which is optimally efficient in one or more of these efficiency areas at the relevant
point in time should be more likely to be selected to participate in the alliance compared
with a company which is less efficient.
Given that firms should and probably do primarily seek to maximise profit, price competition
would tend to maximise the incentives and focus the profit maximising efforts of industry
players on improving their dynamic and/or allocative and/or productive efficiency
performance so as to gain a profitable advantage over actual or potential competitors
(e.g. to become better at technical or managerial innovation, allocating/deploying scarce
equipment or management time etc so as to win jobs).
An approach involving governments signalling in advance (and following through in practice)
that they will almost always seek price competition before they agree a TOC is more likely
to maximise each of these efficiency factors over time.
This approach can be consistent with a focus on competition (efficiency) behavioural drivers
during the period before the TOC is settled and which focuses on collaborative problemsolving behavioural drivers after the TOC is settled.
In other words, a NOP selection process using price as a key criteria will tend to optimise
economic efficiency in the long term from all relevant efficiency perspectives (productive,
allocative and dynamic) and hence optimise VfM from a whole of government perspective.
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Discussion Point 8 – Price competition in the procurement process

The foregoing discussion has considered the merits of price and non-price competition
from multiple perspectives:
•

The Research Team found no evidence to support the view that a price based selection
process produced a lesser VfM outcome than a non-priced process. Indications are to
the contrary.

•
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6.4		 Selecting the NOPs
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Early commencement of a project through early involvement of the NOPs.
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Regardless of whether a non-price or price selection approach is used, an assessment of
the NOP’s non-price attributes is essential. Put more simply, a selection process using price
competition must also assess non-price selection criteria if VfM is to be optimised.
Alliancing by its very nature puts a strong emphasis on the collaborative relationship
between the owner and NOPs. This characteristic naturally flows into the selection criteria
when determining the NOP team with whom the owner will form an alliance.
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Typical alliance selection criteria includes:
•

Track record of the organisation.

•

Team.

•

Approach to project.

•

Understanding and commitment to alliancing.

•

Potential to be a ‘high performance team’.

•

Willingness to commit to project objectives and outstanding outcomes.

In many cases the selection criteria that deal with project management skills are used as
a ‘hurdle’ based on evidence of past experience and the selection criteria that deal with
cultural and alliance affinity were used as ‘differentiators’. This higher emphasis on cultural
and alliance affinity selection criteria may have the effect of eroding the value proposition
required by the business case. This is evidenced through:
•

Previous alliance experience is taken as evidence of alliance affinity, tending to raise
the entry barrier to proponents who do not have this experience.

•

Selecting proponents on their alliance and cultural affinity potential is difficult and
arguably highly subjective when combined with extensive preparation effort by
proponent teams (which include alliance coaching, team building events and workshop
rehearsals) to present themselves to best advantage.

•

Alliance projects often have ‘complex’ characteristics and greater uncertainty that
necessarily require more robust design and project management skills to deliver these
projects – particularly if things go wrong during project delivery. It cannot be taken for
granted that these skills are uniform across proponents or that a minimum level of skills
(i.e. a hurdle) will optimise VfM.

•

Considerable time and effort is expended in determining cultural and alliance affinity
through workshops, interviews and the like. Owners sometimes commented that those
nominees who attended the workshops and upon whom the NOPs were chosen as an
alliance partner, were either unavailable or were phased out of the project quickly.

Therefore, to optimise VfM from alliancing, the non-price selection criteria need to have
a greater emphasis on proven high calibre design, project management and commercial
skills, together with the rigorous controls needed to deliver a complex, challenging project.
The Research Team considers that such skills should be differentiators not mere hurdles.
There is a view that having a greater emphasis on price competition criteria for selecting
NOPs will prove difficult when comparing two different teams, two different prices, and
two different solutions. While this can certainly present challenges for the evaluation team,
the challenges of evaluating two teams using non-price competition criteria are arguably
even more subjective. It is also noted that traditional tenders regularly require evaluation
of different proposals to identify superior VfM outcomes. This challenge should be seen
positively as it provides the Owner with options on which to assess the optimum project
VfM from a variety of potential NOP inputs.
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Discussion Point 9 – Non-price criteria for selecting NOPs

Because alliancing has matured over the last ten years and a better understanding now
exists amongst NOPs of the collaborative nature of alliancing, the attributes of alliance
affinity of NOPs may be better assessed as hurdle criteria and the NOPs project delivery
skills (design, construction, controls, design management and commercial)
as differentiators.
Moreover, the maturity of alliancing should mean that any relationship risk (however real in
the past) associated with a price competition can be satisfactorily managed.
A price competition selection process must also include the evaluation of non-price criteria
since governments are not interested solely in lowest price as a determination of value
for money.

6.4.2		 Early commencement of project through early involvement of
		 the NOPs
The Study found that one of the Owner’s primary reasons for selecting the alliance delivery
method was the benefits of early commencement of a project through the early involvement
of the NOPs.
The Study observed that this reason was generally validated although it was unable to
accurately quantify it as a finding. Early involvement of the NOPs generated intangible
VfM by way of increased efficiencies in the design and construction process through a
collaborative and integrated (Owner, contractor and designer) approach to the project at its
crucial formative stages.
The use of alliancing often allowed physical works to commence many months ahead of
what would be possible using traditional delivery methods.
Discussion Point 10 – Early commencement of a project through early involvement of NOPs

Compared to traditional methods, the alliance delivery method can provide significant
time advantages (several months) to Owners who are under severe time imperatives to
commence physical works as soon as possible.
The reason for this is the alliance undertakes many project ‘front end’ activities in
a collaborative and more efficient manner, and in parallel rather than sequentially.
Owners need to recognise that there may be a significant price premium associated
with early commencement and that early completion is not guaranteed through earlier
commencement.
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6.5		 Agreeing the commercial arrangements
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After the NOPs have been selected as preferred proponent under a non-price selection
process, they must develop and agree commercial arrangements (including the PAA, TOC,
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Topics to be discussed under this section are:
•

insurance policies

•

establishing the TOC under non-price competition

•

the compensation framework.

6.5.1		 Insurance policies
Insurance is a cost to alliance projects that is directly or indirectly borne by the state.
Directly and indirectly the Owner will pay of the order of 1-2% of TOC by way of premiums
for the various alliance insurances. In the last five years this amounts to some $300$600 million based on alliance infrastructure delivered by governments. Not only is it
costly but the effectiveness of alliance insurance is problematic given a lack of case law
and successful claims are believed to be minimal. It is also technically and commercially
complex and can have significant implications on the risk profile of the alliance and the
commercial framework (risk/reward mechanism) for NOPs.
54

Insurance for traditional construction projects is complex , involving:
•

various parties with potentially misaligned commercial interests

•

specialist advisers, brokers, risk consultants

•

specialist lawyers

•

various insurance underwriters (who may overlap in their individual cover)

•

complex legal concepts

•

statutory obligations (e.g. Insurance Contracts Act).

Insurance in the alliancing context adds further complexity by raising a multitude of special
options and further difficult issues that need to be understood and responsibly considered if
VfM is to be optimised.
Traditional insurance products hinge on findings of ‘liability’ and ‘fault’. More specifically,
the liability of the insurer under traditional insurance products and terms is not triggered
without the existence of a liability of one or more relevant insured parties.
However, these concepts of liability are generally not part of the collaborative relationships
established in alliancing. On the contrary, alliance participants employ no blame/no dispute
principles and terms in their alliance agreements to block any such liability between them.
As a result, traditional insurance policy terms may not be triggered and, therefore, alliance
parties may find that there is no effective insurance cover. While this typically is not
problematic in relation to project works and public liability cover it is a significant issue for
professional indemnity insurance and is often overcome by project specific insurance. This
in turn raises the issue of who controls the various insurances.
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Efforts to overcome this difficulty have included special drafting, through which alliance
participants aim to provide a carve out from no suit terms for claims for which insurance
will respond or for specific categories of claim, such as a contribution arising out of a
professional negligence claim made by a third party against a participant in connection
with the alliance project works. However, these approaches remain complex and uncertain
in operation where the alliance agreement contains no express risk allocation terms or
mechanism, and are therefore fraught with potential issues and arguments about how the
terms might operate in the context of a dispute.
Insurance in alliancing also raises the possibility of adverse risk transfer and loss of value to
the state through:
•

The commercial behaviour of project participants (particularly if they feel the project
has been de-risked due to their participation in a no fault, no blame arrangement).

•

The risk profile of the project/program for both the state and the NOPs.

•

Each party’s insurance history, insurance premium costs and the future cost of
insurance.

•

Factoring of premiums into project costs.

•

Outcomes which are best for the insurance industry, best for NOPs, but not necessarily
best for the state in either a project or whole of government context.

The true effectiveness of insurance is tested when a claim is made and a policy responds.
To date Australian alliance projects do not have a history of claims experience and therefore
the effectiveness of the insurance has generally not been rigorously tested. It raises the
question of the effectiveness of the cover obtained – if there have been no claims, and a
substantial volume of projects have been delivered then what risks are being insured and
how is VfM being optimised by insurance?
The broader issue of insurance in an alliance context is the manner in which insurance costs
will be allocated. If insurance is a project cost, it still needs to be managed to ensure that
policies are affected on appropriate terms, at appropriate levels and at appropriate times,
and maintained. Importantly, if insurance costs will be an alliance budget reimbursable item
that has no impact on NOPs, then VfM will be adversely impacted if:
•

Insurances are not managed effectively.

•

Relevant claim and other information required from or in relation to NOPs is not
available or is not forthcoming.

•

Insurance costs are adversely impacted by a poor claims history of one or more NOPs
becoming known.

The overall objective in procuring insurance is to optimise VfM. This may mean that less
project insurance is more appropriate because the state is either comfortable assuming
certain risks or that it already carries the risk. This is different to a best for project approach
which would generally require that all identifiable project risks are insured at the
project level.
It is not clear from the findings whether VfM is being optimised on a whole of government
basis for insurance cover and indications are that there may have been significant
VfM erosion.
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Discussion Point 11 – Insurance policies

Insurance is a complex and costly matter, particularly for alliances, and needs specialist
skills. Insurance in alliancing also raises the question of whether VfM is being optimised by
the Owner on a whole of government portfolio basis or merely on a sub-optimal project by
project basis.
The true effectiveness of insurance is tested when a claim is made and a policy responds.
To date Australian alliance projects do not have a history of claims experience and therefore
the effectiveness of alliance insurance has generally not been rigorously tested. This raises
the question of the effectiveness of the cover obtained – if there have been few claims, and
a substantial volume of projects have been delivered then what risks are being insured and
how is VfM being optimised by insurance?

6.5.2		 Establishing the TOC under non-price competition
Setting an accurate outturn cost (TOC) presents a complex and difficult challenge for any
alliance. It is also a critical factor in terms of delivering the best overall VfM for the state.
Current industry guidelines recommend that the process of developing and agreeing a
TOC (and other performance targets) for an alliance is typically performed by Owner and
NOP resources working as a single integrated team. In the absence of comparative price
competition, achieving and demonstrating that a TOC represents VfM is largely subjective,
due to a potentially large number and range of input variables and the use of individual
experiences and judgement in combining the variable inputs. As behavioural researchers
have pointed out, any estimate of cost is influenced by the incentives faced by the
80

individual making the estimate.

Key points considered worthy of discussion are:
•

commercial misalignment issues

•

role of the Independent Estimator

•

use of ‘hybrid’ pricing elements

•

certainty of outcomes

•

TOC negotiation.

Commercial misalignment issues
A wide range of alliance literature suggests that the benefits of alliancing include greater
collaboration and a ‘best for project’ focus, underpinned by a framework of total alignment
of Owner and NOPs commercial interests and objectives.
However, prior to agreeing the TOC (and other performance targets), a state of commercial
misalignment exists between the Owner and the NOPs. While both Owner and NOPs are
seeking a ‘reasonable’ TOC, their natural commercial interests would lean towards a lower
TOC and higher TOC respectively. Therefore commercial alignment for an alliance does not
exist in the TOC development phase.
Alliancing practice is geared towards achieving superior performance once participants’
interests are fully aligned (after the TOC is agreed). The inherent commercial tension
between Owner and NOPs in the TOC development phase is fundamentally inconsistent
with driving superior VfM in developing and agreeing the TOC.
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The Owner resources operating in this environment of commercial misalignment are at
a distinct disadvantage in terms of optimising VfM. Asymmetry issues associated with
limited resources, incomplete information flow and knowledge transfer add to the potential
commercial asymmetry difficulties (described in Section 6.2) that can adversely affect the
VfM outcome. While this asymmetry varies across Owners, it needs to be openly addressed
as part of the business case.

The role of the independent estimator
The title Independent Estimator (IE) suggests a professional who undertakes an
independent estimation of a settled scope of works.
Historically the IE’s role has been to provide an independent assurance and/or validation
to all the alliance participants that the TOC is fair, reasonable and defensible. In current
alliance practice, the IE is often selected by and reports to the alliance participants
collectively. To provide greater transparency and accountability the IE should be engaged
by the Owner, at arm’s-length to the alliance, to protect the Owner’s commercial interests.
The brief for the IE is commonly focussed on estimating skills including elemental analysis
and pricing, quantity surveying, scheduling and risk assessment, across the required
disciplines of a project. While this ordinarily dictates a team of estimating resources to
provide the specifics and requisite skills and experience, the IE role often falls to one
dominant/lead resource with general industry skills. The IE is often engaged on a limited
resource and minimal fee basis to assess and advise on the work for an alliance with
uncapped resources and (within reason) uncapped fees.
In the absence of price competition, when determining the TOC for an alliance, the IE
role has become the default for demonstrating that the agreed TOC represents VfM. The
relatively close correlation between AOC and TOC in many cases has been used to support
6

this approach. However, as noted elsewhere, an equally valid argument exists that this
close correlation reflects a TOC that is extremely conservative.
The IE as sole arbiter of price will often come under intense pressure from both Owner and
NOPs to agree to a TOC value close to the alliance TOC estimate. The alliance, as distinct
from the Owner, may decide to proceed regardless of unreconciled differences between IE
and alliance TOC estimates due to external pressures to commence the physical works.
The commercial position of the Owner in that situation may be less than ideal.
The role of IE, as currently applied, may be too narrow and poorly defined. The title
suggests a focus on price estimation of a settled scope rather than an holistic approach
to VfM at the alliance level. The approach taken by an IE can vary from a simple check
of overall rates to a more detailed review of the estimate developed by the NOPs and in
some cases a full independent estimate. Similarly, the form of the PAA may reflect a TOC
prepared as an alliance estimate or alternatively a proponent’s estimate. The difference is
significant and needs to be understood. IEs are encouraged to work collaboratively with
the NOPs when undertaking review and verification giving rise to possible compromise of
independence. It also raises possible confusion as to whether the IE is required to act in a
positional sense or under the auspices of alliance principles (win:win etc).
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Contractors and to a lesser degree designers will have in-house systems that provide
a verification of scope and costings for the scope that gives their senior management
confidence that the project has been planned and contracted in accordance with its
corporate benchmarks. The Owner should similarly engage (reporting directly to it) services
whose scope of service mirrors that of the NOPs’ advice to its management.
To improve VfM from current alliance practice, the role of the IE should be reconsidered. A
more comprehensive approach to overall VfM is required at the project/alliance level, rather
than a price-only review, involving:
•

Renaming the role to Owner’s VfM Advisor.

•

Extending the role to include value based reviews of scope of work, design standards,
design efficiency, construction methodology and resourcing before NOP mark-ups for
overheads, risk and margin are applied.

•

A first principles risk adjusted estimate prepared by the IE in parallel with that prepared
by the NOPs.

•

Full reconciliation against both the business case estimate and alliance TOC.

Discussion Point 12 – The role of the independent estimator

In the absence of price competition, the IE role has become a default position for
demonstrating the TOC represents VfM.
The IE role as currently practiced focuses on pricing of a settled scope and may be too
narrow to optimise VfM. The IE role should be expanded to become Owner’s VfM advisor
including:
•

Reviewing scope, design, construction method, materials and resources.

•

Preparing an estimate (possibly from first principles, risk adjusted) that parallels in
detail the estimate that Owners would normally prepare under traditional delivery
methods.

•

Reconciling the IE estimate against business case and NOP/alliance TOC.

Use of ‘hybrid’ pricing elements
While the use of competitive price tension to improve VfM in alliance procurement would
appear to have widespread application, it is not likely that this will provide optimal VfM in
all cases. There will be some cases where it is neither possible nor desirable to structure
an alliance selection process around full price competition on the TOC. However, in these
cases the benefits of competitive tension in other elements of VfM should not be dismissed.
Use of ‘hybrid’ pricing elements in a competitive selection process can also provide
material VfM benefits compared with solely non-price selection and TOC development in
the absence of price competition.
‘Hybrid’ pricing elements provide a wide range of options for creating competitive tension
between proponents around pricing elements. These pricing elements can be used to
inform the VfM criteria of the selection process and also to provide VfM benchmarks
for the subsequent TOC development phase. Appropriately constructed hybrid alliance
procurement should allow competitively developed proponent offers to be tested against
the business case pricing benchmark and compared on a VfM basis.
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Where benchmarking of hybrid pricing elements is derived from previous project
performance, including project margins, corporate on-costs, site overheads, productivity
benchmarks and unit rates, the benchmark projects should be selected by the Owner
from a full list of current and completed projects rather than projects nominated by the
proponent.
Benchmark projects selected in this way by the Owner should include competitively
tendered projects and reference final project accounts (or current management accounts)
and original tender estimates.
To ensure full benefits of innovation and optimisation are realised during TOC development,
rather than ‘held back’ for potential gainshare, hybrid alliance selection should also include
competitive tension on design solutions and construction methodology. In combination with
hybrid pricing elements these can be used to test VfM against the business case and also
facilitate direct VfM comparisons between proponents.
This process has an added benefit of progressively re-assessing project scope and services
if the VfM proposition in the business case is not being delivered.
Discussion Point 13 – Use of ‘hybrid’ pricing elements

The use of hybrid elements allows the benefits of competitive tension and comparative
testing of VfM when full TOC pricing competition is not desirable.
Hybrid elements include:
•

Cost benchmarking against previous projects selected by the Owner.

•

Cost benchmarking of major elements between shortlisted parties during the NOP
selection process.

•

Innovation in design and construction methodology.

Certainty of outcomes
Greater certainty of achieving desired project outcomes is often noted as a benefit of
alliancing or as a characteristic on when to use alliancing. The outcomes described in this
context generally include:
•

On-time or early completion.

•

Optimum asset lifecycle cost and performance.

•

Stakeholder satisfaction.

•

Knowledge transfer and job satisfaction for Owner’s staff.

•

Quality, safety and environmental management performance.

The certainty of achieving these outcomes in alliancing is said to be a result of:
•

Aligning the objectives of the alliance participants.

•

Providing incentives for the NOPs to achieve these objectives.

•

Collective ownership of project risks and outcomes.

•

Collaboration and flexible approach to management.
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Alliances are also widely regarded as providing greater certainty of outturn cost. However,
there are varying views as to whether this means a smaller range of possible outcomes
around the TOC or enhanced probability (‘certainty’) that the actual outturn costs will be
less than TOC. Owners need to be clear if they are seeking one or both of these since it
will have a material impact upon the TOC. The results of this Study found that the majority
of alliances deliver the actual outturn costs extremely close to the TOC but that the TOC is
generally significantly greater than the business case estimate.
While this can be considered as a possible indicator of certainty of outcomes it should not
be considered an indicator of VfM. It also raises the following questions in relation to VfM:
•

What certainty of outcome does the Owner (investor) require?

•

How should the project outcomes and required level of certainty be defined and by
whom?

•

What premium should be paid for certainty of outcomes and how should the
appropriate premium be determined?

It was observed that an emphasis by alliances on outstanding outcomes may result in
outcomes exceeding the business case objectives. This is compounded by the fact that the
costs associated with exceeding business case objectives are often included in the TOC.
Hence it is possible that the Owner may be paying more for something they did not want or
need.
Alliances should consider outcomes rather than certainty of outcomes. A focus on VfM
suggests achieving the business case objectives at minimum cost, rather than exceeding
business case objectives at additional cost.

TOC negotiation
In traditional contracts, where a fixed price for a specific scope is set by competition, the
client is not required to have high visibility of the cost structures of the proponent.
In contrast, the nature of alliances requires the Owner to have a very high, detailed visibility
and understanding of the NOPs cost structures. The NOP cost structures are highly
complex and require a forensic understanding if the Owner is to have confidence that the
public interest is being properly managed. The Owner needs to have an understanding of:
•

Game breaking vs. Business As Usual continuous improvement.

•

Painshare/gainshare that is set against challenging benchmarks.

•

Cost structures that are transparent and reflect the best in class prices.

•

Profit calculations that are transparent and reasonable for market conditions.

•

Its own project budget approvals.

It is not injurious to the alliance relationship for the development of the TOC and the
settlement of commercial issues to take place in a business like environment and have
‘every stone turned upside down’ in the search of additional public value.
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One of the many advantages claimed for alliancing is that it allows for early commencement
of physical works often before the TOC is finalised and it was a finding of this Study that
this did occur. While this may be an attraction it places the Owner in a commercially
vulnerable position. Notwithstanding the ability to ‘terminate for convenience’ should the
Owner disagree with the TOC, the commercial reality is that it can be extremely difficult for
the Owner to negotiate a robust TOC when physical works are underway and any time gain
(the reason for starting early) would be highly compromised. In other words, the Owner may
become captured in the sense used by ICAC.72
Discussion Point 14 – Establishing the TOC under non-price competition

To ensure optimum VfM, the process leading to agreeing the TOC requires commitment to
commercial rigour in negotiations between Owner and NOPs, based on business principles
rather than alliance principles.
This requires that the commercial misalignment that exists in the TOC development phase
is addressed openly by the NOPs and the Owner.
NOPs undertake extensive in-house reviews of alliance TOCs to give confidence to senior
management that all corporate requirements are satisfied. Owner representatives need to
take the opportunity to understand the TOC in a similar manner.
NOPs have clear corporate requirements in terms of risk and return and these are applied
rigorously. The Owner also should have (but often does not have) clear outcomes,
objectives and the value proposition articulated in the business case, which also need to be
applied rigorously in TOC negotiations.
There was some evidence from the Study that from time to time robust commercial
negotiations were undertaken that resulted in substantial TOC reductions with no adverse
impact on business case objectives or on NOP margins.
An Owner led improvement strategy (which will help avoid capture) could include features
such as:
•

Maintain a viable alternative project procurement and delivery strategy until TOC is
agreed.

•

Avoid physical works being undertaken under the alliance agreement before TOC is
agreed or at least recognise the potential for price premium.

•

Better Owner focus on the business case VfM proposition prior to and during TOC
development.

•

Assemble an Owner’s commercial team with appropriate skills and experience to drive
better VfM outcomes.

•

Be prepared to re-assess business case decision to proceed if the project VfM
proposition is not achieved or modified beyond target ranges.

•

Greater Owner participation in the TOC development phase.
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6.5.3		 The compensation framework
The compensation framework of an alliance is a key mechanism for aligning the objectives
of the NOPs with the Owner’s project objectives (DTF Project Alliancing Practitioner’s
Guide).
There are generally three elements:
1.

Reimbursable costs – Actual costs of design and construction and project specific
Overheads.

2.

Fee – Corporate overhead and profit.

3.

Painshare/Gainshare – A pre-agreed share of the pain or gain depending on actual
outcomes.

These are discussed further below.

Reimbursable costs
The validation of reimbursable costs is often the domain of the alliance financial auditor,
whose role is to verify that costs claimed by NOPs were actually incurred in accordance
with the PAA.
In many cases the PAA does not contain a requirement that reimbursable costs be
reasonably and properly incurred in the delivery of the alliance works and the alliance
financial auditor does not necessarily investigate this important consideration into
expenditure of public funds.
A prudent commercial review role to complement the financial audit role has significant
potential to optimise and demonstrate VfM in this area.

Fee
Under non-price competition, the fee for the NOPs is generally determined by one of two
methods – either nominated by proponents at an early stage of the selection process or
assessed by an audit of the proponent’s historical BAU (Business As Usual) Fees. The
rationale for the latter being that NOPs should receive their BAU fees for BAU outcomes.
However, adopting a Fee based on a historical assessment of BAU fees obtained from a
75

limited selection of previous projects may not reflect :
•

The market’s current conditions.

•

The NOP’s current appetite for risk/reward.

•

The specifics of the current project.

•

The modern corporate approach of continuous improvement.

•

A balance of the NOPs’ historical good and bad projects.

•

That alliances provide a commercially more advantageous risk profile for NOPs than
traditional contracting.

The benefits of determining fees by historical assessment are therefore problematic and it
would appear to be simpler and more relevant for the NOPs to nominate their fees under
competition during the initial expression of interest period. Owners would need to ensure
that undue weighting was not given to the fees in the selection process.
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Additionally, the Research Team observed that some Owners expected NOPs to accept a
lower fee return than normal BAU because under the risk sharing framework of an alliance
the Owner retains significantly more risk relative to a traditional contract, particularly the
downside financial risk that is capped for NOPs.

Painshare / gainshare
In the typical alliance selection process the Owner (through the EOI or RFP) will nominate
a suggested painshare/gainshare model to the market and invite comments. The most
common model reflects:
•

A gainshare of 50% for NOPs that is unlimited.

•

A painshare for NOPs of 50% that is limited (capped) to the NOP’s fee.

While there is merit in Owners advising of their desired principles for the painshare/
gainshare model, there appears little evidence to support the approach of Owners
prescribing the actual details of a painshare/gainshare model. It is possible that this
prescriptive approach may be inhibiting commercial innovation from proponents at an early
stage in the selection process and therefore limiting differentiation between proponents on
the basis of VfM potential. It is also possible that a prescriptive approach (even one inviting
alternatives) could be viewed as market signalling by the Owners to the NOPs, hence
stifling innovative responses. It may also be inconsistent with government procurement
policy.
Of particular concern is the prescription of a cap on painshare. Risk and reward are
intrinsically linked. The level of fee required by the NOPs will reflect, amongst other things,
the risk (gainshare/painshare) that the NOPs face and the desired reward for taking that
risk. A crucial ingredient is the cap (if any) of painshare. The desired level of such a cap will
vary according to the NOP’s risk appetite, the fee received and the project specific risks.
Therefore the level of cap that is appropriate is contextual on the project, the wider market
and the NOP. The Owner will likewise have its own views.
There is little evidence that the (typical) current approach where Owners prescribe the
compensation model, involving the level of capped painshare, optimises VfM.
The issue of a capped painshare also raises the serious whole of government issue of
moral hazard. Moral hazard arises because a party to a transaction does not bear the full
consequences of their actions. They therefore have less incentive to act as carefully as
would otherwise be the case. With a capped painshare only one party (the Owner) will bear
the cost if things go badly on the project. In this situation, the moral hazard implications
are unclear but unlikely to be positive from a whole of government perspective. Further
research is recommended in this area.
The capped painshare is most likely to be exceeded if the project is in distress for whatever
reason. At this time of distress, commercial alignment is essential to eliminate the natural
potential for traditional position based adversarial behaviours to emerge. However, the
introduction of a cap means that the alliance will move from win:win to win:lose if the cap
is exceeded. That is, the NOPs will be insulated if things continue to go badly beyond their
cap. At the time of greatest need, a cap has the potential to destroy a fundamental alliance
principle and create significant commercial misalignment.
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Discussion Point 15 – The compensation framework

The compensation framework is fundamental to aligning the objectives of the Owner and
the NOPs. The compensation framework will differ between Owners, projects and NOPs
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Prescribing the commercial framework as distinct from the commercial principles may stifle
commercial innovation and possibly lead to sub-optimal VfM.
The use of a prescribed cap on the NOPs painshare may not reflect the risk appetite of
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6.6		 Project delivery
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The expectation of the project delivery stage is to achieve the value proposition defined in
the business case. This requires achieving the project’s objectives in terms of cost, time,
quality and non-price objectives for minimum cost.
Topics to be discussed under this section are:
•

outstanding outcomes (game breaking)

•

alliance governance

•

owner resources

•

flexibility and alliance response

•

no disputes.

6.6.1		 Outstanding outcomes (game breaking)
The decision to use alliancing for delivering major infrastructure projects and programs
often includes the expectation of project Owners achieving benefits described
as ‘outstanding’ outcomes (also described synonymously as ‘game breaking’ or
‘breakthrough’). Indeed, most alliance agreements (PAAs) provide an expressed obligation
to reflect this expectation of outstanding outcomes by the alliance participants.
The Owner’s objective in using an alliance to deliver outstanding outcomes is also often
reflected in the initial request for proposals to proponents. These proposals sometimes
provide examples of the level of outcomes that the alliance will need to achieve before
NOPs receive a gainshare. More frequently however, proposals do not clearly articulate
what is meant by outstanding outcomes or link it to the gainshare/painshare.
Outstanding outcomes are typically defined as performance or outcome objectives which
2, 51

are:
•

a ‘step change’ or ‘quantum leap’ better than anything previously achieved

•

“discontinuous with previous performance or improvement trends”

•

“beyond predictability”

•

“not known to be achievable”

•

“paradigm shift”

•

“don’t know how to do it”.
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Outstanding outcomes are differentiated from normal year-on-year business improvement
or business as usual (BAU) incremental improvement.
Typical examples of outstanding performance objectives include:
•

“Beat the agreed TOC by 20%”.

•

“Beat the agreed target completion date by six months”.

•

“Deliver the works to agreed benchmarks of outstanding workmanship and design”.

•

“Achieve widespread community advocacy for the project”.

The achievement of such ‘outstanding’ outcomes is commonly held to require a ‘high
performance team’ or ‘organisational peak performance’ within the alliance and this in
turn requires the use of specialist coaching and facilitation. The cost of such support
and associated facilities varies widely but 0.25-1% of TOC is indicative of amounts often
included in the TOC.
Despite the attraction of ‘outstanding’ outcomes (‘game breaking’) for Owners using
alliancing, there was little evidence of outstanding outcomes being achieved. This finding
contrasts with the view of the NOPs and Owners that their alliances often achieved
outstanding outcomes.
This raises various questions:
•

Is there misalignment in industry as to the definition of outstanding outcomes?

•

Is the significant investment in the development of ‘high performance teams’ yielding
net VfM given the Study finding of little evidence of outstanding outcomes?

•

Do other delivery methods (PPPs, D&C) invest as heavily in the development of ‘high
performance teams’ as alliances? If not, why not?

•

Are the benchmarks against which outstanding outcomes are defined measured
robustly and independently set?

•

Are outstanding outcomes necessary to achieve business case objectives?

The Study was unable to reach a conclusion on the first four questions above but notes that
they are sufficiently significant to warrant further research.
Discussion Point 16 - Outstanding outcomes (game breaking)

Achieving outstanding outcomes is part of the alliance value proposition and is usually
a legal requirement of the PAA. The research has found little evidence that outstanding
outcomes have been achieved. While teamwork is recognised as important to successful
project delivery, this raises doubts about the VfM from investing in ‘high
performance teams’.
Outstanding outcomes should only be pursued if they are needed to satisfy the business
case value proposition.
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6.6.2		 Alliance governance
The importance of project governance as a critical success factor in delivering major
projects has been widely acknowledged. The UK Office of Government Commerce

86

and the Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance have both noted a lack of project
governance as one of the major contributors to project failure. The Queensland Auditor
General has also referred to ‘incorrect procurement decisions because of ineffective project
governance’.

8

While the importance of project governance is widely accepted, what is less clear is
what the term project governance means in an alliance project and what constitutes best
governance practice to optimise VfM.
These questions are discussed through the following perspectives:
•

Definition of project governance.

•

Alliance governance arrangements and Study findings.

•

Corporate governance concepts applied to an alliance and associated conceptual
difficulties.

Definition of project governance
There is no widely accepted definition of project governance which is surprising given the
importance of effective governance to project.
Garland ‘Project Governance for the 21st Century’ describes project governance as “the
process of project decision making and the framework.... to enable this”.
8

The UK OGC refers to Project Governance in terms of “direction and control”.

The Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance adopts a similar base but takes it further
52

and refers to “directed, controlled and held to account”.

Each of the above (OGC, DTF, Garland) provides, to varying degrees, guidance on how to
implement effective governance in a traditional project environment. However there is little
guidance provided in an alliance context and consistent with Study observations there does
not appear to be any wide acceptance in the industry on what constitutes alliance project
governance and what is best practice.
It does appear that the above references to project governance refer to governance above
the project not within the project as is generally understood by the term
‘alliance governance’.

Alliance governance arrangements and Study findings
The alliance governance arrangement is described in the DTF Project Alliancing
Practitioners’ Guide as a ‘virtual organisation’ comprising:
•

Alliance Leadership Team (ALT). The most senior body within the alliance comprising
senior executives of the participants.

•

Alliance Management Team (AMT). The AMT is headed by the Alliance Manager and
reports to the ALT. Ideally it consists of a participant from each alliance party.

Other terms used interchangeably with ALT are PAB (Project Alliance Board) and PLT
(Project Leadership Team).
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The ALT’s decision making processes operate under the aspirational and well known
alliance principles which are captured in the alliance legal agreement. In reality there is a
significant variation in ALT practice.
Some of the differences include:
•

Focus on ‘governance’ or ‘operational management’.

•

Levels of formality and protocols.

•

Levels of authority delegated to Owner representatives and NOP representatives on the
ALT.

•

Seniority, authority and experience of both Owner and NOP representatives on the ALT.

•

Rigour and effectiveness of the ALT in achieving best for project outcomes.

•

Ability of ALT members to enhance VfM outcomes.

It has been noted earlier that there needs to be a clear understanding of the various
decision rights and a delineation of the role of the Owner (accountable to government for
delivery and service) and the Owner representative (responsible for delivery as part of the
alliance). It is the Owner representative who should sit on the ALT. Decisions that relate to
changing the business case VfM proposition are not the responsibility of the alliance or the
Owner representative.

Corporate governance concepts applied to an alliance and associated
conceptual difficulties
In Australia the ASX Corporate Guidance Council has defined corporate governance
as “the framework of rules, relationships, systems and processes within and by which
authority is exercised and controlled in corporations”. It notes that effective governance
can help companies create value through innovation and provide accountability and control
commensurate with the rules involved.
The ASX further provides a set of eight principles that should underpin the corporate
governance framework.
These principles can be expressed in an alliance context as follows:
•

Lay solid foundations for management and oversight.

•

Structure the Board to add value.

•

Promote ethical and responsible decision making.

•

Safeguard integrity to project reporting.

•

Make timely and balanced disclosure.

•

Respect the rights of shareholders.

•

Recognise and manage risk and opportunity.

•

Encourage enhanced performance.

•

Remunerate fairly and responsibly.
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The adoption of a corporate governance framework to an alliance has certain advantages:
•

It provides a simple and easily communicated parallel between an alliance and a virtual
company: (ALT/PAB being the Company Board and the Alliance Manager being the
CEO).

•

It provides a proven and well documented approach to alliance governance.

•

It provides guidance on procedural expectations and practices for the ALT/PAB
− Meeting protocols (format, minutes, board paper etc).
− Obligations and responsibilities of PAB members (Directors).

•

It provides clarity of purpose of the ALT/PAB (Company Board).

However, there are some deep and significant differences between company boards and
alliance ALT/PAB’s that may serve to severely reduce the effectiveness of the corporate
governance approach. These differences include:
Table 6.1: Differences between alliance and corporate governances
Purpose

Company boards were originally established to address the potential
problem of separation of ownership and (management) control.
This does not exist in an alliance. Owners (Directors) of a company
only profit through the overall profitability of the Company. Alliance
NOPs foremost profit is through the role as a supplier (and modified
by overall alliance profitability). A company board has a primary
purpose of splitting company profits while for an alliance this is predetermined. An alliance ALT/PAB has a primary purpose of settling
disputes at the management level. Company Boards (generally) do
not intervene in management. A key purpose of the company board
is to hire (and fire) the CEO. In an alliance, the reality is that this is a
NOP decision.

Transparency of information

Company information is totally transparent to Directors but often
there is only limited transparency of the Owner’s information on an
alliance.

Liability and no blame

There are no restrictions on liability between the various company
Directors but alliance participants have agreed to a no-suit position.

Conflict of interest

The Owners (Directors) of a company are (generally) not the key
suppliers to a company as is the case for alliance NOPs.

Fiduciary duty

A company Director’s fiduciary duty is clear and express under
Corporations Law. It is only implied for an ALT member under an
alliance.

Decision making

The concept of best for company has an unlimited time horizon
unlike an alliance best for project goal with a limited time horizon.
A Company Board decision may be win:lose for its Directors which is
contrary to the fundamental alliance principle of win:win. Company
Board decisions can be made on a majority basis while alliances
operate on a unanimous decision making basis.

Context: project

A company is typically a portfolio of projects while an alliance is
(generally) a single project.

Suppliers on the Board

The suppliers (NOPs) to an alliance are given an ownership-like stake
in the entity which raises the issue of what constitutes shareholder/
Owner’s interests.
Directors must act in the best interests of the company and are
appointed by and act for all shareholders equally. ALT members are
appointed by and act for individual shareholders.
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The above table demonstrates that there may be a fundamental and irreconcilable
difference between the aims and practice of alliance and corporate governance which
makes the application of a corporate style governance to an alliance problematic.
The adoption of a corporate governance framework to an alliance presents certain
advantages but also suffers from serious differences between the underlying philosophy
and intent of a Company and an alliance. These differences may lead to suboptimal
performance from the alliance particularly in times of project stress when possible
weaknesses in the corporate governance model are likely to come to the fore.
The question of what constitutes best practice in terms of alliance governance remains
unanswered. The Study was inconclusive in this regard but did indicate widely varying
and potentially ineffective governance practices that would benefit from a more informed
approach.
Given the widely accepted view that effective project governance is critical to project
success it is important that further research is undertaken in this area in parallel with further
development of appropriate legal arrangements between the alliance participants.
Discussion Point 17 – Alliance governance

There are significant variations in alliance governance. Effective alliance governance
is critical to project success yet little guidance is available on the optimum form of
governance. Also, governance structures need to recognise that the alliance has a limited
and defined role to play in the lifecycle of the state’s investment decision. The application of
corporate governance is problematic.
Governance above the alliance needs to be distinguished from governance within
the alliance.
Decision rights need to be clearly articulated and the role of the Owner outside of the
alliance needs to be distinguished from the Owner’s representative role within the alliance
(responsible for only project delivery).

6.6.3		 Owner resources
With Owners and NOPs sharing project risks and the alliance principles noting the concept
of unanimous decision making, it makes sense for Owners to inject personnel into the
alliance. Or does it?
As noted elsewhere in this report, while the responsibility to do certain things to deliver a
project can be transferred by the Owner to the NOPs, accountability for the results cannot.
In meeting its public accountability duty and its duty to the alliance under the PAA, what is
the best use of Owner resources, what is the optimum number needed and what type of
skills are required?
Alliance literature is generally silent on how many Owner representatives are required
on an alliance, however, industry forums often promote the need for greater Owner
representatives at all levels of the alliance.
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A typical PAA will say something along the lines of:
		 The AMT will be made up of persons from each of the Participants and recruited
		 from outside the resources of the Participants if necessary, selected on a ‘best for
		 project’ basis…
and for the ALT
		 We will each appoint one or more senior representatives as members of the ALT
When putting forward Owner nominees for a project it generally starts at the procurement
stage:
•

The EOI may list people who the Owner is nominating to be considered for particular
positions.

•

The EOI/RFP will ask the tenderer (proponent NOP) to provide an organisation chart
listing key positions and nominees for delivering the project.

•

The tenderer will generally ensure that the Owner’s nominees are included in the
organisation chart in the position for which they have been nominated.

In many instances the Owner’s nominees will be well suited to undertake the role for
which they have been nominated, in other instances they will not. If an Owner is not in
the business of delivering infrastructure, how can they be expected to provide personnel
(assuming they are available) on a best for project basis into an alliance created to deliver
infrastructure?
Many of the reasons for including Owner personnel into the project alliance include:
•

Upskilling of Owner personnel with current industry best practice.

•

Sensitivity in dealing with key stakeholders.

•

Providing personnel when construction resources are scarce.

•

Providing the alliance with Owner personnel who have an intimate knowledge of the
project often from developing the business case.

•

The benefits of collaboration including better operational input to design and a better
understanding of the project value proposition.

•

Ensuring long term asset performance perspective.

•

Leadership provided by the Owner at the ALT level.

•

Owner systems that are required by the Owner.

It was found that there was a great variation in the number of Owner resources that
participated in the alliances. The Study found that there was no clear correlation between
the number and skill levels of Owner resources in the alliance and overall performance.
This was a surprising result and should be investigated further. It was noted that active
senior level participation by the Owner on the ALT did provide enhanced clarity of alliance
objectives. As noted by HM Treasury75, 76, the successful delivery of project outcomes is
strongly dependent on the skills of the Owner.
The Owner should actively control project objectives and scope, provide leadership, have
input into requisite quality and input into critical interfaces. To do this requires senior level
commitment by the Owner organisation.
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Discussion Point 18 – Owner resources

Owners need to actively participate at senior levels in an alliance if VfM is to be optimised.
It is less clear whether active participation by the Owner below ALT level is positively
influencing VfM.

6.6.4		 Flexibility and alliance response
As noted several times in this Study, alliances are often associated with highly uncertain
projects.
The Research Team observed many times that unforeseen challenges and/or major scope
changes arose during the lifecycle of the various projects. These were invariably addressed
effectively and efficiently by the alliance, certainly far better than would be normally
expected using traditional delivery methods where VfM erosion would be highly likely.
Discussion Point 19 – Flexibility and alliance response

The alliance delivery method provides superior flexibility and potentially greater VfM
compared to traditional delivery methods for highly uncertain projects where unforeseen
challenges, risks and concept changes are likely and cannot be dimensioned in the
business case or soon thereafter.

6.6.5		 No disputes
The research found no evidence or indications of any dispute between the Owner and
NOPs that was not resolved within the alliance and without recourse to third parties.
It is easy to gloss over this finding but disputes are widely recognised for their potential to
seriously erode VfM. Owner and supplier senior management’s productive efforts become
diverted to resolving disputes, often acrimoniously over long periods of time. Gaming can
occur, before and during project delivery, at the expense of productive efforts.
Discussion Point 20 – No disputes

The ability of alliances to avoid non-productive disputes between NOPs and Owners has
been validated by this Study.
There were no indications of any dispute between NOPs and Owners that was not resolved
within the alliance.
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“

To extract the optimum VfM from
alliancing, changes must be made
at both the alliance and whole of
government levels.

”
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Chapter

Conclusion

7.1		 Introduction
Based on the Findings, Discussion and Observations of the Study, it can be concluded that
VfM can be enhanced in the alliance delivery method.
As a collaborative delivery method alliancing has demonstrated its ability to avoid disputes,
improve non-cost outcomes and commence projects earlier than by traditional methods.
To extract the optimum VfM from alliancing, changes must be made at both the alliance and
whole of government levels. There are a number of discrete conclusions that support this
overall conclusion and these are discussed below.

7.2		 Enhancing whole of government VfM
In this section, the conclusions relevant to enhancing VfM at the whole of government level
are discussed. These are generally areas where there would only be a benefit if a whole of
government approach were taken, rather than an alliance only approach.

Business case
VfM definitions and the value proposition in the business case are the responsibility of the
Owner, not of the alliance which has been engaged to deliver the capital asset component
of the business case at the lowest price. The role of the Owner needs to be distinguished
from the Owner’s representative on the alliance, who only has responsibility for delivery
and has no authority to change the business case as these are normally approved by
Government.
It would appear that PPPs provide the greatest cost certainty at business case stage (an
increase of 5-10% to AOC), followed by traditional (≈20%) and then alliances (≈50%).
The lack of accuracy in the business case cost estimate must be considerably improved
to better inform the capital investment decision. Alternatively, the business case should
include explicit advice to investment decision makers regarding the risk of potential
increases. Fast track processes need to be developed for the minority of projects where
time of commencement is of the essence and decision makers need to be alerted to the
significant price premium that may be associated with fast tracking.
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Procurement strategy
There is a plethora of selection guidelines on the use of the alliance delivery method that are
inconsistent, confusing, do not reflect current practice and are not focussed on optimising
VfM. Given a robust construction market it is possible that the primary competition is
occurring on the buyer (Owner) side as they seek to attract NOPs to their own project using
the alliance delivery method and non-price criteria, both of which are highly favoured by
NOPs over traditional delivery methods.
A consistent approach across jurisdictions would improve the procurement selection
strategy and buying power, and ensure consistency in government engagement
with industry.

Selecting the NOPs
Current guidelines recommend selecting NOPs using predominately non-price criteria.
This does not always reflect good government procurement practice which requires price
to be included as a significant criterion. Whilst price competition is not appropriate in all
circumstances, it should be required as a default position.

Agreeing the commercial arrangements
The range of the PAAs in use in Australia is neither efficient nor effective for government or
industry. An alliance is a complex commercial transaction. Now that alliancing is a mature
delivery method, there is a need for government to establish a standard form of contract
that is robust, tested and clearly understood by all parties. This would improve legal
certainty and transaction efficiency for government and NOPs.
Government would benefit by taking a portfolio management approach to procuring and
delivering projects. This would enable the whole of government risk (and associated
insurances) to be managed more effectively. This approach would also enable government
to achieve synergies across multiple projects through leveraging buying power, smoothing
resource demands, and possible consolidation of some activities to achieve economies of
scale.

Project delivery
Governance arrangements above the alliance vary significantly from project to project
and little guidance exists. A standard governance arrangement would result in improved
understanding of roles and authorities and more effective and efficient project delivery.
An increase in the TOC of approximately 5-10% during project delivery raises doubts on
the widespread perception of certainty of the initial TOC compared to traditional methods.
Savings on the TOC are negligible.
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7.3		 Enhancing alliance VfM
In this section, the conclusions relevant to enhancing VfM at the alliance level are
discussed. These topics are those that could add benefit to each project independently.

Business case
Alliance projects are often associated with uncertainty and complexity. This requires greater,
not less, rigour in the business case to ensure that adequate anchoring, benchmarking and
guidance is provided to the alliance team as the project progresses.
As a minimum the business case should include the value proposition which incorporates
the project objectives, agreed funding of ‘externalities’ (for example environmental,
stakeholder relations) and a robust cost plan. It should (barring sections subject to
confidentiality) be made available to the alliance team.

Procurement strategy
Procurement strategy should be selected on the basis of the project characteristics. The
selection of the alliance delivery method to attract scarce resources or to start the project
earlier may not be appropriate if the associated price premium is considered. This premium
may be acceptable if the risk profile of the project is high, however, for lower risk projects
the premium may be excessive.

Selecting the NOPs
The selection criteria used for selecting the NOPs should encourage innovation and
efficiency. Although not always appropriate, price competition can achieve this by providing
productive competitive tension. The selection process should not be overly prescriptive that
it stifles NOP’s ability to provide technically and commercially innovative offers.

Agreeing the commercial arrangements
Although the philosophy of alliancing is non-adversarial, the alliance is a commercial
transaction and the alliance legal agreements (PAAs) must be appropriate to that
commercial transaction.
The complex nature of alliances can result in Owners being exposed to serious asymmetry
of information, commercial capability and capacity in their engagement with the NOPs.
Owners should ensure that any asymmetry is identified and addressed to enhance VfM
outcomes. The exposure of Owners can be increased when there is no price competition as
there has not been the ‘traditional’ competitive tension which can alleviate such asymmetry.

Project delivery
Effective alliance governance is critical to project success. The alliance delivery method
is mature and an optimum governance structure needs to be researched, defined and
applied. In particular it is important in an alliance that decision rights are clearly articulated,
particularly the role of the government vis a vis the Owner and the Owner’s Representative.
Through project delivery, the Owner may be exposed to continued commercial asymmetry.
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It is important that the Owner establishes capability to represent their interests in the
alliance at a level commensurate with the commercial capability of the NOPs.
Outstanding outcomes (‘paradigm shift’, ‘not been done before’) are often sought by
Owners when selecting the alliance delivery method and they are generally a requirement in
the PAA. However, there was little evidence that outstanding outcomes are being achieved
despite significant investment in ‘high performance teams’. There is little point in pursuing
outstanding outcomes if they are not required to satisfy business case objectives.

7.4		 Realising improved VfM
There is opportunity to enhance VfM outcomes achieved in the alliance delivery method and
a number of recommendations have been made. These recommendations seek to optimise
VfM at both whole of government and alliance level. They will improve the quality of the
investment decision, optimise the appropriate use of alliancing, increase government’s
buying power, increase transaction efficiency, increase technical and commercial innovation
and allow for best practice to be captured and disseminated.
If all of these recommendations are adopted, the actual outturn cost of alliance projects
could, in the judgement of the Research Team, be improved by 5-15% without diminishing
the many benefits that the alliance delivery method is capable of providing.
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Recommendations

The six policy recommendations below address how VfM can be enhanced in the alliance
delivery method.
These recommendations are neither complex nor onerous, nor do they compromise
the efficacy of a government’s procurement process. The recommendations take into
account a whole of government perspective from national through state to agency level,
setting out the principles for action that can be adopted regardless of a state’s particular
circumstances, policies or procedures. The recommendations will provide enhanced VfM
if they are implemented individually, but will realise additional VfM if implemented in their
entirety due to their potential synergies.
If all of the recommendations below are adopted the actual outturn cost of alliance projects
could, in the judgement of the Research Team, be improved by 5-15% without diminishing
the many benefits that the alliance delivery method is capable of providing.

Policy Recommendation No. 1
The alliance delivery method be retained and developed further as one of the mature
procurement strategies for the delivery of government’s infrastructure projects that are
complex with significant risks that cannot be dimensioned in the business case or soon
thereafter.

Policy Recommendation No. 2
The State Treasuries collaborate to develop a comprehensive Procurement Selection Guide
and training materials for use by government agencies on when to use the alliance delivery
method.

Policy Recommendation No. 3
The State Treasuries (and relevant line agencies) collaborate to develop common policy
principles, guidelines and training for the selection of the NOPs and implementation of the
alliance delivery method that reflect the outcomes of this Study.

Policy Recommendation No. 4
Governments take a greater role in ensuring that alliance best practice is captured and
disseminated; and also take a greater oversight role on individual alliance projects to ensure
that VfM is optimised at whole of government level.
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Policy Recommendation No. 5
An adequate business case, which includes the case for the procurement decision, to be
prepared and approved as required by relevant state government guidelines before the
alliance selection process commences. (This will recognise the development of fast track
processes for times of genuine urgency such that the alliance is provided, as a minimum,
with appropriate delivery objectives and a robust cost plan.)
Furthermore, business cases that recommend an alliance delivery method must:
•

Considerably increase the accuracy of their capital cost estimates and scope
statement.

•

Address how the state will manage possible asymmetry of commercial capability and
capacity in engaging with alliance NOPs throughout the project lifecycle.

Policy Recommendation No. 6
A competitive process should be used as the default approach to selecting NOPs having
price (including outturn costs/TOCs) as a key selection criterion. This will be consistent with
established government procurement policies that support a competitive process with one
of the key selection criteria being price unless compelling reasons (which are outlined in
the same government procurement policies) for non-price competition can be made and
approved.
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A number of issues raised in this
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Further Research

This chapter discusses a number of issues raised in this Study that would benefit from
further research and investigation.

Portfolio approach to alliance procurement
•

Findings raised in this Study warrant investigating a portfolio risk management
approach by states to alliance procurement. This could also extend to other
procurement methods. While appealing in concept, practical guidance is lacking in
assessing the optimum whole of government risk profile that would in turn allow the
composition of the portfolio to be determined.

Procurement models in the private sector
•

The alliance delivery method was pioneered by the private sector yet there is little
current research on the procurement models (and outcomes) currently being used
in the private sector (domestically and internationally) and what, if any, are common
characteristics with the public sector.

Other traditional delivery methods
•

A limitation of this Study was the difficulty of comparison with traditional projects. A
Study similar to this on other more traditional risk transfer delivery methods would
provide valuable information for policy makers.

Alliance governance
•

The importance of alliance governance to successful project outcomes is widely
recognised. However, there is little research on the optimum form of such governance
and its theoretical underpinnings.

Outstanding outcomes (game breaking)
•

This Study found little evidence of outstanding outcomes which is considered by
Owners as a primary reason for choosing the alliance method. However, this contrasted
with the observations of Owners and NOPs for their alliances. This raises various
potential research questions including definitional aspects of ‘outstanding outcomes’
and the benefit of investment in team development and the causal drivers for the
formation of ‘high performance teams’.
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Acronyms

AAA

Alliancing Association of Australasia

ALT

Alliance Leadership Team

AMT

Alliance Management Team

AOC

Actual Outturn Cost

BAU

Business As Usual

DCT

Direct Cost Target

DTF

Department of Treasury and Finance

ECI

Early Constructor Involvement

EOI

Expression of interest

IE

Independent Estimator

IAA

Interim Alliance Agreement

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

KRA

Key Result Area

NOP

Non-Owner Participant

OR

Owner’s Representative

PAA

Project Alliance Agreement

PAB

Project Alliance Board

PLT

Project Leadership Team

PPP

Public Private Partnership

RFP

Request for Proposal/s

SPV

Special Purpose Vehicle

TCE

Target Cost Estimate

TOC

Target Outturn Cost

VfM

Value for Money
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Executive summary
As part of the larger Benchmark Study into Alliancing and to gain a better understanding of how
recent alliance teams have viewed their own performance, an electronic web-based survey was
undertaken.
This survey (Phase 1) also aimed to identify participants (and projects), who were willing to
participate in the detailed case study component (Phase 2). Phase 1 shaped the key themes for
further investigation in Phase 2.
The key findings from the Phase 1 study have been outlined below.
Perceived performance:


94.5 percent of owners and 97.3 percent of non-owner participants (NOPs) believed that
their alliance met or exceeded the requirements (aggregated)



NOPs tended to have a higher perceived degree of success in each performance area and
overall than owners.

Reported performance:


80% of alliances used the single target outturn cost (TOC) approach
-

54% as a project alliance

-

26% as a program alliance



85% of alliances had an actual outturn cost (AOC) that met or came below the TOC



94% of alliances were completed on time or ahead of schedule



there was strong correlation between stakeholder management and community with good
time and cost outcomes.

Selection of an alliance:


team dynamics was viewed as a significant driver for NOPs in the selection of an alliance
and had a moderate correlation with good time and cost outcomes



owners placed the lowest degree of importance on team dynamics when selecting an
alliance



91 percent of projects included benchmarked NOP profit and overhead fee



there was an even split of projects that used cost criteria in their evaluation process.

Alliance development:


14.3 percent of surveyed alliance owners had not completed a business case prior to
selecting an alliance as the preferred delivery method.
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Detailed survey methodology
In order to identify potential candidates, a list of current and past alliance projects was obtained
from the Alliancing Association of Australasia (AAA). The identified projects were filtered by the
study team to meet the criteria of the study:


government alliancing projects procured within the last five years



valued over $100 million



either current or completed after 2004.

The survey was prepared and distributed to alliance leadership team (ALT) members of the
selected projects via email.
A structured questionnaire approach was adopted, posing questions regarding:


name and composition of alliance (owner, designer, constructor and advisors)



alliance agreement format (project vs program alliance, and single vs multiple TOC)



perceived alliance performance based on reported project outcomes of time, cost, quality of
work, functionality, safety, environment, community, other stakeholders, team dynamics,
KRA achievement, and flexibility of approach



TOC comparison (initial, final and actual)



project duration comparison (initial, final and actual)



activities undertaken prior to selecting an alliance



successful outcome indicators



the possibility of using an alternative delivery method



the use of cost criteria in the evaluation.

Refer to Appendix A for the full survey template.

Sample and participant description
Respondents were grouped into two distinct categories, owners and NOPs, with NOPs comprising
constructors and designers.
Seventy-one alliance projects were identified that met the study criteria of projects, and the ALT
members of these projects were approached to complete the survey (a full list of these projects is
provided in Appendix B). A total of eighty-two responses were received, covering forty-six
alliances, with thirty-five owner responses, and forty-seven NOP responses (twenty-five
constructor responses and twenty-two designer responses).
This indicates an owner response rate of 42.7 percent and a NOP response rate of 57.3 percent. Of
the seventy-one alliances approached, 64.8 percent were able to be included in the study, which
for this kind of survey is quite reasonable.
From the original list of seventy-one alliances, projects were located in Victoria (18.3%), New
South Wales (24.0%), Queensland (45.1%), and Western Australia (12.7%).
Figures 1-3 list out the alliances that surveyed organisations have participated in. The data was
gathered from the condensed Alliancing Association of Australasia inventory of alliances.
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Owner Organisation

Goulburn-Murray Water
International Power Hazelwood
SE Water
Gippsland Water
Gold Coast Water
Burnett Water
Townsville City Council
Qld Dept of Transport
Coffs Harbour Water
Melbourne Water
Vic Dept of Transport
LinkWater
Cairns City Council
TIDC
Gold Coast City Council
ARTC
WA Dept of Main Roads
VicRoads
Brisbane City Council
Queensland Rail
NSW RTA
WA Water Corporation
SEQIP
Sydney Water
Qld Dept of Main Roads
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Table 1 lists out the value of alliances included in the study for each sector and within the years
covered by the study. It should be noted that this does not represent the total value of alliances
completed in Australia, as this study included only projects with a value of $70 million or more.
Table 1:

Value of alliance projects included in this study by sector and year

Year

Water

Road

Rail

Grand Total

2003

$276m

$23m

$45m

$343m

2004

$395m

$23m

$17m

$435m

2005

$500m

$163m

$56m

$718m

2006

$1,563m

$2,486m

$220m

$4,268m

2007

$3,792m

$3,270m

$1,010m

$8,072m

2008

$3,755m

$3,921m

$2,066m

$9,742m

2009

$1,994m

$4,301m

$2,442m

$8,737m

2010 forecast

$883m

$3,351m

$2,224m

$6,458m

2011 forecast

$268m

$1,495m

$862m

$2,625m

2012 forecast

$182m

$528m

$656m

$1,366m

$13,608m

$19,561m

$9,598m

$42,764m

Totals

Analysis of the responses
In conducting the survey, a number of restrictions have become evident, which need to be factored
into any conclusions drawn from the data as follows:


Some difficulties arose in identifying contact details of all the ALT members, especially
where these projects have been completed for a number of years.



Where only one response has been received for an individual project, it is difficult to ensure
the integrity of the data without further corroborating data sets.



Where more than one response has been received from an alliance, all responses been
used in the analysis of the data.



Some of the responses to the questionnaire were incomplete. Where only one incomplete
response has been provided, the study team at their discretion decided whether or not
there was sufficient data to include the response. Where multiple responses were received
for an alliance, only those that were complete or sufficiently complete were used.
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Summary of Phase 1 results
For each individual survey question, an overview of the results is provided graphically, along with a
discussion of any observations or trends.

Alliance selection process
The survey data set provides a good representation of alliancing in Australia. Single TOC project
alliances are the most widely used, comprising 54.30 percent of the respondents, as illustrated in
Figure 4.
This was followed by a single TOC program alliance (26.1%), a multiple TOC program alliance
(8.9%) and a multiple TOC project alliance (6.5%). There were also two projects in the “other”
category (4.3%), comprising a service alliance, and a single TOC project alliance that started as
fixed price and was converted to an alliance part way through.
Project alliance
Other
multiple TOC
4%
7%

Program alliance
multiple TOC
9%

Program alliance
single TOC
26%

Figure 4:

Project alliance
single TOC
54%

Alliances by type

Perceived alliance performance
Respondents were asked to rate their alliance on a number of project outcomes:


time



cost



quality of work



functionality



safety



environment



community



other stakeholders



team dynamics



KRA achievement



flexibility of approach.

A five-point scale was implemented using alliancing terminology (5-game breaking, 4-above
requirements, 3-met requirements, 2-below requirements, 1-poor).
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Responses have been grouped into the following categories:


owner responses



NOP responses.

Graphical representations of the results are provided in Figures 5 - 8.
Observations on the perceived performance of the alliances include:


typically the NOPs tended to have a higher perceived degree of success on most items
surveyed than their owner counterparts



only 2.7 percent of NOPs believed their alliance did not meet the requirements
(aggregated), compared with 4.5 percent of owners



NOPs were significantly more positive about time and cost outcomes than owners
-

time: 72.3 percent vs 45.7 percent rated their alliance above or game-breaking

-

cost: 74.4 percent vs 54.3 percent rated their alliance above or game-breaking.

Alliance performance – owners
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2.9
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2.9
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2.9
0

0
0

25.7

42.9
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2.9
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2.9
0

5.7
0

Performance Areas

Figure 5:

Alliance performance – owners (key areas)
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Alliance performance – NOPs
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Figure 6:
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Figure 7:

Non-owner participants

Alliance performance percentages – owners and NOPs (average)

TOC Comparison
Respondents were asked to provide the initial, final and actual (if complete) target outturn cost
(TOC). Of the forty-six alliances surveyed, 85 percent met or came below the TOC, with 15 percent
over budget. Figure 8 outlines the percentage of alliances that either met the TOC or fell within
each 10 percent range below and over the TOC.
45
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Percentage of Alliances %

40

39.1

35
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5
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Figure 8:

Variance in TOC – Range
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Project duration comparison
Initial, final and actual project duration was also analysed. Figure 9 outlines the percentage of
alliances that met the target project duration and those that fell within each 10 percent range
below and over the target.

70
60.9
Percentage of Alliances %

60
50
40
30
20

15.2

15.2

6.5

10

0

0
Over 10-20%

2.2

0

Over 0-10%

Met Target

Below 0-10% Below 10-20% Below 20-30% Below 30-40%

Variance from Target

Figure 9:

Variance in project duration – range

Figure 10 shows actual time and cost performance of the forty-six alliances as a percentage of final
time and cost as agreed in the TOC. The majority of alliances performed well on time and cost, but
it is interesting to note, the projects that ran over time, did not always run over cost, and vice
versa.
20

Time performance (duration %)

10
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Figure 10:
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Activities undertaken prior to selecting an alliance
A review of activities undertaken by the owner prior to selecting an alliance as the delivery method
revealed that a business case had not been developed 15.1 percent of the time nor a scope of work
12.1 percent of the time (Figure 11).
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0

Established project
need

Activity

Figure 11:

Summary of activities undertaken prior to selecting an alliance

Items of importance
Respondents were asked to rate key items considered in terms of their importance in arriving at
the decision to use an alliance procurement method.
Responses have been grouped into the following categories:


owner responses



NOP responses

Graphical representation of the results is provided in Figures 12 and 13.
Observations on the perceived items of importance to select an alliance include:


Owners viewed certainty of outcome (31.4%) to be of highest importance when selecting
an alliance procurement method, followed by time (28.6%) and cost (17.1%).



Non-owner participants viewed time (34.0%) to be of highest importance, followed by
flexibility of approach and cost (both 25.5%).



Non-owner participants did not rate certainty of outcome (19.1%) very highly in
comparison to the owners’ view that this was most important.
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Both owners and non-owner participants did not view other stakeholders or community to



be of particularly high importance.
Non-owner participants viewed team dynamics significantly higher than owners (17% to



0%).
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Figure 12:

Summary of items of importance – owners
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Other items
A number of further questions were posed in the survey which, together with their responses are:




Could the project have achieved a better result using an alternative delivery method?
-

owners Yes 3%, No 97%

-

NOPs Yes 5%, No 95%

Did the evaluation include cost criteria?
-



Yes 50%, No 50%

Did the evaluation include benchmarking the NOPs profit and overhead fee?
-

Yes 91%, No 9%

Correlation of key factors to TOC and time outcomes
Further analysis of the data was undertaken to determine if there was any correlation between
data sets that drove time and cost outcomes.
From the owners data, there was a strong correlation between good time and cost outcomes, that
is those that bettered the TOC and time requirements, and those projects which had good
performance on stakeholder management and community. There was also a strong correlation
between poor time and cost outcomes, and those projects which placed a lower degree of
importance on cost, team dynamics and safety.
From the non-owner participant data, there was a moderate correlation between good time and
cost outcomes, and projects which placed a larger degree of importance on team dynamics and
community. Supporting this point, there was a strong correlation between poor project
performance, and projects which placed a lower degree of importance on team dynamics,
community and other stakeholders.

Discussion
Key observations from the survey on the perceived performance of the alliances include:


NOPs tended to have a higher perceived degree of success than owners



14.3 percent of surveyed alliances had not completed a business case prior to selecting an
alliance as the preferred delivery method



there was an even split of projects that used cost criteria in their evaluation process



91 percent of projects included benchmarked NOP profit and overhead fee



there was an even split of projects that used cost criteria in their evaluation process



Only 11 percent of projects included benchmarked NOP profit and overhead fee



team dynamics is viewed as a significant driver for NOPs, and had a moderate correlation
with good time and cost outcomes



owners placed the lowest degree of importance on team dynamics



there was strong correlation between stakeholder management and community with good
time and cost outcomes.
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In drawing conclusions from the data, we must be mindful of the limitations of the study, and
beware of overly optimistic self evaluation.
Further analysis will be possible for the projects which are used as detailed case studies in phase 2,
where any optimistic evaluations can be further investigated and reported.

Items for further investigation
Key items and themes which have become evident through the Phase 1 study, and worthy of
further investigation in Phase 2 include:


an analysis of the self evaluations against actual project data gained from the detailed case
studies



the gap between owner and NOPs’ approach to team dynamics, and its subsequent affect
on project outcomes
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the relationship between excellent project outcomes and the overall cost of the project.
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No.

Alliance/Project Name

1.

ARTC – Ansaldo STS Network Control Systems Alliance (AANCSA)

2.

Alkimos Water Alliance

3.

ARTC Victoria Network Maintenance Alliance

4.

Aspect3 Alliance

5.

Brisbane Waste Innovation Alliance – Transfer Station & Landfill Project

6.

Beenleigh Merrimac Pimpama Wastewater (BMP) Alliance – Network Upgrade

7.

Blue Water Consortium

8.

Boggo Road Busway Alliance

9.

Brisbane Inner Northern Busway Alliance

10.

Brisbane Water Enviro Alliance (BWEA)

11.

Burnett Dam Alliance – Paradise Dam

12.

C2HC Alliance – Coopernook to Herons Creek

13.

Cleaner Seas Alliance

14.

CoalConnect Alliance – Goonyella to Abbot Point

15.

Coal Stream Alliance

16.

Connect Alliance – Sydney Desalination Plant Pipeline

17.

Craigieburn Rail Alliance

18.

Cronulla Rail Line Alliance

19.

Deep Sea Ocean Release Alliance

20.

Future Flow Alliance – Shepparton

21.

Gippsland Water Factory Alliance

22.

Gold Coast Desalination Alliance (GCDA)

23.

Hale Street Link Alliance

24.

Hinze Dam Stage 3 Alliance

25.

Horizon Alliance

26.

Ingham Alliance – Bruce Highway

27.

K2RQ Alliance – Kingsgrove to Revesby Quadruplication

28.

Middleborough Road Alliance
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No.

Alliance/Project Name

29.

Millstream Link Alliance – Karratha to Tom Price

30.

Monash-City Link – South Link

31.

Monash-City Link – Monash Section

32.

Monash-City Link – West Gate Alliance

33.

Networks Alliance

34.

Northern Hume Alliance

35.

Northern Improvement Alliance

36.

Northside Storage Tunnel

37.

PacificLink Alliance – Tugun Bypass

38.

Port of Melbourne and Boskalis Australia Alliance (POMBAA) – Channel Dredging

39.

PPS Upgrade Program Alliance

40.

Priority Sewerage Program

41.

Roads Rivers Relocation (RRR) Alliance

42.

ROE 7 Alliance

43.

RXR Alliance – Acacia Ridge Rail Crossing Overpass

44.

S2K Rail Alliance

45.

Safelink Alliance – Ipswich Upgrade Wacol to Darra

46.

Sandgate WWTP Upgrade

47.

Sewer Fix Pumping Stations SPS Alliance

48.

SewerFix Wet Weather Alliance (SWWA)

49.

South East Water Services Alliance "us Alliance"

50.

South Improvement Alliance

51.

Southern Gateway Alliance – Perth to Bunbury

52.

Southern Hume Alliance

53.

Southern Region Water Pipeline Alliance (SRWPA)

54.

Southern Road Services Alliance

55.

Southern Queensland Accelerated Road Rehabilitation Project (SQARRP) – Bridge
Replacement
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No.

Alliance/Project Name

56.

Sugarloaf Pipeline Alliance

57.

Sunset Coast Water Alliance

58.

Toowoomba Pipeline Alliance

59.

TrackStar Alliance

60.

Tulla-Calder Freeway Alliance

61.

Tully Alliance – Bruce Highway

62.

W2W-Bunyup WWTP

63.

Water Matters Alliance

64.

Water Services Alliances (3 contracts)

65.

Western Corridor Recycled Water Project (WCRWP) – Bundamba Alliance

66.

Western Corridor Recycled Water Project (WCRWP) – Eastern Pipeline Alliance

67.

Western Corridor Recycled Water Project (WCRWP) – Gibson Island Alliance

68.

Western Corridor Recycled Water Project (WCRWP) – Luggage Point Alliance

69.

Western Corridor Recycled Water Project (WCRWP) – Western Pipeline Alliance

70.

Western WWTP Enviro

71.

Windsor Road Alliance
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This appendix provides a high level summary of the cross case analysis that forms the basis of the key findings.

Key

Symbol

Description



Represents the individual case study exhibited the criteria noted



Represents the individual case study did not exhibit the criteria noted

–

Represents insufficient data available to undertake analysis

Terminology

Term

Description

Quantity

No indication

In none of the case studies

Little indication

In one or two of the case studies

1-2

Some/sometimes

In three or four of the case studies

3-4

Often

In five, six or seven of the case studies

5-7

Generally/majority

In greater than seven, but less than 14 of the case studies

8-13

Always

In all case studies

0

14
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Key finding 1:

Business case – Defining the project’s VfM proposition

Business cases often did not clearly define the project VfM proposition to the rigour required for investment decision
making.
Particular findings of note:
•

The average increase from business case cost estimate to AOC was of the order of 45-55%.

•

The business case assessment of an optimum delivery method often tended to ‘default’ to alliancing using a nonprice selection approach for NOPs and did not consider a range of other delivery options.

•

In general, a robust program and budget was not evident from the business case stage.
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Analysis of the case study data found an average increase from business case cost estimate to AOC of the order of
45-55%.
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Key finding 2:

Procurement strategy – Owner’s rationale for selecting the alliance delivery method

Having considered project specific requirements, the primary reasons for selecting the alliance delivery method, in
addition to those contained in the DTF Project Alliancing Practitioners’ Guide were:
•

to achieve early project commencement through early involvement of the NOPs

•

to progress the project development in parallel with the project approvals.

In general, Owner’s specifically used alliancing and the non-price competitive selection approach to attract key
resources and capabilities to a project in a buoyant construction market.
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Key finding 3:

Selecting the NOPs – Non-price and price competition

Non-price competition
It was found that when non-price selection approaches were used to select NOPs:
•

Owner representatives generally indicated moderate to high levels of satisfaction with the selection process

•

Owner representatives sometimes noted that the selected NOP team members were either not made available to
the project or left prematurely.

Price competition
Noting that the number of price competition approaches examined in this Study was limited to two case studies
(consistent with current industry practice), it was found that when price competition was used to select NOPs:
•

Owner representatives reported a significant management demand on their organisation (compared with non-price
selection approach).

•

the total cost to establish a TOC using price competition (two TOCs) was less (of the order of 2% of TOC) than
when non-price selection (single TOC) was used.

•

the TOC was found to be of the order of 5-10% (of TOC) less, relative to non-price competition on the basis that the
following items were lower (in aggregate and individually) when using price competition:
−

On-site overhead costs.

−

Design costs.

−

TOC development costs.

−

NOP profit margins.

Owners on all alliances in the Study advised that good relationships had developed and that the participants worked well
together as effective teams. No discernible difference was found between alliances that used price competition and nonprice competition.
It was also found that generally NOPs have a strong preference for alliancing over other traditional delivery methods.
Additionally, NOPs have a strong preference for non-price selection approach over price selection approach.

This finding and its components emerged from in-depth discussions with ALT members and analysis of the research
data including associated commercial information.
Interviews with Owners on all alliances in the Study indicated that good relationships had developed and that the
participants worked well together as effective teams. From these interviews there was no discernible difference between
alliances formed from the price competitive and non-price competitive NOP selection process. There was no evidence in
any alliance to indicate that undesirable behaviours or outcomes were evident as a result of price competition.
Discussions with NOPs found that they generally have a strong preference for alliancing over traditional methods and
that they also generally prefer a non-price selection process.
Non-price competition
Some Owners mentioned that the team members nominated by NOPs in their proposal sometimes were either not made
available to the project or left prematurely.
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Price competition
A greater demand on the Owner’s management resources in a price competitive selection process was noted by
Owners.
Analysis of the costs to establish the various TOCs found that when price competition approaches were used TOC
establishment costs were in the order of 2% (of TOC) less than when non-price approaches were used. This recognises
the costs for two teams being reimbursed when using price competition.
The TOC was also found to be lower by 5-10% (of TOC) when using price competition relative to non-price competition.
In reaching this finding the Research Team recognised the difficulties in making cost comparisons between different
alliances as no two projects are the same. However, an insight can be gained by comparing elements of the TOC that
are common across all projects.
An analysis of the commercial data revealed that each of the following elements is lower when price competition is used:
•

On-site overheads.

•

Design costs.

•

NOP profit margins.

•

TOC development costs.

In aggregate, they were found to be of the order of 10-12% (of TOC) lower when price competition was used.
Consideration was then given to factors which may materially impact on the above elements. This included:
•

the different project types under consideration (road, rail, water etc.)

•

the different project values and timeframes

•

the different NOPs in the various alliances who may have different margin expectations

•

the differing compensation frameworks and risk profiles

•

the different Owners and their expectations

•

the different geographic areas and time periods with different market pressures and different demands on the
project.

Consideration was also given to the fact that there was little evidence of outstanding outcomes and that savings on the
TOC were generally small, as noted elsewhere.
On balance, the Research Team assessed that there was no net material change to the original 10-12% due to these
factors. However, recognising that there were only two case studies, the Research Team felt it prudent to adjust the
range downwards to 5-10%, to be conservative for the purpose of reporting the Study finding.
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Key finding 4:

Agreeing the commercial arrangements – Commencement of physical work

Often physical works commenced prior to finalising the commercial arrangements with the NOPs.

Work commenced prior
to finalising the TOC
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Key finding 5:

Agreeing the commercial arrangements – Business case cost compared to initial TOC

In general, the agreed (initial) TOC was higher than the business case cost estimate. The average increase was of the
order of 35-45%.
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Analysis of the case study data found an average increase from business case cost estimate to (initial) TOC of the order
of 35-45%. Although the initial TOC was generally more than 25% higher than the business case estimate, there was
little evidence to suggest the investment decision was formally reconsidered.
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Key finding 6:

Agreeing the commercial arrangements – Project Alliance Agreement (PAA)

A variety of terms and conditions were employed by the various Owners in the PAA.
In particular:
•

NOP corporate overhead and profit: Generally fixed upon agreement of the TOC, often variable as a percentage of
actual costs.

•

No blame clause: Generally unconditional; little indication of modified clauses.

•

Dispute resolution: Generally silent; little indication of express provisions for resolution beyond the ALT (outside the
alliance).

•

Incentive/penalty arrangements on time: Generally included; often not.

•

Owner reserved powers: Often reserved powers stated; sometimes not.

•

Performance security by NOPs: Little indication that security was required; generally not.

PAA terms
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Key finding 7:

Agreeing the commercial arrangements – Outstanding outcomes

Generally it is a requirement expressed in the PAA that the parties commit to achieving outstanding (game breaking)
outcomes.
The commercial arrangements generally provide financial incentives for NOPs (incentivised KRAs) to achieve
outstanding (game breaking) outcomes.
It was also noted that estimated costs associated with pursuing outstanding (game breaking) outcomes are often
included in the TOC.
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Generally the alliances engaged external coaches and provided extra facilities and services to support the achievement
of outstanding (game breaking) outcomes as set out in the alliance charter (or similar) and the incentivised KRAs. In
these cases, provision for the associated costs was generally made in the TOC.
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Key finding 8:

Project delivery – Non-price objectives

In general, Owner representatives (regardless of approach to selecting NOPs) rated their alliance’s performance in all
areas of non-price objectives as above expectations or game breaking. The areas of non-price criteria assessed were:
•

quality of work

•

functionality

•

safety

•

environment

•

community

•

other stakeholders

•

team dynamics

•

KRA achievement

•

flexibility of approach.

Analysis
Alliance performance as rated by Owner representatives in Phase 1 of the Study:

Poor
100

2.9

90

Below

11.4

Met

17.1
28.6

Above

Game Breaking
11.4

25.7

5.7
17.1

20

Rated Percentage %

80
70

60

60

57.1
40

50

57.1

48.9
45.7

57.1

40
30
20

34.3

40
28.6

31.4

22.9

28.6

2.9
0

0
0

2.9
0

0
0

10
0

2.9
0

25.7

42.9
17.1

2.9
0

Performance Areas
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8.6
0

2.9
0

5.7
0

Key finding 9:

Project delivery – Owner resources

The number of Owner resources provided to the alliances varied.
There was no clear correlation between the number of Owner resources and enhanced VfM.
It was noted that active senior level participation by the Owner provided clear direction and support to the alliance.

The various in-depth interviews with Owners and NOPs provided an overall pattern of responses that led to this finding.
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Key finding 10:

Project delivery – Early commencement of physical work and project completion

The project’s physical works were able to be commenced many months in advance of what would have been possible
using traditional delivery methods (as noted elsewhere) leading to a commensurate earlier completion date.
The majority of projects met the Owners’ target completion dates as set out in the business case.
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Key finding 11:

Project delivery – No disputes

There were no indications of any disputes between the Owner and the NOPs that needed to be resolved outside the
alliance.
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Key finding 12:

Project delivery – Outstanding outcomes (game breaking / breakthrough)

There was little indication that outstanding outcomes (game breaking / breakthrough) were actually being achieved
within the definitions in use in this Study (‘paradigm shift’, ‘not been done before’).
This finding significantly differs with the self-evaluation of both NOPs and Owner representatives within the alliances
who considered that their own alliances had achieved outstanding outcomes.

Analysis
Data from Phase 1 of the Study shows that 15% of Owners and 22% of Non-owner Participants rated their alliance
performance in some areas as game breaking.

Owners' Self Assessment
Percentage of Respondents %

60
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50
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0
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4
Below
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Percentage of Respondents %
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0

3
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Below
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Above

Game Breaking

The Study uses a definition for outstanding performance, as used in industry, which includes:
•

a ‘step change’ or ‘quantum leap’ in performance, better than anything previously achieved

•

performance improvement that is discontinuous with previous performance or improvement trends

•

a ‘paradigm shift’

•

performance that is beyond predictability

•

performance not known to be achievable.

It is not known what definition NOPs or Owners used in their assessment.

Research Team assessment of the alliance performance based on the Study definition of outstanding (game
breaking):
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Based on the in-depth interviews and detailed analysis of the project data there was little indication of outstanding
outcomes. Outcomes and performance were generally consistent with past industry practice and results evidencing a
‘quantum leap’ from past performance, performance beyond predictability or ‘paradigm shift’ was not identified.
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Key finding 13:

Project delivery – Adjustments to agreed TOC

In general, there was an increase from agreed (initial) TOC to adjusted (final) TOC. The average increase was of the
order of 5-10%.
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Analysis of the case study data found an average increase from agreed (initial) TOC to adjusted (final) TOC of the order
of 5-10%.
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Key finding 14:

Project delivery – Adjusted TOC and AOC

In general, the AOC was less than the adjusted (final) TOC. The average saving was of the order of 0.5%.
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Analysis of the case study data found an average decrease from adjusted (final) TOC to AOC of the order of 0.5%.
The majority of alliance AOCs were within ±3% of TOC (final).
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Example of case study data
collection format
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Ref

Project Element

Description

1

ALLIANCE DEVELOPMENT

1.1

Project Need

Comprehensiveness of the assessment and documentation of
the requirement for the project

1.2

Value for Money

VfM objectives used

1.3

Business Case

Comprehensiveness of the business case

1.4

Reason for Alliancing

The key reason to adopt an alliance

1.5

NOP Selection

The NOP selection process

1.6

PAA/TOC Development

The PAA and TOC development process

2

ALLIANCE IMPLEMENTATION PERFORMANCE

2.1

Time

2.2

Relationships

2.3

Cost

2.4

Stakeholders

2.5

Community

2.6

Environment

2.7

Safety

2.8

Quality

3

ALLIANCE AGREEMENT – Variations in PAAs

3.1

Insurance

3.2

Performance Security

3.3

No Blame/Blame

Dispute provisions

3.4

Fees

Nature of fees (variable/lump sum)

3.5

Pain/Gain

Pain/Gain mechanism

3.7

Completion Incentive

Any incentive/penalty provisioned in the PAA

4

FEES – % OF INPUT COSTS – Competitiveness

4.1

Designer

Related to designer inputs

4.2

Constructor

Related to constructor inputs

4.3

Pain/Gain

Awarded

5

ESTIMATE AT TOC – Competitiveness

5.1

Cost Analysis

The TCE and TOC mark-up on project DC

5.2

Supervision

Supervision as a percentage of DC

5.3

Total Indirect Cost

Indirect costs as a percentage of DC

5.4

Design

Design cost as a percentage of DC

5.5

Risk/Opportunity

Risk/opportunity allowance as a percentage of TCE

5.6

Escalation

Escalation as a percentage of TCE

Assessment of the delivery of the project in key areas

Insurance arrangements
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Cost - Actual/Final TOC

0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

1.15

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

1.0

1.1

Time - Actual/contract

0.9

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

Case Study 14

Case Study 13

Case Study 12

Case Study 11

Case Study 10

Case Study 9

Case Study 8

Case Study 7

Case Study 6

Case Study 5

Case Study 4

Case Study 3

Case Study 2

Case Study 1
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PART III: ACADEMIC OUTCOMES: Comparing Cost Uplift in Infrastructure Delivery
Methods: A Case Based Approach

ABSTRACT
The alliance project delivery method is used for approximately one third of all Australian
government infrastructure projects representing $8-$10 billion per annum (2004-2009). Despite its
widespread use, little is known about the differences between estimated project cost and actual cost
over the project lifecycle. This paper presents the findings of research into 14 Australian government
alliance case studies investigating the observed cost uplift over each project’s lifecycle. I find that
significant cost uplift is likely and that this uplift is greater than that afflicting traditional delivery
methods. Furthermore, most of the cost uplift occurs at a different place in the project lifecycle,
namely between Business Case and Contractual Commitment.

Because Australian governments have finite resources, they employ formal capital rationing
methods in prioritising funds between competing investment proposals presented by the various
government agencies (Department of Treasury and Finance, Victoria 2010). The decision to support
or not support a particular investment proposal is based on a balanced judgment of the costs and risks
against the service benefits to the community that is documented in an investment proposal. These
investment proposals are analysed, quantified and articulated in Business Cases which outline the
merits of the investment proposal, along with a thorough analysis of estimated capital costs,
operational costs, risks and benefits.
The absence of a robust and comprehensive Business Case is, therefore, problematic for
Government since it may lead to misallocation of its limited funds. In particular, where investment
proposals involve major physical infrastructure, the existence of significant cost uplift (i.e. where the
actual cost exceeds the Business Case estimate of project cost) raises serious doubts about the basis of
the original investment decision. Put more simply, a significant under-estimation of the project cost
could mean that an alternative project or service should have been commissioned or that the project
itself should never have been built.
Government procurement of physical infrastructure in Australia has largely been based on the
principle of transparency. Consequently, most infrastructure projects have been delivered using
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traditional competitive bidding processes. As the Australian construction industry has evolved,
however, so too have delivery methods. Early traditional methods such as Design-Bid-Build (DBB), as
well as Design and Build (DB), are now supplemented by Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) and more
recently Alliancing (Department of Treasury and Finance, Victoria 2009).
These traditional delivery methods involved price competition between constructors based on
documented technical drawings and specifications, commercial conditions of contract and structured
payment systems. A common characteristic of traditional methods is that project delivery risks are, to
varying degrees, allocated to the constructor.
The resulting formal contractual arrangements sometimes created an unproductive positional
relationship between the ‘buyer’ and the ‘seller’, leading to adversarial relationships and litigious
outcomes. To overcome these litigious outcomes, the US Army Corps of Engineers examined
alternative delivery methods to reduce litigation and disputes. They were interested in developing a
delivery method that could save time and money, provide flexibility of response to disputes and
protect the relationship between the ‘buyer’ and ‘seller’ (US Army Corps of Engineers 1991).
Further work (with the assistance of the private sector) led to the first partnering model.
Partnering was promoted as disputes-prevention (as opposed to disputes-resolution) and aimed to
improve communication, increase quality and efficiency, achieve on-time performance, improve longterm relationships and enable a fair profit and prompt payment for the contractor. It was neither a
contractual agreement, nor legally enforceable (US Army Corps of Engineers 1991). The alliance
delivery model is an extension to partnering and was first used in the oil and gas fields of the North
Sea by British Petroleum (BP) in the early 1990s (Department of Treasury and Finance, Victoria
2009).
Australia embarked upon its first project using the alliance delivery method in 1994 being the
Wandoo Alliance in Western Australia (Department of Treasury and Finance, Victoria 2009). Since
then, the use of alliancing has enjoyed significant growth and it has emerged as a mainstream delivery
method in Australia (see Figure 1 below - Department of Treasury and Finance, Victoria 2009).
Alliancing’s core features include; a collective assumption of risk by Owners, Contractors and
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Designers rather than the allocation of risk associated with traditional delivery methods (DBB, DB and
PPP), a legal agreement between the parties that reflects “no blame; no suit” and joint management of
the project (by the Owner and Contractor) with unanimous decision making directed to achieving the
common goal of “best for project” (Department of Treasury & Finance, Victoria 2009). The collective
assumption of the risk is “... fundamental to understanding the alliance culture” and refers to the
aspiration that all parties assume (and manage) project delivery risks rather than assigning to any one
party (Department of Treasury and Finance, Victoria 2009).
Figure 1: Use Of Alliancing Delivery Method For Infrastructure In Australia 1996-2009

In the period 2004-2009 the total value of government alliance projects in Australia was $32
billion, representing approximately one third of all public sector infrastructure projects (Department of
Treasury and Finance, Victoria 2009). Despite this rapid rise in an innovative delivery method, there
is a notable dearth of research into the pricing outcomes and negotiation behaviours involved in
alliancing. The objective of this paper is to address this gap in our knowledge.
This lack of empirical evidence about large infrastructure delivery is not new. In 2003
Flyvbjerg, Skamris Holm and Buhl noted that “despite the ..... enormous sums of money being spent
on infrastructure, surprisingly little systematic knowledge exists about the costs, benefits and risks
involved”. Flyvbjerg et al examined cost uplift in 258 infrastructure projects across the USA and
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Europe ranging in value from $1.5 million to $8.5 billion; all of which were completed between 1927
and 1998. They found that “underestimation of costs at the time of decision to build is the rule rather
than the exception” and that the average cost uplift was 28% for all project types (road, rail,
tunnel/bridges). They also found that lengthy and protracted implementation phases translated into
risks of substantial cost uplift as did project size and ownership (Flyvbjerg et al 2004).
Other researchers have found a similar pattern of cost uplift. Odeck (2004) investigated cost
uplift for Norwegian road projects in the period 1992-1995 and reported a mean overrun of 7.9%
(ranging from -59% to +183%) with cost overruns being more prevalent on smaller projects. Contrary
to Flyvbjerg et al, he found no influence of project type (road, rail etc) on the cost overrun.
Ibbs, Kwak, Ng and Odabasi (2003) took another perspective on cost uplift by comparing the
average amount of uplift for DBB against DB. Their particular interest was the impact of change on
project productivity (i.e. cost uplift) and the merits of one delivery method compared to another. The
methodology involved self assessment by the Project Manager on 67 projects across the USA ranging
in size from $5 million to $1 billion. They found that cost uplift was approximately 13-15% but with
little difference between DB and DBB.
In the Australian context, Duffield, Raisbeck and Xu (2008) benchmarked Australian PPP
projects against traditional (DBB and DB) projects and, from a sample of 67 projects (including 63
infrastructure projects), found that the cost uplift from budget approval to completion was 8.6% for
PPPs and 20% for DBB/DBs. Duffield et al also compared their findings to various other researchers
including the Treasury Taskforce (2000), National Audit Office (2003), Mott MacDonald (2002) and
Allen Consulting (2007) which to varying degrees and using different methodologies examined cost
uplift and traditional (DBB, DB and PPP) delivery methods. A consistent finding amongst these
researchers being that significant cost uplift occurred for all traditional methods.
In the international context, Hodge and Greve, (2007) reviewed the performance of PPP projects
and their public policy implications. They found that “... a range of ... successes and failures can be
seen around the globe....” and that there was “... insufficient research to be fully informed on outcomes
(of PPPs) to date”.
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While there is some modest research on the question of cost uplift, the causes are not well
understood. Despite criticisms of a biased methodology that was said to favour PPPs (Unison 2005),
Mott MacDonald (2002) concluded that there is a systematic tendency for project appraisers to be
overly optimistic. On the strength of this report, the British Treasury recommended that explicit
adjustments be made to estimates of project’s costs to account for this “Optimism Bias” (HM Treasury
2003). Similarly, the British Department for Transport has published a guidance document (prepared
by Flyvbjerg) on the uplift to be applied to capital cost estimates for transport projects at the time of
Business Case preparation (British Department of Transport 2004).
A problem common to all of the above researchers was lack of access to suitable objective data
and defining a common starting point for the commencement of cost uplift. For instance, Flyvbjerg et
al (2004) noted that “... in most cases it is virtually impossible to identify the .... real decision date”
and associated cost estimate.

Caution therefore needs to be exercised on comparing cost uplift

between different researchers. Table 1 summarises the research into cost uplift.
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Table 1: Summary of Previous Research Into Cost Uplifts In Infrastructure Projects
Study

1

Study

Flyvbjerg et al 2002

Delivery
Methods
Addressed
DBB, DB

Key Findings


Flyvbjerg et al (2003)

Significant cost uplift
correlated with project type
(road, rail, fixed link)

Flyvbjerg et al (2004)
British Dept of Transport (2004)

Comments


Various articles using general
common data source (Flyvbjerg
2003) and partial use of Mott
MacDonald (2002).



No comments on movement of
uplift over the project lifecycle



Incorporated into Department of
Transport Guidelines.



Methodology criticised by
Unison (2005).



Mott MacDonald uses the term
Optimum Bias as a description of
the uplift not a causal factor per
se.



Addresses movement over the
project lifecycle.

Flyvbjerg et al (2006)
2

Mott MacDonald (2002)

DBB, DB and
PPPs



Significant cost uplift
correlated with project type

3

Duffield (2008)

DBB, DB and
PPPs



Significant cost uplift but
different between DB/DBB
and PPPs

4

Allen (2007)

DBB, DB and
PPPs



Significant cost uplift but
different between DB/DBB
and PPPs

5

UK Treasury Taskforce (2000)

PPPs



Addressed relative savings
to other delivery methods
not cost uplift per se



Did not track uplift over the
project lifecycle.

6

National Audit Office (2003)

DBB, DB and
PPPs



Addressed relative savings
to other delivery methods
not cost uplift per se



Refer Unison critique of
methodology.



Did not track uplift over the
project lifecycle.



No significant correlation
between delivery method
and uplift.



PhD thesis. Cost uplift on major
Highway projects in Queensland,
Australia



Inverse correlation of
project size and uplift.



Significant uplift in 1 in 10
projects



Significant uplift observed.



Norwegian road projects (1992)



Inverse correlation with
project size.



No correlation with project
type (road, rail)



Cost uplift 13-15% (CC –
Final) but little difference
between DB and DBB)



Methodology included self
assessment by Project Manager

7

8

9

Creedy (2006)

Odeck (2004)

Ibbs et al (2003)

DBB, DB

DBB, DB

DBB, DB
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Little has changed since Flyvbjerg et al (2003) commented on our lack of knowledge of cost
uplift. There has been little reported research into the issue, although the research that has been
undertaken is largely consistent in finding that significant cost uplift occurs between the Business Case
estimate (sometimes described as the ‘Decision to Build” (Creedy 2006)) and project completion.
Most researchers have focussed their attention on the correlation between quantum of cost uplift and
project type (road, rail etc) with little research on possible correlation between cost uplift and the
delivery method. Only Flyvbjerg has systematically addressed cost uplift causation, as distinct from
correlation. Davies (2008) has investigated Australian alliance contracts and public sector governance
concluding that most alliances fail to demonstrate value for money although it didn’t expressly address
cost uplift. There is no reported research on cost uplift – either quantum or causation - when the
alliance delivery method is used.
This is a potentially serious shortcoming for decision makers given that, as noted earlier, cost
uplift is significant in the original investment decision and that one third of all Australian Government
infrastructure projects used the alliance delivery method. Therefore, my research questions are:
RQ1: Is cost uplift likely in publicly funded alliance projects in Australia?
RQ2: If there is cost uplift in alliances, is it greater than that observed in other delivery
methods (DB, DBB and PPP) and, if so, when?
METHODOLOGY
The research questions involve both specific (i.e. is there cost uplift?) and broad (i.e. when does
it occur) components. Therefore I chose a method that provided detailed or “thick” data (Yin 2004). I
chose to undertake a mixed method confidential case study approach using both qualitative and
quantitative data because (1) the confidential case study method enables in-depth exploration of the
data, incorporating specific context and environmental facts that cannot be adequately addressed in a
purely quantitative study (Yin 2004), (2) a mixed method study could “provide more rounded
evidence in support of its conclusions and recommendations” (Bourn 2007) and (3) a mixed method
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provided for the triangulation of evidence from “people as well as documentary sources” (Bourn
2007).
I selected fourteen cases for in-depth analysis. This allowed me to incorporate a full range of
evidence types including documents, archival records, interviews and observations. This enabled the
consideration of a broad range of historical, attitudinal and observational issues and also allowed for
the inclusion of context and was suited to our research questions. Ethical clearance from University of
Melbourne was obtained that involved de-identifying the participants and projects was obtained. In
some instances this meant some identifying detail was removed from the data presented in this article.
In summary, the case study analysis allowed me to (1) explore and understand key factors and
contextual influences on any cost uplift in individual alliances, (2) explore, understand and identify
areas of possible difference between traditional (DBB, DB and PPP) projects and alliances in so far as
they may impact cost uplift and (3) explore and understand where cost uplift was experienced by
individual project. The methodology is summarised in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Summary Of Research Methodology

Purposive sampling
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Phase 1: Purposive Sampling
The sampling frame for the project was based on a list of all known current and past Australian
alliance projects provided by the Alliancing Association of Australasia (AAA). Since I was interested
in large publicly funded infrastructure projects, I assessed this list against three key criteria, namely
that the project was a government alliance project; that it was procured within the last five years; and
that it was valued over $100 million.
Seventy-one alliance projects were within the research parameters. All Alliance Leadership
Team members of these projects were approached by a combination of email and telephone to take
part in an internet based survey that posed questions on alliance agreement format, perceived alliance
performance, Target Outturn Cost comparison, project duration, activities undertaken prior to selecting
an alliance, successful outcome indicators, the possibility of using alternative delivery methods; and
the use of cost criteria in the evaluation. Participants were also asked about the name and composition
of alliance members. In line with other surveys within the infrastructure industry I used a five-point
Likert scale (Sclove 2001) to rate these attributes.
Respondents were grouped into two categories, Owners and Non-Owner Participants (NOPs),
with NOPs comprising constructors and designers. Eighty-two responses were received from 46
alliances, with 35 Owner responses and 47 NOP responses (of which 25 were constructors and 22
were designers). This response rate equated to 64% of the 71 alliances. Responses were received from
projects located in Victoria (18%), New South Wales (24%), Queensland (45%), and Western
Australia (13%).
Phase 2: Case Study Analysis
Since I was interested in studying a broad range of alliance projects, I decided to use maximum
variation purposive sampling. This involved selecting cases base on performance (good versus poor),
sector (road, rail, water), NOP selection processes (non-price and price), location (state) and
complexity (program versus project alliances). Since the study focused on cost uplift, I only included
projects that were completed or well progressed. A summary of the cases is provided in Table 2.
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Table 2: Summary of Case Study Selection
Case Study
Criteria

Peter Wood DBA, Dissertation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Type

Water

Road

Road

Road

Road

Rail

Rail

Rail

Water

Water

Water

Water

Water

Road

Size

>$100m

>$100m

>$100m

>$100m

>$100m

>$100m

>$100m

>$100m

>$100m

>$100m

>$100m

>$100m

>$100m

>$100m

Geographic
Location

Victoria

Victoria

Qld

WA

WA

Qld

Qld

Qld

Qld

Qld

Qld

Qld

Qld

NSW

Selection
Process

Nonprice

Nonprice

Price

Nonprice

Price

Nonprice

Nonprice

Nonprice

Nonprice

Nonprice

Nonprice

Nonprice

Nonprice

Nonprice

Performance
Cost
Time

Poor

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Poor

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Poor

Good

Good

Good

Good

Poor

Good

Good

Good

Poor

Poor

Good

Good

Good

Target
Outturn Price
(TOC)
Negotiated

Negotiated Negotiated Tendered

Negotiated Tendered

Negotiated Negotiated Negotiated Negotiated Negotiated Negotiated Negotiated Negotiated Negotiated

Notes:
1.

Performance was defined relative to the expectations at Contractual Commitment. Hence ‘poor’ cost performance was where Actual Outturn Costs
(AOC) exceeded the Final Target Outturn Cost (i.e. the initial TOC adjusted for variations) by more than 10%. Similarly ‘poor’ time performance
reflected an actual project duration that was more than 10% larger than budget time.
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The case studies were conducted through a mixture of face to face interviews with key alliance
Owner and Non-owner personnel, and a detailed review of associated project documentation.
Consistency was achieved throughout the interviews by maintaining, to the maximum extent
practicable, the same interview leader and the use of a structured set of interview topics. Given the
scale of the research, a number of investigators conducted interviews. Some of these research team
members had participated in varying roles in some of the alliances studied (advisor to the Owner, the
NOPs or the alliance). To increase the integrity of the research, internal processes were implemented
to ensure there were several peer reviews of all findings.
Each stage of the project lifecycle was analysed to determine actual performance and compared,
where possible, to the Business Case and the Target Outturn Cost (TOC). The Research Team noted
that some of these alliances were part of a broader project undertaken by the same Owner and after
review it was determined that they were sufficiently independent (different objectives, different scope
of work, different NOPs, different commercial frameworks, different selection processes etc.) that they
could be considered as individual case studies for the purpose of this research.
RESULTS
The following sections detail the results of the analysis into cost uplift. Specifically, the key
findings are interspersed with the limited existing literature so as to provide a holistic framework for
understanding cost uplift in Australian public infrastructure alliances that builds on current knowledge.
This aligns well with the qualitative methodology outlined (Eisenhardt, 1989; Suddaby, 2006) and
follows the series of research questions.
Owners used non-price processes to select their alliance partners (with subsequent negotiation
of TOC) in 40 of the 46 (85%) alliances for which responses were received in the purposive sampling
undertaken in Phase 1. This non-price selection and negotiation process was similar for all of these 40
alliances and involved the following essential sequential steps which are also shown diagrammatically
on Figure 3:
Step 1. The estimate of the project cost is prepared as part of the Business Case;
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Step 2. The Business Case (BC) is approved by the government (generally Treasury and a
sponsoring government department);
Step 3. The preferred alliance non-owner participants (NOPs) are selected using non-price criteria
(typically this decision is based on corporate and individual capability and experience);
Step 4. The Target Outturn Cost (TOC) is negotiated by the government with the NOPs; the TOC
represents the best estimate of the outturn project cost and is used as the basis from which any cost
savings or overruns are ultimately shared between the Owner (government) and partners in the
alliance (NOPs).
Step 5. If the Owner (government) requests any changes of scope (additions or deletions to the
project) the negotiated TOC is adjusted accordingly and becomes the Final TOC;
Step 6. This Final TOC is compared to the Actual Outturn Cost at completion (AOC) and any cost
underrun or cost overrun is shared between Owner (government) and the other alliance partners
(NOPs).
Figure 3: Simplified Diagrammatic Representation Of The Alliance Lifecycle

Step 1: Owner prepares estimate
for Business Case
Step 2: Business Case Approved

Step 3: Owner selects NOPs
using non-price criteria

Step 4: Owner and NOP
develop design and
Owner negotiates Target
Outturn Cost (TOC).

Approved Business Case (Decision to Build)

Owner selects NOPs using nonprice criteria
Contractual Commitment
(initial Target Outturn Cost (TOC)

Alliance Delivers Project

Alliance (Owner and NOPs)
delivers project
Step 5: TOC adjusted for any
Owner changes – Final
TOC

Final Target Outturn
Cost (TOC)

Step 6: AOC calculated at project
completion (and
compared to Final TOC)

Actual Outturn
Cost (AOC)

• Under/Overs (AOC
less TOC) shared

Figure 3: Simplified Alliance Lifecycle – Indicative Steps and Key Milestones

Time
(Not to Scale)

As Figure 3 illustrates, Alliances differ from more traditional delivery methods (DB, DBB and
PPP) in three major ways. First, in alliances, the asset owners (government) select the Designer and
Contractor (the alliance partners or NOPs) using non-price selection rather than a competition with
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tendered price as the dominant selection criteria. Second, owners negotiate the outturn price (TOC)
with the designer and contractor (NOPs) rather than accepting a competitively tendered project price.
Finally, Contractual Commitment (CC) between the Owner and NOPs occurs after price (TOC)
negotiation rather than after accepting a competitively tendered outturn price.
To allow for a comparison between alliances and different project delivery types, Figure 3
shows the commonly used milestones in the literature for the project lifecycle. ‘Decision to build’ in a
traditional project equates to Business Case in an alliance, ‘Contractual Commitment’ in a traditional
project equates to agreeing the TOC or accepting a competitively tendered price and ‘actual costs on
project completion’ in a traditional project equates to Actual Outturn Cost (AOC).
Cost Uplift under the Alliance Delivery Method
Observed cost uplift in the 14 alliance case studies plotted against the project lifecycle is shown
in Figure 4. In fact, all cases experienced cost uplift. The 50% cost uplift at project completion shown
on this figure represents the arithmetic mean of the 14 case studies with 10 of the 14 case studies
between 25% and 95% uplift and none negative. Thus, the first research question is answered in the
affirmative: cost overruns are likely under the alliancing delivery method.
Figure 4: Observed Cost Uplift Over The 14 Alliance Delivery Cases
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To better understand the nature of cost uplift, the evolving cost estimates were analysed over the
lifecycle of the alliance project.
Business Case to Contractual Commitment
During this stage of the project lifecycle, the Business Case has been approved, the owner
(government) has selected preferred alliance partners and negotiated a TOC. The parties contractually
commit to this TOC via an alliance legal agreement (Contractual Commitment). As Figure 4 indicates,
the majority of the cost uplift occurs in this stage. The arithmetic mean of the cost uplift of the 14 case
studies in this stage was 40% (of a total uplift of 50%) and 10 of the 14 case studies experienced an
uplift of between 25% and 100% in this stage. There was no decrease from the Business Case estimate
for any case studied.
Contractual Commitment to Final Target Outturn Cost
After the initial TOC is negotiated at Contractual Commitment it is (generally) only subject to
adjustment if the owner (i.e. government) changes the physical scope of the project. The final TOC
represents the net sum of any such adjustments and is the basis against which the Actual Outturn Cost
(AOC) is compared to calculate the share of the savings or overrun between the owner (government)
and alliance partners.
The arithmetic mean of the cost uplift for the 14 case studies in this stage was 10% (of the total
50%) with 9 out of the 14 case studies reporting uplifts of between 0% and 25%.
Final TOC to Actual Outturn Costs (AOC)
There were no observable under/overruns between the Final TOC and the Actual Outturn Cost
(AOC). The arithmetic mean of the cost uplift for the 14 case studies in this stage was 0% (nil) with 12
out of the 14 case studies between -3% and +2%.
Alliance Cost Uplift Compared with Alternative Delivery Methods (DB, DBB and PPP)
Given the substantially higher cost uplifts evident in the preceding analysis, the next step was to
compare the timing of cost uplifts across delivery methods. The results are presented in Figure 5.
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Flyvbjerg et al (2003) observed project uplift findings are presented as points on the far right of the
diagram as he does not provide details of where the uplift occurs during the project lifecycle.
Figure 5: Comparison Of Cost Uplift In 14 Alliance Cases Compared With Reported Cost
Uplifts Of Alternative Delivery Methods And Project Types

The evidence suggests that greater cost uplift in alliances is more likely to occur earlier in the
project lifecycle compared with traditional cost uplifts (DBB, DBB and PPPs). This varies
significantly from the assumption of linearity of increasing costs across the project lifecycle that
informs the procedures of the British Department for Transport (2004). In fact, there is a decreasing
or log function shape to the relationship indicating different causal factors of cost overruns. Thus, the
findings also clearly answer the second part of the research question in the affirmative: Alliances are
likely to suffer greater cost uplift than other delivery methods (DB, DBB and PPPs).
CONCLUSION
Within the limitations of this research, the findings suggest that alliance projects experience a
cost uplift of approximately 50% from Business Case to Project Completion. The direction of this
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uplift is similar to that found by previous researchers but is significantly higher for alliances than that
reported for traditional delivery models (DB, DBB and PPP).
This research has also found that most (40% of the 50%) of the uplift occurs between Business
Case (the Decision to Build) and negotiating the Target Outturn Cost (Contractual Commitment). This
finding stands in contrast to the (limited) existing research which has found that for traditional projects
most cost uplift occurs between Contractual Commitment and Project Completion. These findings
raise several potential topics for future research; what are the causal factors behind the cost uplift
observed in alliances and what are appropriate mitigation strategies.
The causes of cost uplift in infrastructure projects are not well understood. For traditional
projects these causes are believed to be Optimism Bias and Strategic Misrepresentation. (Mott
MacDonald 2002, Flyvbjerg et al 2006). It is not known if these same causal factors also afflict
alliances but the findings suggest additional causal factor(s) are at play which may explain the
differences to traditional projects in terms of both the additional cost uplift and the earlier stage in the
project lifecycle at which the cost uplift occurs.
There are three reported and relevant mitigation strategies for dealing with cost uplift in
infrastructure projects; explicit upward adjustment to the Business Case estimate (British Department
of Transport 2004), formal benchmarking of individual corporate performance (Siemiatckyl 2007) and
the creation of an institutional culture that rewards accurate cost estimates (Flyvbjerg et al 2007,
British Department of Transport 2004). These strategies are complementary and each seeks to address
the two known causal factors of Optimism Bias and Strategic Misrepresentation. However, if, as is
suggested above, additional causal factors afflict alliances, these current mitigation strategies are likely
to be of limited use in addressing the serious problems of cost uplift when the alliance delivery method
is used.
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From: anzamconference@arinex.com.au
Date: 15 September 2010 7:05:12 AM AWST
To: pwood@evanspeck.com
Subject: 24th Annual Australian and New Zealand Academy of Management Conference Decision on Manuscript ID ANZAM2010-146
14-Sep-2010

Dear Mr. Wood:

Following a process of double-blind peer review, I am pleased to advise that your manuscript entitled
"Comparing Cost Uplift in Infrastructure Delivery Methods: A Case Based Approach" has been
accepted in the refereed stream for the 24th Annual Australian and New Zealand Academy of
Management Conference, subject to you addressing the MINOR REVISIONS recommended by the
reviewers and included at the foot of this letter for your reference.

Speaker Briefing Notes including details of how and when to register will be emailed to you in due
course.

To revise your manuscript, PLEASE FOLLOW THE STEPS BELOW:

Log into http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/anzam2010 and enter your Author Center, where you will
find your manuscript title listed under "Manuscripts with Decisions."

Under "Actions," click on "Create a Revision." Your manuscript number has been appended to denote
a revision.

You will not be able to make revisions on the originally submitted manuscript. Instead, revise your
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manuscript using a word processing program and save it to your computer.

When the revised manuscript is ready, upload it and resubmit it through your Author Center.

Your original files will be available to view when you upload your revised manuscript. To avoid any
confusion, please delete all redundant files before completing the resubmission.

Thank you for your contribution. On behalf of the 24th Annual Australian and New Zealand
Academy of Management Conference, we look forward to receiving your revised paper.

Sincerely

Prof. Liz Fulop
Stream Chair, 24th Annual Australian and New Zealand Academy of Management Conference

Chair
Comments to the Author:
Congratulations on having your paper recommended fore the refereed stream of the ANZAM
Conference. Could you please make the changes suggested by both reviewers before re-submitting
your paper for inclusion in the conference proceedings. It is important that you do these corrections to
ensure that we have high quality papers for the conference.

Reviewer(s)' Comments to Author:

Reviewer: 1
Significance/Importance of the Topic : 5-Excellent
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Reviewer: 2
Significance/Importance of the Topic : 5-Excellent

Reviewer: 1
Conceptual Foundation / Building on Relevant Literature : 4-Above Average

Reviewer: 2
Conceptual Foundation / Building on Relevant Literature : 3-Average

Reviewer: 1
Development of research questions/aims and objectives: 5-Excellent

Reviewer: 2
Development of research questions/aims and objectives: 4-Above Average

Reviewer: 1
Methodology (may not be relevant for a conceptual paper): 5-Excellent

Reviewer: 2
Methodology (may not be relevant for a conceptual paper): 4-Above Average

Reviewer: 1
Quality of Analysis/Coherence of Argument : 4-Above Average

Reviewer: 2
Quality of Analysis/Coherence of Argument : 3-Average
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Reviewer: 1
Relevance of Findings for Theory/Policy/Practice: 5-Excellent

Reviewer: 2
Relevance of Findings for Theory/Policy/Practice: 2-Below Average

Reviewer: 1
Clarity/Readability: 4-Above Average

Reviewer: 2
Clarity/Readability: 4-Above Average

Reviewer: 1
Overall Evaluation as a contribution*: 5-Excellent

Reviewer: 2
Overall Evaluation as a contribution*: 4-Good

Reviewer: 1
Strengths of this Paper: : This paper deals with a major public management issue and adds to
knowledge whilst identifying appropriate avenues for further research with important practical
implications.

Reviewer: 2
Strengths of this Paper: : The topic is one of increasing importance and the Australian literature is still
limited. The paper is well researched and clearly written.
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Reviewer: 1
Suggestions for Improving this Paper: The author should familiarise her/himself with works by Hodge
& co-authors and draw on that in writing in this area of public policy.

Improve proof reading to identify and correct minor errors - see attached file with Track Change
comments and corrections.

Reviewer: 2
Suggestions for Improving this Paper: Unfortunately, the topic is difficuit to address within the
confines of an ANZAM conference paper format, but still the paper needs more than a finding about
cost overruns, especially in light of the research method outlined. There is no reference to the
qualitiative data that was collected.
A clear definition and explanation of alliancing and related forms of outsourcing is needed early in the
paper. rather than being completed at pp.8-9.
Collective assumption of risk is mentioned at the outset but not explained but this is fundamental to
the definition of Alliancing.
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From:

Peter Wood

Subject:

FW: Project Alliance Agreement (PAA) - AAA (draft 3, 1 October 2009)

Attachments:

Victorian DTF comments AAA model ref PAA 011009.doc

-----Original Message----From: Nick Tamburro [mailto:Nick.Tamburro@dtf.vic.gov.au]
Sent: Monday, 16 November 2009 2:17 PM
To: Alain Mignot
Subject: Project Alliance Agreement (PAA) - AAA (draft 3, 1 October 2009)
Alain

Contents removed for confidentiality reasons

I confirm that the Victorian Project Alliance Practitioners' Guide that was
published in 2006 have been removed from our web page (additional details can
be found on our web page).
(See attached file: Victorian DTF comments AAA model ref PAA 011009.doc)
Regards
Nick
_____________________________________
Nick Tamburro
Director
Commercial Division
Department of Treasury and Finance
Tel: 9651 5295 & 0409 970 053
Fax: 9651 2161
This email (and any attachments) is for the intended recipient only and may
contain privileged, confidential or copyright information. If you have
received it in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the
original. Any other use of the email by you is prohibited. The State is not
responsible for any changes made to a document other than those made by the
State. This email and any attachment should not be relied on as government
policy. The State does not accept liability for any damage caused by this
email or its attachments due to viruses, corruption, delay, interruption,
unauthorised access or use. Any personal information in this e-mail must be
handled in accordance with the Information Privacy Act 2000 (Vic).
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AAA collated members input on the Alliancing benchmarking survey conducted by The
University of Melbourne and Evans & Peck Pty Ltd for a committee of State Treasuries
________________________________________________________________________

In Pu r su it o f Ad d it io n al Value
A b en ch m ar kin g st u d y in t o allian cin g in t h e
Au st r alian Pu b lic Sect o r

A group of State Treasury departments, assembled as a Treasury committee under the initiative of the Victoria
Department of Treasury & Finance, commissioned early 2009 the University of Melbourne and Evans & Peck Pty
Ltd to perform a survey of alliances to identify when alliances have delivered value to the Public above
traditional procurement methods.
The driving reason was to identify when collaborative procurement delivers incremental value, when and how
alliances should be used, and as a consequence to provide government a basis of factual information to
generate guidelines and policies to be made available to all government agencies who procure infrastructure
projects. The objective of the Treasuries is not to oppose the usage of collaborative methods but to guide
government entities in their application so that in all projects, and regardless of procurement method, the Value
for Money requirements of government are enforced and protected.
The survey report was initially presented at AAA’s national convention on October 22nd, 2009 in Melbourne and
released on the Victoria DTF website shortly after at the end of October 2009.
www.dtf.vic.gov.au/project-alliancing

The Survey Report
________________________________________________________________
The survey was conducted in two phases:
-

Phase 1: a general high level review of performance of a large number of alliances meeting the term of
reference criteria: Project >$100millions completed during the last 5 years.

1
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-

Phase 2: an in-depth study of a group of 14 alliances selected from the sample of Phase 1 to assess the
reasons, establishment process, performance and value delivered by these projects. From this sample
study, a number of findings, interpretations and recommendations were made by the consultants.

The report presents a number of conclusions and recommendations, many of which are fully supported by the
members of AAA. However, the AAA members suggests that some conclusions and recommendations merit
further clarification as they are not evidently supported by the survey data or significantly differ from our
practitioners’ current experience and practices with alliances and associated collaborative models.
We are aware, however, that whilst the survey is the most comprehensive investigation of Australian alliance
practice, to date, it is necessarily a snapshot performed on a limited sample (14 out of 290*) and within a time
and budget constraints which limit the depth of research and analysis of underlying causes. That said, we
acknowledge that this is definitive report on the use of the alliancing procurement method and congratulate the
treasuries initiative and the consultants on an outstanding job overall.
(*) based on AAA’s inventory of Alliances, Public Sector project based alliances 1996-2009
Additionally, we also acknowledge the critical point that Treasuries are developing a pro-active interest in
collaborative procurement models. Treasury intervention and guidance will ensure the collaborative models
can, where appropriate, be adopted as main stream procurement method, along with PPP, D&C and traditional
methods, through providing a normalization of their application and ensuring their compliance with the
government Value For Money requirements. This new level of engagement between Treasury and industry
should yield a positive outcome for alliancing practitioners overall and assist in improving our country’s
performance in addressing the pervasive infrastructure gap which severely limits the development of our
national productivity.
The objective of this document is to provide a summarised commentary emanating from the input of a wide
range of industry practitioners who are members of the Alliancing Association on the interpretations and
recommendations of the report. AAA members’ intention through this document is to provide a supplementary
input to assist Treasury in getting a wider perspective in order to support their proper formulation of guidelines
and policies. Our collective aim is to address the issues of alliancing: adding Value to Alliance Initialisation
(Business Case, selection, commercial alignment and TOC derivation), while protecting the Outstanding
Outcomes (No Disputes, AOC Certainty, Integrated Insurance, Positive Culture, Demonstrating VfM).

The role of AAA is to be a forum where the differences of perspectives and opinions can be openly debated as to
assist all parties, including government agencies like Treasury, to form a balanced view in support of their
formulation of enabling rather than inhibiting policies. It is not AAA’s role, as an independent and neutral body
to express, form and promote opinions other than those which are held by its members. Members are involved
2
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in various sectors, industries and roles in the value chain and the feedback will reflect the wide range of views
held.
AAA through its forums and other initiatives will endeavor to promote conversations regarding the findings and
catalyses the adaptation of our members’ practices in light of the recommendations of the report. AAA’s role
and participation will hopefully result in the treasuries and the Industry together developing an approach that
reasonably addresses the needs and concerns of all involved in public infrastructure delivery.

Obtaining input from members – Methodology
________________________________________________________________
The AAA document has been compiled from the comments and feedback from a number of member
organisations including government infrastructure utilities, Constructors, Designers and consultants.
All organisations invited to submit their comments are experienced practitioners in Alliancing. All are
acknowledged and respected for the quality of their approach, the maturity of their processes in respect to
project procurement method selection, their adaptation of the models to the needs of the project and their
skilled development and management of the collaborative engagement to ensure high performance delivery
(defined as exceeding expectation son all KRAs).
Organisations consulted are:
Original Reference Group:
Upon an invitation from Treasury, AAA assembled a reference group from a cross-section of practitioners,
ensuring proper representation from the infrastructure value chain. These organization are:
-

Main Roads of WA
Sydney Water
John Holland Water
AECOM
Transfield Services

Wider industry consultation:
In addition, AAA enlarged the feedback and requested from other experienced and reputable organisations to
provide views and feedback on the content of the Survey report. Some of these entities provided written
3
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feedback which is shared in appendix, others preferred to provide oral feedback only and were reluctant to
provide written statement on their views.
After their review of the report at the RCN forum in Perth, end of October, a group of practitioners assembled a
collective feedback from their local government and private sector participants (Owners and NOPs), reflecting
the comments and positions made during and after the Forum by the attendees.
AAA considers the feedback received to be extensive, wide and sufficient in cross-members representation to
provide an additional source of input to Treasury in support of their information for policy development.

Summary of AAA members’ commentary on the report
________________________________________________________________
1. Input with regards to Key Findings
Overall, AAA members unanimously welcome the Treasury initiative and are very supportive of the Treasury’s
desire to solidify the collaborative models by addressing some lingering issues around Value for Money,
Procurement selection methods and the pursuit of more rigor through the definition and communication of a
Project Value Proposition.
AAA, as an industry practitioners association, is indeed concerned about some recent deviations in practices,
sometimes (but not always) by newer practitioners electing to use a collaborative procurement for a project
with what appears to be little understanding on alliancing demands and low commitment to genuine
collaboration. The consequence is that the “alliance”, in name and performance expectation, has little basis to
develop real synergies and deliver its performance, leaving the Owner and its stakeholders disappointed by
their experience and ultimately diminishing the delivery of value to the project. We believe that this represents
a small minority of cases but this should not lead to feel complacency about the impact of any deviations which
could affect the good reputation and track record of alliancing.
We are equally concerned by few comments from practitioners that alliance participants are at times losing
their appetite for alliance performance. Even though this may the case for only few alliance project and the
alliance context may play a role in such occasion, it is important that we collectively keep the model fresh by
4
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uplifting our expectation and maintaining a genuine focus on the development of the collaborative synergies,
source of performance and value and which are the real differentiator offered by alliancing.
The survey commissioned by the State Treasuries is comprehensive and provides a perspective on alliances
general performance.
Phase 1 surveyed the general performance of alliances as seen by alliance participants (clients and NOP)
through self evaluation in response to an electronic questionnaire. Data were received on 46 alliances out of a
total sample of 71 (65% response rate). The reported outcome seems to be very much aligned with the RMIT
survey commissioned by AAA in 2008, in essence:
• 85% of alliances were reported to have a Actual Outturn Cost below the agreed target cost (TOC),
• 94% of alliances to have been completed on or before the agreed scheduled completion date.
• 94.5% of clients stated that their alliances met or exceeded their performance expectations
• 14.3% of alliances did not have a business case defined ahead of procurement selection
• 91% of alliances clients did benchmark NOP overheads cost and profit margins
• Team dynamics was low ranking on clients’ selection criteria list even though it was perceived by NOP as
an important selection criterion.
Phase 2 of the survey focused on an in-depth review of 14 alliances projects, 9 from Queensland, 1 from NSW, 2
from Victoria, 2 from Western Australia. It is clearly not explained in the report why so many alliances were
selected from Queensland as we run the risk to bias the sample with regional particularities, especially in
Queensland where the large surge of infrastructure investments driven in that state was directly competing for
skills and resources with a very buoyant resources sector. This in-depth study was intended to look at these
alliances to identify and quantify the incremental VfM outcomes that have been obtained from completed
project alliances with the ultimate objective to Identify lessons learnt from recent Australian project alliance
outcomes and recommend policy positions and guidelines to optimise VfM (ref section 1.2 “The Study
brief”)The report provided 14 key findings from the study, highlighting information worth considering for the
purpose and objectives of the report.
Most of these findings correspond with our members’ experience with the practice of alliancing in the period
covered by the survey. Most notably members are in general agreement with the following findings (please
refer to Chapter 5 of the report for more details):
•

KF1- partial: Business cases often did not clearly define the project VfM proposition to the rigour
required for investment decision making.
5
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•

KF2: Having considered project specific requirements, the primary reasons for selecting the
alliance delivery method, in addition to those contained in the DTF Project Alliancing Practitioners’ Guide
were:
o To achieve early project commencement through early involvement of the NOPs
o To progress the project development in parallel with the project approvals.
o Owner’s specifically used alliancing and the non-price competitive selection approach to attract
key resources and capabilities to a project in a buoyant construction market.

• KF4: Often physical works commenced prior to finalising the commercial arrangements with
the NOPs.
• KF5: In general the agreed (initial) TOC was higher than the business case cost estimate.
The average increase was of the order of 35-45%.
The difficulty of planning the risks and scope uncertainties of complex projects sometimes lead to a
difference between the original budget estimate and the TOC assessed by the alliance. This issue is
currently addressed by most practitioners who used information from previous complex projects to
better benchmark risks and made budget estimates more robust.
• KF6: A variety of terms and conditions were employed by the various Owners in the Project Alliance
Agreement
• KF7: Generally it is a requirement expressed in the PAA that the parties commit to achieving
outstanding (game breaking) outcomes and the commercial arrangements generally provide financial
incentives for NOPs (incentivised Key Result Area (KRAs)) to achieve outstanding (game breaking)
outcomes.
•

KF8: In general, Owner representatives (regardless of approach to selecting NOPs) rated their alliance’s
performance in all areas of non-price objectives as above expectations or game breaking.

•

KF10: The projects physical works were able to be commenced many months in advance of what would
have been possible using traditional delivery methods (as noted elsewhere) leading to a commensurate
earlier completion date. The majority of projects met the Owners’ target completion dates as set out in
the business case.
This is a significant benefit of alliance to provide when required any opportunity to parallel some
processes to accelerate the project inception and/or start minor preliminary work earlier but this
feature is only typically required by Owners when the alliance procurement assists in meeting political
or licensing deadlines.
6
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•

KF11: There were no indications of any disputes between the Owner and the NOPs that needed to be
resolved outside the alliance.
This is actually a significant accomplishment for alliancing , saving large amount of time and money in
avoiding litigation or, even in the milder cases, the cost of engaging and briefing legal representatives
on all aspects of a project and the difficulties leading to the lawyer involvement.

However,
The report also features a number of Key Findings which do not align well with our members’ experience of
current practice. Based on the survey data provided, these findings would require further study and
clarification to substantiate their claim as we have not seen enough evidence in the report to support the
generalisation made by the finding. These key findings are (as expressed in Chapter 5):
•

KF1 - partial: Business cases often did not clearly define the project VfM proposition to the rigour
required for investment decision making. Particular findings of note:
o The average increase from business case cost estimate to TOC was of the order of 45- 55%.
o The business case assessment of an optimum delivery method often tended to ‘default’ to
alliancing using a non-price selection approach for NOPs and did not consider a range of other
delivery options.
o In general a robust program and budget was not evident from the business case stage.

Our members’ opinion is:
• This component of Key Finding 1 could be misleading without considering the underlying reasons for
this gap.
•

Our members recognise that a difference exists between the Owner’s initial Budget estimate and the
Target Outturn Cost (TOC) formulated by the alliance. The reason, which is also supported by the
consultants comments (page 49), is that for many of these projects, scope uncertainty and projects
risks cannot be assessed properly by the Owner at the Business Case stage and this is exactly the reason
why most Owners select a collaborative procurement to leverage the alliance team’s collective input in
addressing the challenge of the project and to define a scope which can then be better quantified.

•

Many of our member agencies, through internal efforts and sharing of best practices with other
practitioners, have started to refine their project planning model based on better benchmarking of the
risks profile of complex projects in their sector and their particular environment. These practices are
allowing a progressive narrowing of the Budget to TOC gap through better planning and costs
assessment.
7
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•

It is our members’ experience that “in general” alliancing is not a default choice, by-passing any proper
assessment of the project characteristics and best procurement method. The survey report section 4.6.1
Selection of case studies (bottom of page 28) indicated that some of the case study samples where part
of a program of projects undertaken by an alliance for which the re-selection of procurement methods
would not be required. It is not explained if these alliances affected the sample or the perception that
alliance selection was the de-facto, as it would be for these projects. Most practitioners among our
members have developed a process to assist with the selection of the best procurement method for
their projects and have confirmed that alliancing is often the last resort choice considered. Less
experienced practitioners, if tempted to experiment with alliances, should be cautious with this
approach and secure independent assistance available from the business advisory community to assist
them in their project assessment.

•

Not withstanding the above, it is not denied that a small number of alliances may have been established
when the circumstances of the project were not well suited to this form of delivery. This applies to a
small minority of the 290 public sector alliances recorded to date rather than “in general”.

•

KF3: Price competition - Noting that the number of price competition approaches examined in this Study
was limited to two case studies (consistent with current industry practice), it was found that when price
competition was used to select NOPs:
o Owner representatives reported a significant management demand on their organisation
(compared with non-price selection approach)
o the total cost to establish a Target Outturn Cost (TOC) using price competition (two TOCs) was
less (of the order of 2% of TOC) than when non-price selection (single TOC) was used the TOC
was found to be of the order of 5-10% (of TOC) less, relative to non-price
o competition on the basis that the following items were lower (in aggregate and individually)
when using price competition:
− On-site overhead costs.
− Design costs.
− TOC development costs.
− NOP profit margins.

A large number of our members do not support the finding as expressed and question its validity.
•

It may be possible that competitive alliances lead to a lower TOC and lower costs but this important
aspect cannot be established with the required authority by considering a sample of two alliances. This
seems to be more an opinion being expressed than a fact.

•

The Owner is responsible for the procurement selection decision and there is no evidence provided in
the survey that the NOPs have any influence on that decision. NOP resource allocations are guided by
8
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capacity utilisation and profit prospects. The NOPs will bid if they deem the project rewarding enough
regardless of procurement method and there is no obvious evidence in the survey report information
that NOPs find alliances more profitable than other procurement methods to formally justify such a
statement, beside an anecdotal comment.
•

The cost areas highlighted in the finding represent a small portion of the overall project TOC and are
highly dependant on the type of project and its context. A 2% of TOC variation could means at least a
20-30% overcharges on these cost areas and it is not clear how these inflated charges would
consistently evade the scrutiny of the client and/or its independent auditors. The TOC is a negotiated
outcome approved by the client organisation. In the end, the Owner has the resources, internal or
contracted, to identify abnormal charging and take appropriate action to achieve an acceptable TOC.

Our members generally accept that where the project complexities, scope uncertainties or risks can be
reasonably (even though incompletely) assessed, that some price elements could be introduced in the alliance
selection process to bring some market testing of the pricing components of the project.

•

KF9: Project delivery – Owner resources

There was no clear correlation between the number of Owner resources and enhanced VfM. It was noted
that active senior level participation by the Owner provided clear direction and support to the alliance.
Our members’ experience is that an Owner commitment and involvement in the alliance governance is an
essential factor in the performance of the alliance. It is not possible for the alliance team to understand and
work within the Owners’ value proposition if no Owner representative participates in the alliance leadership,
operations and decision making processes. Indeed, the Owner’s commitment cannot be necessarily defined by
the number of client resources but rather by their quality. However, alliances widely recognised and awarded
for their high achievements have had a permanent multi-level client involvement in the alliance team
(PacificLink, TCI, Middleborough Road, RIAMP, Networks, Tully to name a few…). It is therefore more accurate
to infer that active and multi-level Owner involvement is a source of project performance and value for money
rather than the contrary.
•

KF12: There was little indication that outstanding outcomes (game breaking / breakthrough) were being
achieved within the definitions in use in this Study (‘paradigm shift’, ‘not been done before’). This finding
significantly differs with the self-evaluation of both NOPs and Owner representatives within the alliances
who considered that their own alliances achieved outstanding outcomes.

9
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It is our members’ opinion that the definition of the notion of Outstanding Performance or ”Game Breaking”
resides with the procurement agency for the specific performance requirement of their project and their
qualification of Outstanding Performance is done against these specific requirements. Alliances must focus on
Best-for-project, a notion which does not necessarily requires game-braking (as defined in the report) against
absolute or relative industry benchmarks which may increase complexities and costs to affect the Value for
Money performance.
•

KF13: In general there was an increase from agreed (initial) TOC to adjusted (final) TOC. The average
increase was of the order of 5-10%.

Our members’ general opinion is that there are many examples when alliances have demonstrated an excellent
track record in absorbing scope changes, including out of scope community or environmental activities, without
impacting the time and cost performance requirements. The consultant interviews of clients also revealed (page
49 of the report) that where TOC increases have been reported it is likely because the Owner required a
significant extension of the scope of work. This would be the case with any other procurement method and
does not reflect positively or negatively on the value proposition of alliances with regards to value for money.
This finding in itself and as presented does not assist the comparative evaluation of collaborative procurement
methods without an analysis of the occurrences and context for these changes of scope.
•

KF14: In general, the AOC was less than the adjusted (final) TOC. The average saving was of the order of
0.5%.

Our members’ opinion is that the finding is surprising and not typical of their experience. It would be useful to
see the statistical basis supporting the consultants’ findings to identify the reason(s) for the gap between the
finding and our members’ experience.

2.

Input with regards to Conclusions (refer to Chapter 7)

Business case
Our members fully support the view that the Business Case needs to be well articulated to government
and more importantly appropriately communicated to NOPs, for alliances to align with their VfM
requirements. Business Case models, options and guidance should be developed by Treasury to help
those agencies who need guidance to build an effective business cases for their projects.
Our members also recommend that Treasury provides guidelines that would enable agencies to file a
business case even in circumstances when the scope cannot be properly defined ahead of
10
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procurement and uncertainties exist with regards to the ability to define a reliable Business Case
budget estimate.
Procurement Strategy
It would be reasonable to point that no procurement methods is panacea for all needs and it is imperative to
provide agencies a freedom of choice on the selection of best procurement method based only on project
requirements rather than fashion and insistence for a commercial model that would suits a Treasury perspective
in preference.
It is our association members opinion that it is the responsibility of government to provide proper guidelines
which must at the same time enable the infrastructure agencies to get on with their mission of delivering
infrastructure using a range of validated procurement options, while putting in place auditing and reporting
instruments and resources for upfront, during and after an alliance project to ensure compliance with
government procurement philosophy and value for money requirements.
With regards to contractors’ suggested preference for a model, it is useful to point that market forces apply to
both sides and no project can be procured if nobody bids for it. Contractors have the commercial flexibility and
expertise to adapt to the Owner’s model in order to achieve their financial objectives and the survey data has
not proven, other than by anecdotal comment, that alliances are more profitable than other procurement
methods to justify this preference. AAA provides in its resource centre, as a model, the Selection process
flowchart contributed by Queensland Department of Main Roads - Major Project Office in 2008.
NOP Selection
The survey data does not provide a rationale for why current selection practices do not support VfM. It is
agreed that the number of varieties of PAA currently used is an obstacle to effective alliancing practices and
AAA was commissioned by its members to define a reference model agreement to address this requirement.
Our members have serious concerns if selection of NOP on pricing as the leading selection criteria was the only
option available to them. It would most likely lead to the return to adversarial commercial practices that would
benefit nobody and substantially affect the establishment of the collaborative spirit on which alliancing is based.
As already suggested, the agencies should be encouraged to develop a robust procurement selection process
which focuses on the specific project conditions rather than on internal/external influences or rigid policy.
The role of government should be to prescribe guidelines for the selection process of NOPs and possibly a
model for those agencies who need assistance, however, we believe that many of our members have already
11
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enhanced their NOP selection practices in order to seek the best project partners, to ensure the best project
outcomes at the lowest overhead costs for the project.
Project delivery
Again, the report states, as a fact, an increase of 5-10% of TOC as a consistent occurrence while there is no
factual evidence presented that provides a basis to understand if this was for contracted scope or incremental
scope. It is therefore difficult to provide credibility to the conclusion which does not seems to align with our
member experience.
We would request that the underlying data be made available to the association for further investigation and
potentially for driving further research on this matter. Since any change in TOC would need approval from the
agency senior management, which resides outside of the alliance team realm of influence, we would infer that
the increases are agreed for valid scope extensions or unforeseen major difficulty.
Realising improved Value for Money
The Association members believe that a number of the report recommendations should enhance the Value for
Money performance of collaborative procurement. Since the survey data is based on a small subset of alliances,
our members believe that the report has not enough factual justification for turning the conclusions made
under this heading into a general statement.
It may or may not be that competitive alliances lead to a reduced TOC and lower costs but this cannot be
inferred from the survey. Our members’ experience is that actually a dual TOC approach to selection of NOPs
leads to a significant increase in overhead and selection costs and requires an owner to allocate a larger pool of
qualified resources, which they may not have available without impacting other project , to the alliance
selection process. This conclusion appears to be an opinion volunteered by the report and until further
validated by more extensive research, remains an unsubstantiated position.

3. Input with regards to Recommendations (Refer Chapter 8)
•

Policy recommendation No 1: The alliance delivery method be retained and developed further as one of
the mature procurement strategies for the delivery of government’s infrastructure projects that are complex
with significant risks that cannot be dimensioned in the business case or soon thereafter.
AAA and its members fully support this recommendation
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•

Policy recommendation No 2: The State Treasuries collaborate to develop a comprehensive Procurement
Selection Guide and training materials for use by government agencies on when to use the alliance delivery
method.
AAA and its members fully support this recommendation as long as the policy provides flexibility to the
procurement agency in selecting a model, or variation of it, that fits the project specific complexities to
maximise value delivery and performance against KRAs.

•

Policy Recommendation No 3: The State Treasuries (and relevant line agencies) collaborate to develop
common policy principles, guidelines and training for the selection of the NOPs and implementation of the
alliance delivery method that reflect the outcomes of this Study.
Although we believe that most member agencies have implemented a mature NOP selection process, there
is always an opportunity to improve it and a set of guidelines aiming at making the process more effective
for its objectives and that would decrease bidding/selection costs would be welcomed by most members.

•

Policy Recommendation No. 4: Governments take a greater role in ensuring that alliance best practice is
captured and disseminated; and also take a greater oversight role on individual alliance projects to ensure
that VfM is optimised at whole of government level.
Agreed and a critical part of the AAA mission statement.

•

Policy Recommendation No. 5: An adequate business case, which includes the case for the procurement
decision, to be prepared and approved as required by relevant state government guidelines before the
alliance selection process commences. (This will recognise the development of fast track processes for times
of genuine urgency such that the alliance is provided, as a minimum, with appropriate delivery objectives
and a robust cost plan.) Furthermore, business cases that recommend an alliance delivery method must:
o considerably increase the accuracy of their capital cost estimates and scope statement
o address how the state will manage possible asymmetry of commercial capability and capacity in
engaging with alliance NOPs throughout the project lifecycle.
AAA and its members fully support this recommendation.
Government must provide guidance to agencies how to file a Business case even when the project scope
of work cannot de defined ahead of procurement method due to project complexities and would make
accurate definition of a Business Case budget impossible.
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The suggested asymmetry of skills in a collaborative procurement needs to be better explained.
Infrastructure Owners have access to ample independent resources and expertise to assist them if the
extent of their experience lead them to doubt of their ability to proper manage the alliance selection,
commercial and legal frameworks and management process. Our members believe that the alliance open
processes and shared governance is more conducive than any other procurement methods to mitigate any
asymmetry of skills that may exist between Owners and contractors.
•

Policy Recommendation No. 6: A competitive process should be used as the default approach to selecting
NOPs having price (including outturn costs/TOCs) as a key selection criterion. This will be consistent with
established government procurement policies that support a competitive process with one of the key
selection criteria being price unless compelling reasons (which are outlined in the same government
procurement policies) for non-price competition can be made and approved.

Our members are largely opposed to a policy imposing a Competitive Alliancing model featuring “Price as a Key
selection criteria” as de-facto method, for the same reason than we would be opposed to agencies that would
have Pure alliances as a de-facto selection based on non-price elements. It provides a dangerous bias that
would affect a proper consideration of projects characteristics as source of procurement strategy and very
possibly could impact both project outcomes and value for money performance.
It could lead to define a bidding environment conducive to the introduction of games in response to competitive
pressures and alter collaborative performance and value delivery, and is in total opposition to the rationale for a
collaborative approach. If asymmetries exist in alliance procurement, as alleged, then these asymmetries will
increase as contractors have more commercial expertise than agencies on how to play competitive environment
and rebalance the price/risk/margin equation. Ultimately it starts a migration back to old time bid bargaining
that will return us to having client and contractors in opposite camp, which I am sure is not what infrastructure
agencies and contractors wish to see happening.
Our members are not opposed to the introduction pricing elements in the NOP selection criteria for the projects
whose risk profile would allow this to happen. Our members’ recommend is to leave to the agencies the
opportunity to select the hybrid mix of price/non-price elements in a collaborative procurement model that will
best address the project specific need or context, the value proposition defined by the agency and maximise the
value for money proposition of the investment.
Our members’ recommendation is that the best policy for Treasury to adopt is to ensure that each and every
infrastructure project will have a robust Business Case supporting the investment decision. From this rigorous
process which will include a risk based approach to delivery model selection will flow the choice and justification
of selection approach i.e. the mix of non price and priced criteria, based on a rational well documented
14
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assessment. Going to a default price selection approach pre-empts the outputs from the Business case and
prejudices the proper infrastructure investment assessment.
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Attachment 1
Segregated feed back by type of Alliance practitioners
_______________________________________________________________

Table compiled from members direct written and oral input
DTFV benchmarking survey - Report detailed comments from members - Consolidated List
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Attachment 2
Comments and input from group collective submission
__________________________________________________________________________________

The comments are collated under the overall strategic objectives of the AAA, being (1) Developing a body of
knowledge on alliancing, (2) Promotion of excellence, (3) Education for members and the broader community
and (4) Supporting wider recognition of alliancing as a distinct business practice.
It is anticipated that the comments captured in this document be considered by the Study Team for
incorporation into an updated report for wide distribution and consideration.

1.
1.1

Developing a body of knowledge on alliancing
Key finding 1: Business case – Defining the project’s VfM proposition

The report states:
“The average increase from business case cost estimate to Actual Outturn Cost (AOC) was of the order of 4555%.”
Comment:
The progression from business case to AOC involves a series of steps, and it is important to understand the
reasons for change in progressing from one to the next.
Most critically, the TOC provides a vital control point. The Owner (and not the Owner’s representatives) is
responsible—as part of their due diligence in approving the TOC—for ensuring that the TOC represents the right
price for the right project.
The responsibility for differences between the business case figure and the TOC (including adjustments, if any),
lies with the Owner. The underlying process is essentially a matter of governance and proper due diligence (in
ensuring the business case is competent); this appears to be the important conclusion from this finding. Clearly
there is an issue here about due diligence rather than the efficacy of the alliance delivery method. However, we
interpret that the report is highlighting deficiencies of the business case contents in the case of the projects that
17
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were subject of the study that preceded the process of embarking on an alliance delivery and hence is not
questioning the efficacy of the alliance at all.
In developing a body of knowledge on Alliancing we believe that more explicit consideration of the correlation
between AOC and TOC be given. Specifically, if the alliance delivery method is chosen for the right reasons
(including substantial uncertainties and unknowns), it should not be surprising if the TOC varies significantly
from a central figure in the business case, unless the business case factored in sufficient positive contingency to
reflect the low levels of certainty at that time.
The “Best Practice Cost Estimation for Publicly Funded Road and Rail Construction” publication prepared by
Evans and Peck for the Department of Infrastructure, Transport and Local Government articulates expected
ranges of accuracy from +40% to +60% for estimates undertaken early in the project lifecycle to +5% to +15%
for projects that have highly developed design and definition documentation (that is 50% to 100% of design
completed) 1.
Figure 21 P 90 level of confidence (+60%) is for concept development without necessarily producing engineering
design. A high level concept detail at pre-feasibility level would provide sufficient details and assumption to set
the business case budgets and contingencies.
The report does not seem to adequately consider this and the impact it has on reconciliation.

1.2

Enhancing whole of government VfM, sub- heading “Business Case”,
printed page xv

It is stated that this section is a discussion on the conclusions relevant to providing VfM at the whole of
government level. Comments that are not supported by the research or referenced are presented in this
section and as such could be treated as opinions or seen as bias. Bias is described as “a deliberate attempt
either to hide what you have found in your study, or highlight something disproportionately to its true
existence”. 2
We recommend the supporting information is provided or referenced so the veracity and value of the
comments is established and confirmed.

1

Figure 21 P90 level of confidence.

Kumar, R. (1996). Research Methodology, A Step By Step Guide For Beginners. Melbourne,
Addison, Wesley, Longman.
2
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While these may be based on previous experience, comments that we believe should be supported by the
specific research findings or removed are:

Procurement Strategy – line 5 “,both of which are highly favoured by NOPs over traditional delivery methods”.
Selecting the NOPs – line 5 “Whilst price competition is not appropriate in all circumstances, it should be
required as a default position”.
The report states:
“…the alliance which has been engaged to deliver the capital asset component of the business case at the lowest
price.”
Comment:
This is a narrow view of an alliance’s objectives, which are best defined in terms of outcomes, both quantitative
and qualitative. Further, it is common practice for an alliance to focus on whole-lifecycle costs, and an alliance’s
scope may include delivery of community benefits, and operations and maintenance for an initial period of a
year or two. The lack of consideration in the report as to the impact of WoL outcomes for projects delivered
under alliances limits its usefulness as a body of knowledge.
In relation to developing a body of knowledge on alliancing, we recommend that the report acknowledge the
greater benefit and value of alliancing beyond mere delivery of the capital asset component at the lowest price.
The other benefits are reported in Appendix 1 of the report, but these are not reported in the Key Findings or
Conclusions in the body of the report.
We believe the findings reported in Appendix A should be expressly addressed in the report.

2.
2.1

Promotion of excellence
Key finding 1: Business case – Defining the project’s VfM proposition

The report states:
“In general a robust program and budget was not evident from the business case stage.”
Comment:
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It is important that the text should clarify that the business case for establishing the merits of the prospective
investment is a logical separate step that precedes the delivery method analysis (that may or may not
recommend delivery through some form of alliance). Selecting the delivery approach should be broadly
reviewed during the business case phase to analyse the ability of approaches to deliver the desired outcomes,
mitigate risks and realise opportunities.
This is a matter of governance in that the quality and accuracy of the estimate in the business case is solely the
owner’s responsibility.
Furthermore, as stated elsewhere in our comments, it is a fundamental contradiction to have clarity of program
and budget at the business case stage considering that alliances are typically utilised to deliver complex projects
that are not well developed (in the Project Identification or Definition phases), and budgets in these early
conceptual stages that should have appropriate contingencies applied.
In promoting excellence in delivery, we consider it appropriate to acknowledge the key role that Alliances play
in defining the project’s VfM proposition, building on outcomes sought in the business case. Furthermore,
appropriate contingencies should always be applied to business case budgets. We believe that this matter
should be treated as a Key Finding and then the finding of “The average increase from business case cost
estimate to Actual Outturn Cost (AOC) was of the order of 45-55%” can be more clearly reported and addressed.

2.2

Enhancing whole of government VfM, sub- heading “Business Case”,
printed page xv

The report states:
“It would appear that PPPs provide the greatest cost certainty at business case stage (an increase of 5-10% to
AOC), followed by traditional ( ≈20%) and then alliances (≈50%).
The lack of accuracy in the business case cost estimate must be considerably improved to better inform the
capital investment decision. Alternatively, the business case should include explicit advice to investment decision
makers regarding the risk of potential increases.”
Given the small survey sample of alliances and the absence of any commentary on the stage in the project
lifecycle the business case is prepared, we believe further data and commentary should be provided to place the
above statements in context, particularly with respect to the stage in the project lifecycle at which the business
case estimates are prepared and appropriate contingencies applied.
A robust business case should be prepared at the earliest phase of the investment decision showing the
evolution of the project development from identification to delivery including contingencies and reflecting the
20
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level of definition produced at each of these phases. In all cases the project estimate should be fine tuned
throughout this process to avoid the risk of potential increases in excess of the business case budgets.
It is commonly acknowledged in industry that the characteristics of a ‘classic’ PPP project or a ‘classic’ alliance
project would lead to such levels of uncertainty. To the extent that a variation exists is a matter of governance.
The suggestion that “accuracy in the business case cost estimate must be considerably improved” is a valid
observation but does not refer to the stage in the project lifecycle at which the business cases for alliances and
PPP’s are prepared. This omission indicates a lack of recognition of the circumstances in which many (though
far from all) alliances are undertaken.
However, the suggestion that “the business case should include explicit advice to investment decision makers
regarding the risk of potential increases” is appropriate and necessary in PPP’s that have a financier in the NOP
consortia.
We support this finding in the promotion of excellence.

2.3

Enhancing alliance VfM, sub- heading “Project delivery”, printed page xvii

The report states:
“Outstanding outcomes (‘paradigm shift’, ‘not been done before’) are often sought by Owners when selecting
the alliance delivery method and they are generally a requirement in the PAA.”
Comment:
It is factually inaccurate to state that outstanding outcomes are generally a requirement in the PAA. It is true to
state that outstanding outcomes are “often sought” (where driven by real business objectives and VfM), and
this is typically reflected in the PAA. To state that outstanding outcomes are a requirement would imply that
lesser outcomes would constitute failure to comply with the PAA.
As such, in promoting excellence and best practice it is considered necessary to rephrase this comment to
reflect that outstanding outcomes are ‘often sought’ rather than a ‘requirement’.

2.4

Business cases and the VfM proposition, section 3.4, page 19

The report states:
“The absence of a robust business case introduces a flexibility for scope growth and budget drift that may not be
supported by the Owner”.
21
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Comment:
The report is limited in its commentary outlining the approach alliances take to maximise the delivery of VfM for
the Owner.
Alliancing probably pays more attention to clarifying what represents value for money to the Owner than does
any other delivery method, particularly where the non price partner selection process is adopted. The value
proposition is embedded in the KRAs and their performance spectrum. The process of establishing an alliance
includes considerable exposure with participants during the selection phase to ensure deep understanding, as
well as in developing the specific measures to be used. The final KRAs, and therefore the value proposition, are
formally agreed by the Owner.
Similarly, not only is the Owner represented on the governing board of the alliance (the Alliance Leadership
Team), but the Owner is also specifically required – in its capacity as Owner – to approve the TOC, this
comprising not just a price but comprehensive documentation of the proposed deliverables and their value.
Therefore, in promoting excellence in standards and practice, we consider it critical to acknowledge that
alliances have demonstrated delivery of the outcomes sought by Owners, thereby VfM.
The report goes on to state:
“A material misalignment between the business case project budget and the TOC will be a significant issue for
the government and Owner.”
Comment:
This is true and is an issue government, owners and NOPs must address.
In alliances the TOC is created iteratively during the Development Phase (that is, a first cut is prepared very
early, with successive figures providing increased refinement). The Owner then becomes aware at the earliest
possible stage if there is a potential disparity.
As a matter of governance, this is the responsibility of the Owner.

3.
3.1

Education for members and the broader community
Key finding 1: Business case – Defining the project’s VfM proposition

The report states:
22
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“The business case assessment of an optimum delivery method often tended to ‘default’ to alliancing using a
non-price selection approach for NOPs and did not consider a range of other delivery options.”
Comment:
This collapses two observations into one: (i) the failure to undertake a delivery method analysis (procurement
strategy), and (ii) the adoption of one particular facet of alliance delivery without consideration of other
options.
Perhaps the report could more accurately consider that if through the delivery selection of a procurement
strategy it became evident that an alliance delivery is the appropriate contract strategy, the selection process
could default to price competition alliance process as the optimum means of achieving VfM unless there are
specific project characteristics that drive the delivery approach to non price competition process. However, this
is a matter of governance, and is the responsibility of the Owner to determine the most appropriate approach
to delivery VfM.
In order to provide real value in education for members and the broader community, understanding the reasons
behind this are critical. In the absence of understanding ‘why’ we are unable to see the opportunities for
education.

3.2

Key finding 3: Selecting the NOPs – Non- price and price competition

The report states:
“…it was found that when price competition was used to select NOPs: … the TOC was found to be of the order of
5-10% (of TOC) less, relative to non-price competition.”
Comment:
The validity of including this statistic (and the one in the preceding bullet) on the basis of a sample of two, is
questionable, and diminishes the value of the report. Further, as indicated by the comments in Table 2.1, there
are many other considerations that need to be addressed. We wish to have further clarity within the report as
to the data that the report is relying on with this finding.
Also, in order to provide opportunities for education for members and the broader community understanding,
the specifics, frequency and reasons why NOP members were ‘either not made available to the project or left
prematurely’ is critical. Whilst there may be anecdotal evidence of this, and a generally held belief by Owners
that this is true, clarity is critical to understand the validity of reasons for these changes and whether it is
something that can be mitigated in future selection processes.
23
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3.3

Key finding 12: Project delivery – outstanding outcomes (game breaking /
break through)

The report states:
“there was little indication that outstanding outcomes (game breaking / breakthrough) were actually being
achieved within the definitions in use in this Study.”
Comment:
The absence of detail around what benchmarks were used limits our ability to understand and apply the
findings to educate the broader community.

3.4

Enhancing alliance VfM, sub- heading “Procurement strategy”, page xvi

The report states:
“The selection of the alliance delivery method to attract scarce resources or to start the project earlier may not
be appropriate if the associated price premium is considered.”
Comment:
No “associated price premium” has been established in this report therefore it is not of value in educating
members and the broader community. We recommend inclusion of supporting information and an explanation
around the ‘associated price premium’ stated in the report.

3.5

How the alliance delivery method is selected, section 2.4 on printed page 10

The report states:
“2.4.1 How governments determine whether to use an alliance.”
Comment:
The focus should be on which delivery method promises best value for money, rather than on "whether to use
an alliance".
Further, the term "an alliance" is generic, and properly conducted delivery method analysis would consider
specific variants for comparison against (specific variants of) other delivery methods.
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There may well be a general issue about delivery method analysis, and if so it should be presented in that
context – clarifying whether there is a general issue about the undertaking of delivery method analysis, and/or
whether the considerations when assessing an alliance option are especially problematic.
It is of vital importance to ensure that any guidelines on delivery method analysis should:



recognise that alliancing is more a framework than a single methodology; there are many
parameters that can affect its suitability or otherwise for a specific project or programme



provide flexibility to accommodate future innovations in alliancing



not be prescriptive or dogmatic

In order to provide meaningful and accurate education opportunities we consider it critical for the report to
acknowledge that the selection of a delivery model be made based on a VfM assessment rather than on
whether to use an alliance.

3.6

How governments select the NOPs, section 2.4.2 on printed page 11

The report states:
“Commentary on hybrid approaches is not provided as no statements are provided in the guidelines.”
Comment:
It is unfortunate that the authors of this report did not comment on hybrid approaches just because “no
statements are given in guidelines”. Hybrid approaches provide an excellent example of innovation in the
alliance delivery method, albeit that the innovation may post-date the guidance material. The use of a "dual
commercial alignment" process introduces a very powerful value for money assessment.
Assuming there are no limitations of scope, we consider that detail on hybrid approaches would add immense
value to educating the community and in the Group’s ability to offer alliance-specific training programs, or
qualifications and endorsements of training programs and their providers.

25
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4.

4.1

Supporting wider recognition of alliancing as a distinct business
practice
Key finding 7: Agreeing the commercial arrangements – Outstanding
outcomes

The report states:
“Generally it is a requirement expressed in the PAA that the parties commit to achieving outstanding (game
breaking) outcomes.”
Comment:
The typical requirement is that all participants commit to striving (rather than achieving) for game-breaking
outcomes (where nominated). Further clarification on instances surrounding the inclusion of costs in pursuing
game breaking outcomes being included in TOC would be extremely useful in understanding the rationale and
impact this has on overall VfM.

4.2

Enhancing whole of government VfM, sub- heading “Selecting the NOPs”,
printed page xv

The report states:
“Whilst price competition is not appropriate in all circumstances, it should be required as a default position.”
Comment:
We robustly contest the assertion that price competition should be a default position as it may not be
appropriate and it could encourage project sponsors to forgo proper procurement methodology and delivery
selection processes recommended in this report. Rather, VfM should be the criterion. We would also assert
that properly conducted commercial alignment, based on a competent establishment audit, provides
appropriate VfM comparison. The key point to highlight is that proper and appropriate procurement
methodology should be undertaken.
The report’s position also fails to recognise that alliances should be conducted under a framework rather than a
strict model based on utilising the distinct set of business practices and skills that alliancing requires.
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The correlation between price based selection processes (for alliances and conventional contracting
arrangements) and the levels of disputation and the cost of that disputation is needed before this proposition
could be seriously considered.

4.3

Enhancing alliance VfM, sub- heading “Agreeing the commercial
arrangements”, printed page xvii

The report states:
“The complex nature of alliances can result in Owners being exposed to serious asymmetry of information,
commercial capability and capacity in their engagement with the NOPs.”
Comment:
It should be noted that this observation would be equally true (and in some areas, such as commercial
capability, potentially more so) for certain other delivery methods that involve less transparency and openness.
Also, it cannot be assumed that Owners want to upskill their employees for commercial savvy, particularly if
their needs relate to one off alliance procurement. Retaining the skill sets in house is not realistic in these
instances.
Alliances require distinct business practices and skill sets and this is not always best delivered by Owners or
NOPs who are directly involved in the project.

4.4

Policy Recommendation No. 2, printed page xvii

The report states:
“The State Treasuries collaborate to develop a comprehensive Procurement Selection Guide and training
materials for use by government agencies on when to use the alliance delivery method.”
Comment:
The matter is one of choosing the most appropriate delivery method; it is not simply a question of whether (a
particular form of) the alliance delivery method alone is appropriate (for a given project or programme).
Common guidance material can be helpful, provided that it is flexible and not prescriptive. There is a
paramount need to enable and encourage the alliance delivery method to continue to evolve. Overall, the
report is based on a ‘vanilla’ form of alliancing that does not reflect the many innovations that have been
introduced over the past few years (noting that the report survey covered alliances that may have been
completed as long ago as 2005, and which would therefore most likely have been set up in 2004 or earlier).
27
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We recommend the report acknowledge the distinct set of business requirements and skills alliances demand.

4.5

Policy Recommendation No. 3, printed page xviii

The report states:
“The State Treasuries (and relevant line agencies) collaborate to develop common policy principles, guidelines
and training for the selection of the NOPs and implementation of the alliance delivery method that reflect the
outcomes of this Study.”
Comment:
There is a very real likelihood that, unless implemented with a great deal of flexibility, such a step would stifle
innovation of the sort that has encouraged alliancing to become accepted as a mature and valued delivery
method. If a standard form of alliance is mandated, the beneficial attributes of the alliance approach could be
lost to process orientated practices rather than tailored value adding practices and this valuable and proven
delivery method may fall into disrepute.
As a separate point, it is likely that few government agencies will have sufficient alliance activity to warrant the
development and retention of trained and knowledgeable staff with broad and current experience.

4.6

The principles of VfM and the value proposition, section 3.3, page 19

The report states:
“The alliance team is primarily concerned with the delivery of the capital assets, it is not usually required to
manage or address the operational phase (other than ensuring fit-for-purpose capital assets and whole-of-life
considerations for the capital assets) nor is it responsible for the ongoing service benefits to the community (for
example, the alliance does not take the risk of whether the new road does actually lead to travel time savings).”
Comment:
We believe that this is inaccurate. Again, there has been substantial development in how alliances are set up, as
the delivery method has evolved and matured. Whole lifecycle costs are very definitely considered very
seriously. Alliance performance measurement typically includes community engagement, early service benefits
and legacies. Alliance scope increasingly covers operations and maintenance during the early years following
completion and commissioning. However, we are cognisant that in many instances the owner considers that
these aspects of the asset delivery are solely the owner’s business domain and therefore in some instances the
owner may exclude this from the NOPs sphere of influence.
28
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5.

Section 4 - Study Methodology and Previous Research

This section of the report is comprehensive and outlines a sound research methodology. The weakness
however, is the very small sample size and the Findings and Recommendations made on such a limited sample
size.
The limited sample size is not adequately qualified and this is required to enable readers and users of the report
to make their own assessment of its validity. This matter should be addressed in Section 4.7 – Limitations of
study.

6.
6.1

Section 5 – Findings
Key finding 3

This finding does not include any reference to the findings reported in Appendix A of the report, Phase 1 survey
results (of 46 alliances).
Price competition (bullet point 2) – this statement could be interpreted as saying that using the two TOC
approach (price competition) is cheaper for the owner. What is not evident or addressed is the total cost
incurred by the owner preparing more detailed procurement documentation, the additional time taken to
establish the alliance, the duplication of commitment and costs by Owner resources required during the two
TOC process, payments to the NOPs involved in the two TOC process and the loss of flexibility and control the
owner has over the scope, time, standards and non cost requirements in an alliance formed using the two TOC
approach. The report does acknowledge that “Owner representatives reported a significant management
demand on their organisation (compared with non-price selection approach).” However it is not sufficiently
clear whether this was accounted for in the assessment.
The results of the quantitative survey undertaken for the 46 alliances, particularly time and cost performance,
are not addressed in the finding.
Price competition (bullet point 3) – This statement does not address the potential loss of flexibility and control
of the owner in a price competitive process. Again the small sample size diminishes the validity of this finding.

6.2

Key finding 5

This could be a misleading statement and taken on its own could be interpreted as saying projects delivered
under an alliance arrangement will cost owners an extra 35 -45% than if they were delivered under traditional
or PPP arrangements. The study leader, Peter Wood, stated this is not the case (at the Relationship Contracting
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Network forum in Perth 29 October 2009) and this fact should be made clear here and in the commentary on
pages 48 and 49, particularly in relation to the graph plotting % Increase on business case estimate versus
project lifecycle. Our comments in Section 1.1, Key Finding 1: “Business case - Defining the project’s VfM
proposition” would help to clarify the graph and commentary, particularly the comment on page 49, paragraph
5, line 3 “In these situations the differential may indicate that the business case estimates did not provide a
sufficient contingency allowance”.
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Introduction
Governments aim to achieve a very broad range of social, environmental and economic
objectives on behalf of their communities through the delivery of capital and non‐capital
programs. Capital and infrastructure projects can be delivered using a number of different
procurement methods, which should be selected and applied on the basis of a thorough
analysis of project characteristics and risks.
In alliances, the state agency delivering the project works collaboratively with private sector
parties in procuring major capital assets, and agrees to take uncapped risks and share
opportunities 1 . The use of alliance contracting is appropriate when it can be demonstrated
that an alliance approach will deliver incremental value for money over other alternatives.
The purpose of this policy is to establish the policy principles, governance and approval
framework to be applied by agencies using the alliance delivery method, and to consolidate
the positive outcomes of alliance contracting to ensure it is used and applied appropriately.
The key benefits of alliance contracting include that the parties are incentivised to work co‐
operatively to complete the project within the time and budget forecasts in the business
case, to find the best solutions for the project (rather than for their own interests), and to
work quickly and collaboratively to resolve issues as they arise. Agencies are using alliance
contracting to capitalise on such benefits.
A recent study 2 has shown that there has been a significant increase in the use of alliances in
the Australian public sector in recent years. Therefore, it is timely to develop common policy
principles for alliancing, in order to promote leading practice for the delivery of these
infrastructure projects to the community.
This policy framework is underpinned by the following three main principles:
1.

Governments should ensure good public accountability and transparency, and protect
the public interest.

2.

Each project should achieve value for money in line with business case commitments.

3.

Efficient and effective market engagement for each project.

The application of these principles should assist to further develop and retain the alliance
delivery method as one of the key procurement strategies that government agencies can use
for delivering select infrastructure projects.

1

2

In alliancing, the project team is integrated; it is required to act in good faith, with integrity, keep to certain principles (such as
‘no blame’) and make unanimous decisions and recommendations on all key project issues. The concept of collective
assumption of risk applies in alliance contracts where the alliance participants bear all risks equitably (although not always
equally regarding financial consequences).
In Pursuit of Additional Value: A benchmarking study into alliancing in the Australian Public Sector, DTF Victoria, October 2009.
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Policy statement and application
Value for money is the key driver of all procurement decisions, including the use of alliance
contracting for delivering and/or operating infrastructure. For complex projects with high
risks that cannot be fully dimensioned, alliancing can potentially offer the best procurement
strategy for achieving the government’s investment objectives. The alliance approach allows
such risks to be worked through collaboratively as the project develops.
The planning and implementation of all alliance contracting by agencies should be consistent
with this alliancing policy. 3
It is important for all agencies contemplating alliance contracting to benchmark their
planning and procurement practices against the alliancing guidance material published from
time to time by Treasury, as well as to adhere to all other relevant government and Treasury
policies and guidelines. 4
Some circumstances may arise in specific projects that are unforeseen by this policy, and an
agency may consider that the public interest is better served by varying the application of
this policy or published guidelines. If this occurs, the agency should robustly analyse the
departure, including any cost implications of such a variation, and seek approvals to make
the suggested departure in line with section 1.3 of this policy.

Policy principles
The following policy principles underpin the Government’s support for alliance contracting.

1. Public accountability and public interest
1.1 Ensuring public accountability for project delivery
Agencies and their public officials are accountable for the use of public funds and the
consequences flowing from their use, and for successful project delivery. This accountability
is best demonstrated by agencies working to clear objectives in a transparent way, accepting
responsibility for their decisions and actions, striving to make the best use of public
resources, and submitting themselves to appropriate scrutiny. 5

3
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This policy was approved by the Victorian Government to apply to alliance contracting in the government sector. For
convenience, the reference to ‘agency’ is used in this policy to mean any government‐owned entity, including departments. In
the alliance contracting context, the ‘agency’ is commonly referred to as the owner, although it is not appropriate to read this
as a reference to the owner participants.

4

This refers to all alliancing specific guidelines published by Treasury, as well as to other government / treasury policies and
guidelines that are not specific to any one procurement method – for example, policies and guidelines pertaining to probity,
business case development etc.

5

Paraphrased from the Victorian Public Administration Act 2004
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One of the risks with alliance contracting is that the adoption of a collaborative or a best‐for‐
project approach to commercial negotiations or conflict resolution may not always be
enough for agencies to satisfy public standards of accountability. In addition, it is important
for agencies to always maintain an equal, balanced relationship with the private sector
alliance participants. If an agency forms relationships with these alliance participants which
are too familiar or unbalanced, the benefits that should be gained from a collaborative
approach to project delivery could be put at risk. For example, the benefit might be lost
where the agency depends too heavily on the private sector proponent for information and
advice, where the agency is ‘captured’ by them, and/or where the agency’s responsibility to
government is compromised by this dependency. 6
It is important for an alliance contract to have a governance framework that clearly identifies
the roles and responsibilities of all alliance participants. In particular, a clear distinction
needs to be made between the ‘owner’, and the ’owner participants’ who are part of the
alliance. The owner (who can be a Minister, the departmental head, the agency’s board etc.)
may delegate certain limited responsibilities to their nominated representatives in an
alliance.
Irrespective, owners cannot delegate their accountabilities to the state for delivering agreed
investment outcomes. These outcomes should be fully articulated in the business case and
include both the longer‐term delivery of the service benefits to the community and the
capital project that the owner considers is required to enable those service benefits to be
realised. It is also important for the legal framework to preserve the owner’s capacity to
assert and enforce the state’s rights.

1.2 Making sure the public interest is protected
An agency may have satisfied the public interest 7 in managing the public funds used to
deliver an alliance project efficiently, economically and effectively, but it is also important
that the agency is actually ‘seen’ to have achieved this. This means that the agency should,
independently from the alliance, verify and ensure that the public interest is being protected
throughout the life of the alliance.
Alliance contracting relies on parties acting with the highest levels of integrity and having
open and transparent information‐sharing about opportunities and risks for optimising the
government’s agreed outcomes. Alliancing usually incorporates the ‘open‐book’ principle
and, for this to be effective, it is important for agencies to have advisers who are able to fully
understand and provide advice on the open‐book details, independently of the alliance. The
agency will benefit from this independent advice by having clear project specifications,
accessing benchmarking data and understanding how project costs have been built up.

6

7

These matters are discussed in Guidelines for Managing Risks in Direct Negotiation, NSW Independent Commission Against
Corruption (ICAC), 2006.
The NSW Ombudsman (in Public Sector Agencies fact sheet No 16, June 2005) described the concept of the ‘public interest’ as
referring to considerations affecting the good order and functioning of the community and government affairs, for the
wellbeing of citizens. It is generally recognised that the phrase is incapable of precise definition, as there is no single and
immutable public interest.
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Before making any commitments to proceed, or signing any form of contract with any
preferred party, the agency should satisfy itself that the final (or negotiated) tender proposal
is cost‐effective, total pricing is consistent with best‐in‐market values and the project
deliverables are consistent with the approved business case. It is important that the state’s
legal position and its commercial exposure are always transparent and well understood by
the agency.

1.3 Ensuring government approvals are in place
In addition to the general processes for approving infrastructure projects that apply to each
government department and agency, this policy requires a further approvals process to be
followed for:

•

all project alliance contracts (irrespective of the value of the alliance contract); and

•

any program alliances (including alliances for ongoing operations and maintenance).

This approvals process (set out in Figure 1) requires the endorsement of the agency’s
Portfolio Minister and then the approval of the Treasurer at each of the following stages:

•

on completion of the business case (which may also require Cabinet approvals);

•

before the start of formal market engagement activities, tender processes and the
public release of tender documents; and

•

before executing contracts and any other forms of agreements with preferred alliance
parties.

The process also requires the agency to seek the Minister’s endorsement and then the
approval of the Treasurer for:

•

any material departures from the business case, or from any other project approvals
previously provided by the Minister, the Treasurer and/or Cabinet; and

•

any material departures from this policy and published guidelines (irrespective of the
value of the alliance contract).

It is not considered appropriate for an agency to make any internal or public commitment to
any infrastructure project (including any proposed alliance project) before the business case
recommendations and potential methods of delivering the project are evaluated, the
procurement strategy is finalised and the required approvals are obtained.
The approvals process required by this policy is shown in Figure 1 at the end of this
document.
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2. Value for money
2.1 Preparing the business case in line with government guidelines
Government relies upon a comprehensive and robust business case from the agency, with
clear and transparent assessments of the proposed investment and the procurement
strategy, so it can decide whether to support any one investment proposal against
competing priorities for public resources. The business case should be prepared by agencies
in accordance with relevant Government policy and guidelines. 8
Any recommendation to proceed with an alliance procurement strategy to deliver the
proposed investment should be supported by a business case that shows the potential for
superior value or money outcomes compared to other procurement alternatives. Although
the business case may prove otherwise, alliancing is unlikely to provide such outcomes for
projects with a capital value of less than $50 million, primarily due to the resources which
are required (from both the agency and industry) to set up and maintain an effective project
or program alliance. Alliancing should only be considered for small projects if the agency’s
business case has expressly addressed the relevant resource impacts and costs. It is
important for any recommendation by an agency to use an alliance contract (where there is
an anticipated capital value of less than $50 million) to be accompanied by supporting
information and a full procurement strategy analysis.
Where an agency intends to establish a program alliance 9 , this policy still requires the
agency to show the superior case for using alliance contracting to deliver the project(s), and
for selecting the program alliance approach, in the business case.

2.2 Articulating and reporting on the value for money proposition
It is necessary for the agency to articulate both the price and non‐price elements of the
value for money proposition in the business case, including:

•

the service delivery benefits;

•

relevant service delivery and capital budgets developed on a whole‐of‐life basis; and

•

cost contingencies for risks, and the assumptions underlying them.

The business case, and its value for money proposition, represents the agreement between
the agency and the government. The business case recommends the best procurement
methodology and strategy to achieve the value for money proposition – that is, delivering
the project at the lowest price and to the required standard over the life of the project. The
approved business case will subsequently direct and benchmark planning, negotiation and
implementation activities for the alliance.

8
9

For example, see National Public Private Partnerships Guidelines; and the Victorian Lifecycle Guidance Material.
A program alliance is effectively a pre‐qualified panel of potential alliancing parties that an agency establishes so it can
expeditiously and conveniently select from the panel to form an alliance for a specific project or for a package of related
works.
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Within six months after the alliance completes the project, the agency should provide the
Minister and the Treasurer with a value for money report on outcomes achieved by the
alliance. This should be in the form set out in relevant Treasury guidelines.

2.3 Ensuring symmetry of capability and capacity
A key value for money driver and critical requirement for effective procurement is the
agency’s ability to effectively negotiate and manage commercial issues with the private
sector. To protect the public interest and achieve optimal value for money outcomes,
agencies should make sure that they have, and are able to apply, sufficient capacity and
capability to alliance contracting – in particular, it is important for the agency to apply
commercial good sense to all procurement activities.
The agency should ensure that efficient and effective market engagement occurs throughout
the planning, evaluation, implementation and post‐delivery phases of the alliance project.
Appropriate mechanisms should be put in place upfront to ensure the agency is able to fully
benefit from a collaborative approach, and also does not suffer any disadvantage from a
mismatch to the capacity and capability of non‐owner participants from the private sector.
The application of adequate resources to the project will put the agency in a better position
to achieve the benefits of the alliance delivery method. By involving people with the
requisite experience in managing the project, the agency is likely to achieve better alignment
between the alliance participants, and therefore more robust decision‐making processes
within the alliance. The agency should provide people with sufficient seniority and expertise
to provide active leadership in the alliance.

2.4 Using external advisers and service providers
In alliance contracting, agencies generally agree to take uncapped project risks and share
opportunities. Therefore, to protect the public interest, it is important for the agency to
maintain active commercial engagement and be ready to participate in a large number of
commercial decisions for the life of the alliance. It is in both the agency’s and non‐owner
participants’ interests that the owner brings appropriate commercial expertise and authority
to the alliance. The process of allocating resources to establish and implement an alliance
contract requires the agency to adopt a multi‐disciplinary approach. For example, the agency
will need to ensure that the proposed alliance contract has been fully considered from a
commercial perspective, as well as from a technical perspective.
Agencies may use external advisers (contractors or consultants) and service providers to
assist with planning and engaging with alliance proponents. However, it is important for
public officials to ensure that they maintain the key leadership and decision‐making roles for
the alliance project. The agency should be conscious that suppliers, external advisers and
service providers in the market may otherwise be able to shape the structure and practice of
alliancing, which may not always be in either the agency’s or the public’s interest. Given that
the agency will ultimately be accountable for protecting the public interest, public officials
should take the lead in first making any recommendation to undertake a project through
alliancing, and second, in deciding on the best way to structure a specific alliance to achieve
the state's investment objectives.
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3. Efficient and effective market engagement
3.1 Ensuring an efficient and effective procurement process
The Government allocates public resources to procurement processes that add optimal
value to the public interest, and will seek to ensure that these procurement processes
promote the efficient use of resources from participating private parties. As such, it is
important that an agency only start a market engagement process that has already obtained
government approval.
Procurement processes are best selected and tailored to deal effectively and efficiently with
the known complexities and risks of a specific project, and in order to optimise value for
money outcomes. Alliance contracting should only be selected after a robust analysis has
been undertaken to determine whether it is the most appropriate procurement method in
the circumstances. Where the government approves a recommendation to proceed with
alliance contracting, the specific strategy and structuring of this alliance should be detailed
before approvals for market engagement are sought.
As part of the market engagement process, agencies should make clear to the alliance
proponents when the alliance (including the agreed alliance principles such as ‘no blame’,
‘good faith’ and ‘best for project’) will formally begin. This policy supports the formal alliance
starting only once the commercial negotiations have finished and the project alliance
agreement has been executed by both parties.

3.2 Ensuring effective competition and contestability
Competition and contestability are the standard requirements for selecting government
suppliers. These requirements are the foundation stone of public procurement, strengthen
incentives to innovate, ensure that resources are allocated efficiently, and provide the most
effective way of driving, achieving and demonstrating value for money. Although alliances
rely on collaboration between the alliance participants once the alliance is established, it is
still important for competition and contestability to be applied to the procurement of
alliance contracts, including to the selection of government advisers, non‐agency parties in
an alliance and service providers who are not part of an alliance.
Consistent with government procurement policy and the need for accountability, agencies
must ensure that the process for selecting alliance parties incorporates efficient and
effective competition, contestability and transparency for maximising value for money
outcomes. Any departure from price competition being a key tender selection criterion for a
proposed alliance project or program alliance needs to be supported in the business case
and/or procurement options analysis, endorsed by the Portfolio Minister and agreed by the
Treasurer. 10
If an alliancing strategy proposes a departure from a competitive route (for example, to
negotiate the target cost of the project after the preferred proponent has been selected) or
otherwise removes or dilutes the competitive tension present under bidding conditions for
other delivery methods, it is important for this issue to be fully explored, with a thorough
10

Detailed guidelines on how agencies should apply price competition to the procurement of alliance contracts will be set out
in the new Practitioner’s Guide to Alliance Contracting.
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analysis of the benefits of such a departure. Similarly, agencies should be cautious of any
truncated processes that do not (or may not) provide sufficient time for the public and
private parties to negotiate the best commercial outcome for the state prior to signing the
agreement. If the agency considers that circumstances require a truncated process to be
adopted, the business case and/or procurement options analysis should provide adequate
support for this approach.
Also consistent with government procurement policy is the need to ensure contestability
and promote new market entrants. This means that potential bidders should have the
opportunity to participate in a tender process even if they have no prior experience with
alliance contracting.

3.3 Engaging the market under constrained conditions
Governments striving to respond to compelling community needs may set priorities that
require a project to be completed in the fastest possible time. The collaborative processes in
the alliance delivery method may, in selected cases, allow the project to commence earlier
than an alternative procurement methodology. However, there may be a cost premium
associated with this early start, and therefore it is important for the business case and/or
procurement options analysis to fully alert government decision‐makers to this premium.
The business as usual approach to project delivery should be to determine what is best for
state and best for project. Accordingly, this policy does not support alliance contracting as
the default approach to delivering an infrastructure project. Agencies should be conscious to
ensure that alliancing is used when it is the best procurement strategy for achieving the
government’s investment objectives and has the best potential to offer value for money, and
not when the business case has been inadequately planned, simply because significant time
pressures apply to delivery of the project or where the project’s scope is poorly defined.

3.4 Ensuring appropriate training for public officials
The Government will work to identify appropriate training for public officials participating in
an alliance team or leadership group. This would support public officials in undertaking such
a role in project alliances.
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Figure 1: Alliancing tasks and approvals for alliance projects
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Appendix E

Feedback from Infrastructure Partnerships
Australia
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21 September 2010

Mr. Nick Tamburro
Director, Commercial Division
Department of Treasury and Finance
1 Treasury Place
Melbourne VIC 3002

Dear Mr. Tamburro

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the Exposure Draft document “The
Practitioners’ Guide to Alliance Contracting” (“the Guide”), July 2010.
Infrastructure Partnerships Australia (IPA) congratulates the Victorian Department of
Treasury and Finance and its co‐sponsors from the New South Wales, Queensland and
Western Australian Treasuries, for this comprehensive piece of work. This is a welcome
example of positive collaboration between state jurisdictions, the results of which will
benefit all jurisdictions and the broader public.
Regardless of the method of procurement selected for any given project, it is incumbent
upon government to drive improved value for money outcomes. Better value for money
outcomes with respect to public infrastructure projects will not only serve to increase public
confidence around governments’ capacity to deliver infrastructure, but also maximise
governments’ ability to fund more infrastructure.
Although contract alliancing is a relatively new form of procurement, its extensive and
growing use in the Australian public sector means it has undergone significant evolution and
is now a mature procurement delivery method. With that maturity comes the need for
greater transparency around project outcomes.
Public sector alliance contracting is growing exponentially. Alliance contracts represent
some $30 billion of public procurement since 2006. It is therefore timely that updated and
detailed guidance is provided to public sector agencies to ensure that in every instance the
selection of an alliance contract as the preferred method of procurement is transparent,
appropriate and provides value for money for the taxpayer.
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The provision of consistent and leading practice guidance on alliance contracting will be an
invaluable tool for government agencies, the private sector and the public alike to have a
clear understanding of and confidence in the principles and practices underlying alliance
contracting.
IPA acknowledges the use of alliance contracting as one in a range of valid procurement
options for government. Alliancing has been used to successfully deliver a range of complex
projects, the most recent example being the Melbourne Port Channel Deepening Project.
The need for this Guide was established after the 2009 release of the Benchmarking Study
into Alliancing in the Australian Public Sector “In Pursuit of Additional Value”. The study was
probably one of the first of its kind to comprehensively document and assess the use of
alliance contracting in the public sector. The stated task of the benchmarking study to
provide a “…detailed benchmarking study of alliancing across Australia to investigate
whether alliancing delivers incremental value for money (VfM) to government against other
procurement methods.”
While the study reaffirmed some of the positive attributes of alliance contracting, it also
signaled some potential issues accompanying its increased use. For example, with respect to
VfM, the report found:


the average increase from business case cost to Target Outturn Cost (TOC) was 35‐
45%;



the average increase from business case cost estimate to Actual Outturn Cost (AOC)
was of the order of 45‐55%. This compares to PPPs for which the average increase in
business case cost estimate to AOC was 5‐10%;



the non‐price selection approach for Non‐Owner Participants (NOPs) was the default
option at the business case stage;



primary reasons for selecting the alliance delivery method was to achieve early
project commencement.

IPA is pleased the Guide addresses these issues and places public sector decision‐making
around alliance contracting under the same level of scrutiny and rigour as other
procurement methods, including the principles of value for money and protecting the public
interest.
In particular IPA notes and agrees with the following important points from the Exposure
Draft Guide:
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1.

“Best for Project” must be consistent with Owner’s VfM Statement, that is, the
concept should only be used efficiently, effectively and economically to pursue
project objectives that are part of the Owner’s VfM Statement (page 16).
It is important to ensure “Best for Project” decisions are not made in isolation of the
original business case or without regard for the Owner’s VfM Statement.

2.

The principle of “Good Faith” does not change the outcome or financial
implications of an alliance team’s performance (page 17).
The requirement for alliance team members to act in “good faith” is one of the key
characteristics of this procurement delivery method. However, as per the point
above, it is not an end in itself and all decisions made in good faith should not
override the cost and time objectives of the project.

3.

As alliance characteristics are evolving, key features will change and different
practices will be proposed by Practitioners. Public officials must actively test and
challenge these changing practices and ensure that the public interest continues to
be protected and is not inadvertently eroded (page 20).
In general, the fact that alliance characteristics are evolving is a positive sign that
refinements and improvements to the model are being made. However it is also
important that the model maintain its defined structures and associated disciplines.

4.

It is important for owners to ensure that any alliance contract is appropriately
tailored to deal with the risk profile and commercial objectives for their specific
project (page 27).
While the standardisation of contracts is desirable from an industry point of view as
it provides certainty as to process and therefore costs, as with the selection of the
procurement delivery method, each project needs to be considered on a case by case
to ensure best value for money.

5.

Alliancing should not be chosen as the procurement delivery method simply
because the Business Case has been inadequately planned or where the project’s
scope is poorly defined. Alliancing should only be used where it is the best
procurement strategy for achieving the approved Business Case objectives (page
35).
The use of alliancing is increasing exponentially in the Australian public sector,
compared to the private sector, where it originated, and when compared to other
countries. The reason for this is not well understood and Governments need to be
mindful that agencies are making the decision to proceed with a project under an
alliance contract for the right reasons and after a rigorous business case has been
established and approved by Treasury.
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6.

Exercise caution when using alliances in sub‐optimal conditions (page 37).
Alliancing is usually selected as the preferred procurement method because there
may be a need to get the project started quickly, or the project is complex and
difficult to fully scope. While alliancing can be an appropriate procurement delivery
model for these conditions, caution needs to be exercised to ensure the extra costs
of these challenges or risks are properly factored in.

7.

If the goal is to deliver a project in the shortest possible timeframe, a shorter
procurement process will not necessarily achieve this goal. Agencies may
encounter a longer construction period and a higher TOC due to inefficiencies
during procurement, lack of project definition, and lack of innovation (page 39).
This point is self explanatory.

8.

The importance of a robust TOC (page 58).
This point cannot be underestimated. The TOC is a critical component of an alliance
contract and achieving value for money. It is the agreed cost estimate of the project
based on a defined project scope and assumptions of what will be required to deliver
the project. The TOC needs to satisfy the Owner that the cost estimate is the lowest
reasonable cost with appropriate risk and contingencies built in, while the Non
Owner Participants, in addition to the appropriate contingencies, need to be satisfied
they can deliver under that budget. A TOC that is not robust and leads to either
substantial cost overruns or gainshare will undermine the ability of the alliance
contract to demonstrate value for money and protecting the public interest.

9.

Even if a project is well suited for alliancing, it should only be recommended as the
preferred procurement strategy if the Owner can bring the right capacity and
capability to the project. This is critical if the Owner shares in the project risks and
must participate actively in the decision making process and project management
(page 62).
Alliance contracting requires the Owner to have a degree of expertise in order to
effectively participate in an alliance team and have the ability to match their Non
Owner counterparts. The degree of skill, project understanding, time commitment
and accountability required by all participants should not be underestimated or
taken lightly because of the concept of shared responsibility and
painshare/gainshare.

10.

No blame does not mean no accountability or no difference in opinion (page 98).
This point is self explanatory, however it’s possible that over time, and with an
increasing number of agencies and volume of projects being delivered as alliances,
alliance team participants with less experience do not properly understand or
misinterpret their role.
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Conclusion
Once again IPA welcomes this opportunity to comment upon the Exposure Draft of the
Practitioners’ Guide to Alliance Contracting and strongly endorses its contents.
IPA considers the Guide will help ensure future Australian public sector projects delivered via
alliance contracting will produce outcomes of the highest standards in innovation and
collaboration at value for money for the taxpayer.
The Guide will also help drive the ongoing process of broader procurement reform and assist
transparent and accountable public sector decision making which in turn will ensure vital
infrastructure projects are delivered.
IPA would also like to again commend the work of the relevant Treasuries who have
produced such a comprehensive document.

Yours sincerely

BRENDAN LYON
Executive Director I Infrastructure Partnerships Australia
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The Australian Financial Review
Wednesday 27 January
2010
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Herald Sun (Business Daly) Monday February 2010; page 31
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Peter Wood
Director, Australia & Middle East
Evans & Peck

Benchmarking Study into
Alliancing in the Australian
Public Sector
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Detailed evidence
based analysis of
VfM

Project success: The
perspective of the
Alliance Team &
Agency

Lessons learnt and
recommendations
for policy and
process

Phase 3

Study conducted in accordance with The University
of Melbourne code of conduct for research & ethics
approval ID: 0931719

Phase 2

Phase 1

Methodology: Approach
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A

B
Deep – but narrow

C

Breadth of study

A – Questionnaires
B – Case studies
C – Interviews

Broad – but
shallow

Breadth vs Depth in ‘question-based’ research

Deepth of study
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We are intending to share the findings in this research with the
international research community eg academic journal etc

How does this Study benchmark against other research

The research effort
• Since March 2009
• 5,000 to 7,000 professional hours
• Approx. 20 people in the Research Team

The people involved in the research effort

What are they doing nationally and internationally in research

Benchmarking the research methodology

Summary of research methodology
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Seventy-one alliance projects were identified that
came within the study parameters and the ALT
members of these projects were approached to
complete the survey.

The Alliancing Association of Australasia (AAA)
provided a list of current and past alliance projects.
These projects were sorted by the study team to fit
within the parameters of the study:
• government alliancing projects
• procured within the last five years
• valued over $100 million
• either current or completed after 2004.

Phase 1 study – the criteria for selection of
projects
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

name and composition of alliance (Owner, designer,
constructor and advisors)
alliance agreement format (project vs. program alliance,
and single vs. multiple TOC)
perceived alliance performance based on reported project
outcomes of time, cost, quality of work, functionality,
safety, environment, community, other stakeholders, team
dynamics, KRA achievement, and flexibility of approach
TOC comparison (initial, final and actual)
project duration comparison (initial, final and actual)
activities undertaken prior to selecting an alliance
successful outcome indicators
the possibility of using an alternative delivery method
the use of cost criteria in the evaluation.

A structured questionnaire for self completion was
developed, posing questions regarding:

Phase 1 Survey structure
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The response rate and spread of respondents is
considered reasonable for the purposes of this
study.

Spread of projects by states
• From the original list of 71 alliances,
• Victoria (18%), New South Wales (24%), Queensland (45%), and
Western Australia (13%)

82 responses were received from 46 alliances
• Response rate equated to 64% of the 71 alliances
• 36% of ALT members, 35 from Owners; 25 Constructors & 22
Designers

Respondents were grouped into the categories of Owner’s
representatives and Non-owner Participants (NOPs),
• Non-owner Participants comprised constructors and designers.

Phase 1 survey responses
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Non-price competition
• Also referred to as the ‘single TOC’
• The NOPs are selected solely on the basis of non-price
criteria.
Price competition
• Also referred to as the ‘multiple TOC’
• The NOPs are selected using both non-price criteria
and outturn price (TOC) criteria.
Hybrid
• There are various hybrids that include both non-price
criteria and commercial criteria but not full outturn price.
These may include competitive selection criteria based
on design innovation, profit margins, budget pricing and
commercial framework.

Selection processes in study sample
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WA

Victoria

Queensland

NSW

While there are some similarities within and
across states, with each emphasising the need
for a procurement strategy, there are also
many differences. For example:
• Assorted terminology and definitions (i.e.
DCT, TOC, TCE, ALT, PAB)
• A diversity of steps to be followed and
documents during the procurement strategy
• Contradictory information within documents
• Different project values noting when an
alliance can be considered (ranging from $5
million to $50 million)
• Some states and line agencies note the
different alliance approaches (price/nonprice).

States included in Stage 2: sample projects
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The key objectives of the case study analysis
were to:
• explore and understand key factors and
contextual influences on the individual alliances
• explore, understand and identify areas of
potential enhancement or erosion of VfM
throughout the lifecycle of the project
• explore and understand the alliance’s concept of
VfM vis-à-vis that in the Business Case
• establish an understanding of a broad range of
aspects of the particular alliance
• make an assessment of the alliance’s
performance in a broad range of areas.

Phase 2 objectives
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Criteria were used to select projects
• a balance of project and program alliances
• a mixture of NOP selection processes (non-price and
price)
• projects from road, water and rail sectors
• a range of projects including those considered to
perform well (time, cost, quality), reasonable and
projects that did not perform well
• projects from Victoria, New South Wales,
Queensland, and Western Australia
• projects where detailed data was available
• projects where the alliance staff were available for
interviews
• projects that were well progressed or completed
• projects that were either nominated by the Owner or
indicated in Phase 1 they were willing to participate in
Phase 2.

Selection of phase 2 case study
projects
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The 14 projects were representative of the overall
population of projects considered in Phase 1

12 alliances that selected NOPs using non-price
competition, 2 that used outturn price competition

12 project alliances, 2 program alliance

2 projects from WA, 2 from Victoria, 1 from NSW and 9
from Queensland

5 road projects, 6 water projects, 3 rail

Phase 2 sample set of projects
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Phase 2: The delivery performance of the sample projects
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Specific project identifiers kept confidential

Each stage of the project lifecycle was
investigated and analysed

Detailed review of associated project
documentation

Detailed face to face interviews with key Alliance
Owner’s representatives and Non-owner
personnel

Conduct of case study investigation
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Value for Money

Business Case

Reason for Alliancing

NOP Selection

PAA/TOC Development

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

Project Need

1.2

1.1

The PAA and TOC development process

The NOP selection process

The key reason to adopt an alliance

Comprehensiveness of the business case

VfM objectives used

Comprehensiveness of the assessment and
documentation of the requirement for the project

ALLIANCE DEVELOPMENT

1

Description

Project Element

Ref

Specific areas of investigation [1]
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Time

Relationships

Cost

Stakeholders

Community

Environment

Safety

Quality

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

Assessment of the delivery of the project in key
areas

ALLIANCE IMPLEMENTATION PERFORMANCE

2

Description

Project Element

Ref

Specific areas of investigation [2]
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Insurance

Performance Security

No Blame/Blame

Fees

Pain/Gain

Completion Incentive

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.7

Any incentive/penalty provisioned in the PAA

Pain/Gain mechanism

Nature of fees (variable/lump sum)

Dispute provisions

Insurance arrangements

ALLIANCE AGREEMENT – Variations in PAAs

3

Description

Project Element

Ref

Specific areas of investigation [3]
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Designer

Constructor

Pain/Gain

4.1

4.2

4.3

Awarded

Related to constructor inputs

Related to designer inputs

FEES – % OF INPUT COSTS – Competitiveness

4

Description

Project Element

Ref

Specific areas of investigation [4]
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Supervision

Total Indirect Cost

Design

Risk/Opportunity

Escalation

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

Cost Analysis

5.2

5.1

Escalation as a percentage of TCE

Risk/opportunity allowance as a percentage of TCE

Design cost as a percentage of DC

Indirect costs as a percentage of DC

Supervision as a percentage of DC

The TCE and TOC mark-up on project DC

ESTIMATE AT TOC – Competitiveness

5

Description

Project Element

Ref

Specific areas of investigation [5]
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Peter Wood

Findings and
Recommendations

October 2009
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 The Report is largely completed, however, it is
yet to be handed over to the Client
 Therefore, the Client groups are yet to be all
fully briefed
 This is a “taster” of the findings and
recommendations in the Report
 Meets a commitment made to the AAA when
the Study commenced

Status of the Report

22
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Business Case

Procurement
Strategy

Selecting the
Non Owner
Participants
(NOPs)

Agreeing the
commercial
arrangements

Project
Delivery

Structure of the findings
 Findings are structured following the project
lifecycle.
 Developed with consideration to VfM expectations
at each stage of the lifecycle in state government
guidelines.
 For convenience, the Victorian DTF Investment
Lifecycle Guidelines were used to group the
research findings :

Findings

23

24

Findings (cont’d)
328
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25

Findings (cont’
(cont d)
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26

Findings (cont’
(cont d)
330
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 On average actual outturn costs (AOC) were approximately
45-55% higher than the Business Case cost estimate.
 The Business Case assessment of an optimum delivery
method tended to ‘default’ to alliancing using solely non-price
selection approach for the NOPs and often did not consider a
range of other delivery options.
 In general there was no evidence of a robust program and
budget.
27

Particular findings of note:

Business cases often did not clearly define the project
VfM proposition to the rigour required for investment
decision making.

Key Finding 1: Business Case
– Defining the project’s VfM proposition
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 To make the project more attractive to NOPs, especially in a
booming construction market.
 To achieve outstanding (game breaking) outcomes.
 To achieve early project commencement through early
involvement of the NOPs.
28

The most frequently mentioned reasons for selecting
an alliance were:

Owners’ primary reasons for selecting the alliance
delivery method were generally different from those
described in the relevant guidelines.

Key Finding 2: Procurement Strategy
– Owners’ rationale for selecting the
alliance delivery method
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 All Owner representatives indicated moderate to high
levels of satisfaction in regard to:
– Their relationship with the NOPs
– Non-price project outcomes
– The selection process
 Some Owner representatives noted that the selected
NOP team members either were not made available to
the project or left prematurely.

When only non-price criteria were used to select
NOPs:

Key Finding 3: Selecting the NOPs
– Non-price competition approach

29

334
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30

It was found that when price competition was used to
select NOPs:
 All Owner representatives indicated moderate to
high levels of satisfaction in regard to their
relationship with the NOPs.
 The cost to establish a TOC using price competition
was less (of the order of 2% of TOC) than when
non-price competition was used.
 The TOC has been found to be in the order of 510% less than when using non-price competition.

Key Finding 4: Selecting the NOPs
– Price competition approach
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31

The majority of Owners indicated that they used nonprice selection process as a means of making their
project more attractive to NOPs over other projects.

Key Finding 5: Selecting the NOPs
– Fragmented buyers (Owners)
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In general physical works commenced prior to
finalising the commercial arrangements with the
NOPs.

32

Key Finding 6: Agreeing the Commercial
Arrangements – Commencement of
physical work
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33

In general the agreed (initial) TOC was approximately
35-45% higher than the Business Case estimate.

Key Finding 7: Agreeing the Commercial
Arrangements – Business Case cost
compared to TOC
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A variety of terms and conditions were employed by the various
Owners. In particular:
 NOP Profit Margins: Sometimes fixed as a lump sum upon
agreement of the TOC and sometimes variable as a
percentage of TOC.
 No Blame Clause: Sometimes unconditional and sometimes
heavily modified or not used.
 Owner reserved powers: Significant variation in the extent of
powers reserved by the Owner.
 Reimbursable costs: Sometimes defined in the PAA,
sometimes not.
 Performance Security by NOPs: Sometimes required, generally
34
not.

Key Finding 8: Agreeing the Commercial
Arrangements – Project Alliance
Agreement (PAA)
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The estimated costs of achieving these outstanding
(game breaking) outcomes are often included in the
TOC, rather than from savings

The commercial arrangements usually provide
financial incentives for NOPs to achieve outstanding
(game breaking) outcomes.

It is a requirement generally expressed in the PAA
that the parties commit to achieving outstanding
(game breaking) outcomes.

35

Key Finding 9: Agreeing the Commercial
Arrangements – Outstanding Outcomes
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36

The majority of Owner representatives (regardless of
approach to selecting NOPs) reported that BAU
expectations were exceeded by the alliance in regard
to non-price objectives such as:
 Community relations
 Functionality and performance of asset
 Other stakeholder relations
 Safety
The following met their BAU expectations:
 Quality
 Environment

Key Finding 10: Project Delivery
– Non-price objective
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37

It was noted that active senior level
participation by the Owner on the ALT did
provide enhanced clarity of alliance objectives.

The number of Owner resources provided to
the alliances varied. There was no clear
correlation between the number of Owner
resources and enhanced VfM.

Key Finding 11: Project Delivery
– Owner resources
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38

The majority of projects met the Owners’ target
completion dates as set out in the Business Case.

The project’s physical works were able to be
commenced many months in advance of what
would have been possible using traditional
delivery methods (as indicated in Key Finding no.
6) leading to a commensurate earlier completion
date.

Key Finding 12: Project Delivery
– Early commencement of physical work
and project completion
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39

The research found no indications of any disputes
between the Owner and the NOPs that needed to
be resolved outside the alliance.

Key Finding 13: Project Delivery
– No disputes
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This finding significantly differs with the selfevaluation of both NOPs and Owner
representatives within the alliances who
considered that their own alliances achieved
outstanding outcomes.

The research found little indication that
outstanding outcomes (game breaking /
breakthrough) were being achieved within the
definitions in use in this Study (“paradigm shift,
not been done before”).

40

Key Finding 14: Project Delivery
– Outstanding outcomes (game breaking)
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In general there was an upward movement of 510% from agreed (initial) TOC to adjusted (final)
TOC.

Key Finding 15: Project Delivery
– Adjustments to agreed TOC
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In general, the AOC was marginally less than the
adjusted (final) TOC (by approximately -0.5%).

Key Finding 16: Project Delivery
– Final TOC and AOC
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 A requirement of the Study’s terms of reference
is to consider the findings for implications in
terms of public policy and guidelines
development.
 To increase the value obtained from this Study,
Key Findings were explored in the context of
industry knowledge, historical information and
context to form a series of Discussion Topics.
 It also incorporates general observations made by
the Research Team during its research.
 Time prevents a detailed discussion in this forum.

Discussion and Observations
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 To extract further VfM changes must be made
at Whole of Government and Alliance levels at
various stages of the project lifecycle.

 Based on the Findings, Discussion and
Observations of the Study, it can be concluded
that when used appropriately and in
appropriate circumstances, alliancing has the
potential to optimise VfM outcomes.

Conclusion
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– that the alliance delivery method be retained and developed
further
– that the State Treasuries collaborate to develop common policy
principles, guidelines, guidance notes and training for the
selection and implementation of the alliance delivery method
– the better use of competitive processes to improve value-formoney outcomes.
45

 The 6 recommendations reflect:

 6 recommendations are made
 “If all of these recommendations below are adopted the actual
outturn cost of alliance projects could, in the judgement of the
Research Team, be improved by 5-15% without diminishing
the many benefits that the alliance delivery method is capable
of providing”

Recommendations
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IInteractive Discussion

The Next Steps
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Appendix H

Feedback from Department of Treasury and
Finance
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Policy Framework

Over its 25-year history, Evans & Peck has often
been engaged to support governments in the
development of public policy. During 2009-2010,
the quantum of work in this area increased
considerably as the expanding capabilities and
capacity of the Company’s business and advisory
consultants gained momentum.
Evans & Peck significantly increased its presence in the area of
policy development and business advisory during the year,
securing influential advisory roles for Australia government
authorities, and business advisory roles for established
businesses in Australia, Hong Kong and China.
For the Australian Department of Infrastructure, Transport,
Regional Development and Local Government, Evans & Peck
provided support at three distinct levels: strategy, policy and
policy delivery.
Sydney Principal Paul Forward began work with the Department
Head to advise on the establishment of a Major Projects Office
within the department to oversee expenditure under the
National Stimulus Program.
Subsequently, Sydney’s Peter Cuk and Francois Schmidt (before
his transfer to Evans & Peck Hong Kong) helped to establish the
office and provide a framework for ensuring the Department
was equipped to manage its portfolio of Federally-funded
infrastructure projects.
In a separate assignment, Evans & Peck worked with the
same Department to develop a process for ensuring best
practice cost estimating.
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Sydney based cost estimation specialist Brian McCloy took the
lead in developing the Best Practice Cost Estimation Standard to

Setting new standards for
alliance contracting in Australia
On behalf of four State Government treasuries, the
Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance sought
to investigate alliance contracting, employed in major
Australian infrastructure projects, to determine how
value for money outcomes could be improved.
Led by Brisbane Principal Peter Wood, Evans & Peck
partnered with the University of Melbourne to conduct an
academically robust analysis of 14 of the largest projects
delivered using alliance contracting in Australia. By far the
largest research project of its kind in Australia it earned
international attention for its rigour and practical
recommendations.
“This study and subsequent Practitioner Guidelines have raised
Evans & Peck’s profile in formal business research. Our research
methodology achieved formal clearance from the University of
Melbourne and our client earned accolades for undertaking
such a ground breaking piece of research,” commented Peter.
The research has underpinned new government policy on
alliance contracting in Victoria, with other States and the
Commonwealth due to implement similar changes soon.
The Practitioners guide to alliance contracting was
released for industry comment in July 2010.
“The Inter-jurisdictional Committee was looking for an
industry expert that could undertake the in-depth analysis we
were after, had an excellent strategic understanding of the
Australian infrastructure industry and was brave enough to
report on any unpopular outcomes that emerged. We found
that Evans & Peck was able to deliver on all that as well as
have the flexibility of mind to appreciate public sector
policies, practices and standards. Evans & Peck made a
critical difference to an outstanding and landmark report.”
Nick Tamburro, Director, Commercial Division,
Department of Treasury and Finance, Victoria
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